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Abstract
The current work focuses on extracting useful statistical information from
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurements, complemented by Hot
Wire Anemometry (HWA) measurements. Experiments were conducted in
the turbulent opposed jet geometry, which is a canonical configuration for
understanding the fundamentals of flow and combustion. Novel fractal grids
were used to generate turbulence in the flow, and turbulent characteristics of
the flow field were extracted to ascertain the relative effects of flow configu-
ration on the flow characteristics, including lengthscale and energy informa-
tion, using energy spectra and Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD).
Lean premixed flames were measured using PIV, and novel techniques used
to extract unconditional velocity statistics, bulk motion and rotation ef-
fects, conditional statistics, turbulent burning velocities, flame surface den-
sity (FSD), thickness of turbulent flame brush and instantaneous reaction
zone, flame surface area, conditional dissipation, as well as conditional POD
(CPOD). These were made accessible via density segregation, a multi-step
image processing algorithm, used to detect flame isocontours directly from
PIV images. Relative effects of flow and chemistry were investigated for
lean premixed twin opposed jet flames, using methane, propane, ethylene,
cyclopentane and JP-10 as fuels. In addition, the transition to flameless
oxidation from conventional premixed flames was also characterised using
methane, cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-10, via a Damko¨hler number
analysis.
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nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact
plates and 4 mm jets, for cyclopentane (top row) and JP-
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6.32 Axial profiles of normalised mean axial scalar fluxes along the
axis of the opposed jet nozzles, using fractal grids with setup
in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, for methane
(CH4), propane (C3H8), ethylene (C2H4), cyclopentane (C5H10)
and JP-10 (JP10). Methane and propane at bulk velocities of
4.0 m/s, ethylene at bulk velocities of 8.0 m/s, and cyclopen-
tane and JP-10 at bulk velocities of 3.0 m/s. Equivalence
ratios of 0.7 (4), 0.75 (+), 0.8 (©), 0.85 (×), 0.9 () and
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6.33 Axial profiles of mean axial reactant (left column) and prod-
uct (right column) Reynolds stresses along the axis of the
opposed jet nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and 4 mm jets, for methane (top row),
propane (middle row) and ethylene (bottom row). Methane
and propane at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s, and ethylene at
bulk velocities of 8.0 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.7 (4), 0.8
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6.34 Axial profiles of mean radial reactant (left column) and prod-
uct (right column) Reynolds stresses along the axis of the
opposed jet nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and 4 mm jets, for methane (top row),
propane (middle row) and ethylene (bottom row). Methane
and propane at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s, and ethylene at
bulk velocities of 8.0 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.7 (4), 0.8
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6.35 Axial profiles of mean axial reactant (left column) and prod-
uct (right column) Reynolds stresses along the axis of the
opposed jet nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and 4 mm jets, for cyclopentane (top row)
and JP-10 (bottom row), at bulk velocities of 3.0 m/s. Equiv-
alence ratios of 0.75 (+) and 0.85 (×). . . . . . . . . . . . . 237
6.36 Axial profiles of mean radial reactant (left column) and prod-
uct (right column) Reynolds stresses along the axis of the
opposed jet nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and 4 mm jets, for cyclopentane (top row)
and JP-10 (bottom row), at bulk velocities of 3.0 m/s. Equiv-
alence ratios of 0.75 (+) and 0.85 (×). . . . . . . . . . . . . 238
6.37 Axial profiles (in reaction progress variable space) of mean
axial reactant (left column) and product (right column) ve-
locities along the axis of the opposed jet nozzles, using fractal
grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets,
for methane (top row), propane (middle row) and ethylene
(bottom row). Methane and propane at bulk velocities of
4.0 m/s, and ethylene at bulk velocities of 8.0 m/s. Equiva-
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6.38 Axial profiles (in reaction progress variable space) of mean
axial reactant (left column) and product (right column) ve-
locities along the axis of the opposed jet nozzles, using fractal
grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets,
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velocities of 3.0 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.75 (+) and 0.85
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6.39 Axial profiles (in reaction progress variable space) of nor-
malised mean axial scalar fluxes along the axis of the opposed
jet nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with
impact plates and 4 mm jets, for methane (CH4), propane
(C3H8), ethylene (C2H4), cyclopentane (C5H10) and JP-10
(JP10). Methane and propane at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s,
ethylene at bulk velocities of 8.0 m/s, and cyclopentane and
JP-10 at bulk velocities of 3.0 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.7
(4), 0.75 (+), 0.8 (©), 0.85 (×), 0.9 () and 1.0 (♦). . . . . 241
6.40 Stagnation statistics in the opposed jet configuration with
methane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.8 (top), 0.9 (middle)
and 1.0 (bottom), using fractal grids with flow configuration
in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and using 4 mm jets. Left:
probability of stagnation point locations. Right: probability
of rotation angles of instantaneous stagnation planes with
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6.41 Stagnation statistics in the opposed jet configuration with
propane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.8 (top), 0.9 (middle)
and 1.0 (bottom), using fractal grids with flow configuration
in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and using 4 mm jets. Left:
probability of stagnation point locations. Right: probability
of rotation angles of instantaneous stagnation planes with
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6.42 Stagnation statistics in the opposed jet configuration with
ethylene flames at equivalence ratios of 0.7 (top) and 0.8 (bot-
tom), using fractal grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and using 4 mm jets. Left: probability
of stagnation point locations. Right: probability of rotation
angles of instantaneous stagnation planes with angular reso-
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6.43 Stagnation statistics in the opposed jet configuration with
cyclopentane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.75 (top) and
0.85 (bottom), using fractal grids with flow configuration in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and using 4 mm jets. Left: prob-
ability of stagnation point locations. Right: probability of
rotation angles of instantaneous stagnation planes with an-
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6.44 Stagnation statistics in the opposed jet configuration with
JP-10 flames at equivalence ratios of 0.75 (top) and 0.85 (bot-
tom), using fractal grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and using 4 mm jets. Left: probability
of stagnation point locations. Right: probability of rotation
angles of instantaneous stagnation planes with angular reso-
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6.45 Cumulative energy distribution across modes obtained via
conditional POD, normalised and multiplied by the mean tur-
bulence energy ((1/2)(u′1u′1 + u′2u′2)) in the flow field and av-
eraged over all images in each set. Note that this definition
does not include the circumferential component of velocity
fluctuations, and is defined for comparison purposes. Left
column: Methane flames. Right column: propane flames.
Top to bottom rows: equivalence ratios of 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0
respectively. All cases at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s, using
fractal grids with impact plates (c.f. Fig. 3.2) with 4 mm
inlet jets. Reactant (blue solid line), product (red solid line)
and unconditional (black solid line) POD, with corresponding
isothermal POD (magenta solid line). Dashed lines represent
corresponding results using the fractal-traditional plate con-
figuration in Fig. 3.1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 247
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6.46 Cumulative energy distribution across modes obtained via
conditional POD, normalised and multiplied by the mean tur-
bulence energy ((1/2)(u′1u′1 + u′2u′2)) in the flow field and av-
eraged over all images in each set. Note that this definition
does not include the circumferential component of velocity
fluctuations, and is defined for comparison purposes. Left
column: cyclopentane flames. Right column: JP-10 flames.
Top to bottom rows: equivalence ratios of 0.75, and 0.85
respectively. All cases at bulk velocities of 3.0 m/s, using
fractal grids with impact plates (c.f. Fig. 3.2) with 4 mm
inlet jets. Reactant (blue solid line), product (red solid line)
and unconditional (black solid line) POD. . . . . . . . . . . . 248
6.47 Turbulent burning velocities ST,Bray, ST,Lawn and ST,dudx,
normalised using rms velocity fluctuations (u′) and laminar
burning velocities (S0L) from Section 2.2. Solid symbols -
propane. Empty symbols - methane. Equivalence ratios of
0.8 (©), 0.9 () and 1.0 (). Cyclopentane flames at equiva-
lence ratios of 0.75 (+) and 0.85 (×) are also included. Colors
- flow geometries. Dots - data from Fig. 2.2. Solid lines repre-
sent empirically fitted functions for methane. KPP relation
from Eq. (2.3) was used for methane flames at equivalence
ratios of 0.8 (dashed) and 1.0 (dashed-dotted). . . . . . . . . 251
6.48 Extinction limits based on empirical relation in Eq. (2.15)
(black), as well as assuming Damko¨hler number of 0.91 at
extinction (red), assuming instantaneous interface thickness
δf of 1 mm at extinction. Integral lengthscales (Lt) and rms
velocity fluctuations (u′) were derived from hot wire anemom-
etry, and equivalence ratios obtained by solving for laminar
burning velocities via linear interpolation using data from
Section 2.2. Traditional grids (×) and fractal-traditional grid
combination (), as well as fractal grids with impact plates
(©). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 254
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7.1 Examples of PIV images for the different cases with the equiv-
alence ratio (φ) of the JP-10 mixtures in the upper nozzle
shown, with JP-10 mixtures at bulk velocities of 3.5 m/s.
Red lines indicate detected reaction zones via density segre-
gation, and the arrow shows an example of pocket formation.
Images were inverted for clarity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258
7.2 Mean normalised areas for interfaces that were detected via
density segregation. Flame lengths were calculated within
nozzle diameter and normalised by nozzle diameter (©). Flame
surface areas were integrated within nozzle diameter assum-
ing axis-symmetry, and normalised by cross sectional area of
nozzle (×). Fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact
plates and 4 mm jets were used, and flames were stabilised
against products of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio
0.75) at 1720 K. Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cy-
clopentene and JP-10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0,
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 were used. Dashed lines represent lean
flammability limit for laminar methane flames [168]. . . . . . 259
7.3 Radial profiles of normalised mean axial (left column) and ra-
dial (right column) velocities (top row) and Reynolds stresses
(bottom row) 1.5 mm from the upper nozzle exit, using frac-
tal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm
jets, against products of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence
ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Methane (black) at 4.0 m/s, and cy-
clopentane (blue), and JP-10 (red) at 3.5 m/s. Note that
only non reactive case (×) and flames at equivalence ratios
of 0.8 (·) are shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 260
7.4 Axial profiles of normalised mean axial velocities along the
centreline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products
of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K.
Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-
10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan),
0.4 (magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red). . . . . . . . . . . . . 266
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7.5 Axial profiles of normalised mean axial Reynolds stresses
along the centreline of the burner, using fractal grids with
setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against
products of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at
1720 K. Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene
and JP-10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2
(cyan), 0.4 (magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red). . . . . . . . 267
7.6 Axial profiles of normalised mean radial Reynolds stresses
along the centreline of the burner, using fractal grids with
setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against
products of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at
1720 K. Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene
and JP-10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2
(cyan), 0.4 (magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red). . . . . . . . 268
7.7 Axial profiles of mean progress variable along the centreline
of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with
impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products of methane
flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Methane
at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-10 at
3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan), 0.4
(magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 269
7.8 Axial profiles of second moments of progress variable along
the centreline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products
of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K.
Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-
10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan),
0.4 (magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red). . . . . . . . . . . . . 270
7.9 Axial profiles of mean axial reactant velocities along the cen-
treline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products of methane
flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Methane
at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-10 at
3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan), 0.4
(magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 271
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7.10 Axial profiles of mean axial product velocities along the cen-
treline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products of methane
flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Methane
at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-10 at
3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan), 0.4
(magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 272
7.11 Axial profiles of mean axial reactant Reynolds stresses along
the centreline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products
of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K.
Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-
10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan),
0.4 (magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red). . . . . . . . . . . . . 273
7.12 Axial profiles of mean axial product Reynolds stresses along
the centreline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products
of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K.
Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-
10 at 3.5 m/s. EEquivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan),
0.4 (magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red). . . . . . . . . . . . . 274
7.13 Axial profiles of mean radial reactant Reynolds stresses along
the centreline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products
of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K.
Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-
10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan),
0.4 (magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red). . . . . . . . . . . . . 275
7.14 Axial profiles of mean radial product Reynolds stresses along
the centreline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products
of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K.
Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-
10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan),
0.4 (magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red). . . . . . . . . . . . . 276
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7.15 Axial profiles of mean axial scalar fluxes (not sign corrected)
along the centreline of the burner, using fractal grids with
setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against
products of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at
1720 K. Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene
and JP-10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2
(cyan), 0.4 (magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red). . . . . . . . 277
7.16 Profiles of mean axial reactant velocities along the centreline
of the burner against mean progress variable, using fractal
grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm
jets, against products of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence
ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane,
cyclopentene and JP-10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0
(black), 0.2 (cyan), 0.4 (magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red). 278
7.17 Profiles of mean axial product velocities along the centreline
of the burner against mean progress variable, using fractal
grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm
jets, against products of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence
ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane,
cyclopentene and JP-10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0
(black), 0.2 (cyan), 0.4 (magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red). 279
7.18 Profiles of mean axial scalar fluxes along the centreline of the
burner against mean progress variable, using fractal grids
with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets,
against products of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ra-
tio 0.75) at 1720 K. Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane,
cyclopentene and JP-10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0
(black), 0.2 (cyan), 0.4 (magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red). 280
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7.19 Axial profiles of normalised signals along the centreline of the
burner, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact
plates and 4 mm jets, against products of methane flames
(1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Black lines show
normalised raw PIV signals Iraw. Blue lines show correspond-
ing normalised OH-PLIF signals IOH,raw =
IOH−IOH,r
IOH,p−IOH,r . Cor-
responding profiles of mean progress variables synchronised
with PIV vectors are also shown (©). Top to bottom row -
lean methane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.00, 0.40, 0.60
and 0.80, for upper nozzle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 282
7.20 Axial profiles of normalised signals along the centreline of the
burner, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact
plates and 4 mm jets, against products of methane flames
(1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Black lines show
normalised raw PIV signals Iraw. Corresponding profiles of
mean progress variables synchronised with PIV vectors are
also shown (©). Top to bottom row - lean JP-10 flames at
equivalence ratios of 0.00, 0.20, 0.40, 0.60 and 0.80, for upper
nozzle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 283
7.21 Axial profiles of normalised signals along the centreline of the
burner, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact
plates and 4 mm jets, against products of methane flames
(1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Black lines show
normalised raw PIV signals Iraw. Corresponding profiles of
mean progress variables synchronised with PIV vectors are
also shown (©). Top to bottom row - lean cyclopentane
flames at equivalence ratios of 0.00, 0.20, 0.40, 0.60 and 0.80,
for upper nozzle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 284
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7.22 Axial profiles of normalised signals along the centreline of the
burner, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact
plates and 4 mm jets, against products of methane flames
(1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Black lines show
normalised raw PIV signals Iraw. Corresponding profiles of
mean progress variables synchronised with PIV vectors are
also shown (©). Top to bottom row - lean cyclopentene
flames at equivalence ratios of 0.00, 0.20, 0.40, 0.60 and 0.80,
for upper nozzle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285
7.23 Centreline profiles of mean normalised and displaced inten-
sities, relative to detected isocontours via density segrega-
tion. Left column - Normalised PIV signals Inorm (black)
and Inorm,OH (blue), against x1shift. Right column - Cor-
responding plots with x1shift in a smaller region relative to
0, with dashed lines to indicate location of detected isocon-
tours. Corresponding fitted error functions are shown for
Inorm (magenta). Top to bottom row - lean methane flames
at equivalence ratios of 0.00, 0.40, 0.60 and 0.80, for upper
nozzle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 286
7.24 Centreline profiles of mean normalised and displaced intensi-
ties, relative to detected isocontours via density segregation.
Left column - Normalised PIV signals Inorm (black) against
x1shift. Right column - Corresponding plots with x1shift in
a smaller region relative to 0, with dashed lines to indicate
location of detected isocontours. Corresponding fitted error
functions are shown for Inorm (magenta). Top to bottom row
- lean JP-10 flames at equivalence ratios of 0.00, 0.20, 0.40,
0.60 and 0.80, for upper nozzle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 287
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7.25 Centreline profiles of mean normalised and displaced intensi-
ties, relative to detected isocontours via density segregation.
Left column - Normalised PIV signals Inorm (black) against
x1shift. Right column - Corresponding plots with x1shift in
a smaller region relative to 0, with dashed lines to indicate
location of detected isocontours. Corresponding fitted error
functions are shown for Inorm (magenta). Top to bottom row
- lean cyclopentane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.00, 0.20,
0.40, 0.60 and 0.80, for upper nozzle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 288
7.26 Centreline profiles of mean normalised and displaced intensi-
ties, relative to detected isocontours via density segregation.
Left column - Normalised PIV signals Inorm (black) against
x1shift. Right column - Corresponding plots with x1shift in
a smaller region relative to 0, with dashed lines to indicate
location of detected isocontours. Corresponding fitted error
functions are shown for Inorm (magenta). Top to bottom row
- lean cyclopentene flames at equivalence ratios of 0.00, 0.20,
0.40, 0.60 and 0.80, for upper nozzle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 289
7.27 Borghi diagram [121], with regime characterisation for flames
with sufficient information, for methane (black), cyclopen-
tane (blue) and JP-10 (red) flames stabilised against hot
products of methane flames. Equivalence ratios of 0.2 (),
0.4 (©), 0.6 (4) and 0.8 (+) for various flames. Empirical
relation in Eq. (2.15) was used to identify extinction limits for
twin premixed flames using fractal grids and impact plates,
based on laminar burning velocities of methane, propane,
ethylene and cyclopentane in Section 2.2, turbulence char-
acteristics from hot wire anemometry and assuming flame
thickness δf to be ∼1 mm at extinction (magenta ·). . . . . 290
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Nomenclature
Latin Symbols, upper case
A Constant of proportionality for turbulent strain
AT Turbulent flame surface area
AL Cross sectional area of laminar flames
Ac=0.5 Area of c = 0.5 contour.
Bj Number of bars in fractal grids at iteration j
C Gradient value used in extinction relation
Cij Covariance matrix in POD
Cµ turbulent viscosity constant
CR Reaction rate constant
D Nozzle diameter in opposed jet rig
Df Fractal dimension of fractal grids
Dm Molecular diffusivity
Dt Turbulent diffusivity
Eij Energy spectra between components of directions i and j, 1 for longi-
tudinal, 2 for transverse
Em,norm Normalised turbulent energy in POD, for mode m
E 2 component turbulence kinetic energy
H Nozzle separation in opposed jet rig
I Image intensity
Ibilat Image created by bilateral filter
Iheav Binary image created by a Heaviside filter
Iimg Image intensity of raw PIV images
Iimg Mean image intensity of raw PIV images
Imvavg Smoothed image created by moving average filter
Inorm Displaced and normalised image signal
Inorm,OH Displaced and normalised image intensity for OH-PLIF signal
IOH Image intensity for OH-PLIF signal
IOH,r Image intensity for OH-PLIF signal in reactant stream
IOH,raw Normalised image intensity for OH-PLIF signal
IOH,p Image intensity for OH-PLIF signal in product stream
Ir Mean image intensity of Iimg in reference window where only reactants
exist
Iraw Normalised mean image intensity of raw PIV images
Iwin Mean image intensity in reference window
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Latin Symbols, upper case
Lj Bar lengths in fractal grids for iteration j
Lij Integral lengthscale between components of directions i and j, 1 for
longitudinal, 2 for transverse
Lij,s Integral lengthscale between components of directions i and j, 1 for
longitudinal, 2 for transverse, using truncated time sample
Lt Integral lengthscale
N Number of vector fields in Particle Image Velocimetry measurements
Nf Number of fractal iterations
Nimg Number of images in Particle Image Velocimetry measurements
Rij Autocovariance for velocity fluctuations between components of direc-
tions i and j, 1 for longitudinal, 2 for transverse
RL Ratio of bar lengths between fractal iterations for fractal grids
Rw Ratio of bar thicknesses between fractal iterations for fractal grids
Rth Threshold value of location of stagnation point in any direction from
nominal stagnation point
Ret Turbulent Reynolds number, estimated from hot wirre measurements
SFC Flamelet consumption speed
S0L Unstrained laminar burning velocity
SL Laminar burning velocity
ST Turbulent burning velocity at leading edge of flame brush
ST,emp Turbulent burning velocity at leading edge of flame brush, estimated
using least squares regression
ST,Bray Turbulent burning velocity at leading edge of flame brush, defined by
Bray
ST,GC Global consumption speed
ST,Lawn Turbulent burning velocity at leading edge of flame brush, defined by
Lawn and Schefer
ST,LC Local consumption speed
ST,LD Local displacement speed
ST,dudx Turbulent burning velocity at leading edge of flame brush, based on
local minima in mean axial velocity gradients
Swin Sum of probability of finding reactant-product interface in a window
T Instantaneous temperature
Tw Total time sampled for hot wire anemometry
Tw,s Truncated time sampled for hot wire anemometry
~U Velocity vector
~Uf,LE Velocity vector of flame at leading edge of flame brush
~Ug,LE Velocity vector of reactant stream at leading edge of flame brush
Ub Bulk velocity
Ui Velocity component in direction i. i=1 for axial, 2 for radial, 3 for
circumferential
U i Mean velocity component in direction i. i=1 for axial, 2 for radial, 3
for circumferential
U˜i Favre mean velocity component in direction i. i=1 for axial, 2 for radial,
3 for circumferential
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Latin Symbols, upper case
Uir Reactant velocity in direction i. i=1 for axial, 2 for radial, 3 for cir-
cumferential
Uip Product velocity in direction i. i=1 for axial, 2 for radial, 3 for circum-
ferential
U ir Mean reactant velocity in direction i. i=1 for axial, 2 for radial, 3 for
circumferential
U ip Mean product velocity in direction i. i=1 for axial, 2 for radial, 3 for
circumferential
Uis Slip velocity in direction i. i=1 for axial, 2 for radial, 3 for circumfer-
ential
~Usum Sum of velocity vectors in a spatial window
Vκ Kolmogorov velocity
Vm Eigenvectors in POD
Latin Symbols, lower case
ab Bulk strain
ab,emp Bulk strain estimated using least squares regression
am Basis function coefficients in POD
at Turbulent strain
atotal Total strain
bi Empirical coefficients derived using multivariate linear regression
c Instantaneous reaction progress variable
c Conventionally averaged (mean) reaction progress variable
cwin Conventionally averaged (mean) reaction progress variable for a defined
window
c˜ Favre averaged reaction progress variable
c′c′ Conventionally averaged second moment of reaction progress variable
c˜′′c′′ Favre averaged second moment of reaction progress variable
da Average diameter of seeding particles/droplets
dp Hole diameters on traditional turbulence generating grids
f Frame number in Particle Image Velocimetry measurements
fγ Interior distribution for reaction zone in BML formulation
fc Cut-off frequency of hot wire probe
fh Sampling frequency for hot wire anemometry
fij Autocorrelation function for velocity fluctuations between components
of directions i and j, 1 for longitudinal, 2 for transverse
fij,s Autocorrelation function for velocity fluctuations between components
of directions i and j, 1 for longitudinal, 2 for transverse, for truncated
time sample
k Turbulent kinetic energy, estimated from hot wire measurements
m˙r Mass flow rate of reactants
m POD mode number
nc Coordinate normal to the c = 0.5 contour
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Latin Symbols, lower case
~nLE Normal vector at leading edge of flame brush
t Time
u′ Rms velocity fluctuations
u′i Velocity fluctuations (conventional) in direction i. i=1 for axial, 2 for
radial, 3 for circumferential
ui” Velocity fluctuations (Favre) in direction i. i=1 for axial, 2 for radial,
3 for circumferential
u′ic′ Conventionally averaged scalar fluxes in direction i. i=1 for axial, 2 for
radial, 3 for circumferential
u˜i”c” Favre averaged scalar fluxes in direction i. i=1 for axial, 2 for radial, 3
for circumferential
u′iu
′
j Conventionally averaged Reynolds stresses in directions i and j. i=1
for axial, 2 for radial, 3 for circumferential
u′iru
′
ir Conventionally averaged reactant Reynolds stresses in direction i. i=1
for axial, 2 for radial, 3 for circumferential
u′ipu
′
ip Conventionally averaged product Reynolds stresses in direction i. i=1
for axial, 2 for radial, 3 for circumferential
(u′iu
′
j)filter Conventionally averaged Reynolds stresses in directions i and j, fil-
tered based on set bulk motion limits. i=1 for axial, 2 for radial, 3 for
circumferential
u˜′′i u
′′
j Favre averaged Reynolds stresses in directions i and j. i=1 for axial, 2
for radial, 3 for circumferential
u˜′′i u
′′
i c
′′ Favre averaged third moment term in direction i. i=1 for axial, 2 for
radial, 3 for circumferential
~u′ Velocity fluctuations vector (conventional)
wj Bar thickness in fractal grids for iteration j
xi Coordinate system in direction i. i=1 for axial, 2 for radial, 3 for
circumferential
~xstag Location of instantaneous stagnation point
xshift Shifted axial locations such that instantaneous detected interfaces were
placed on the same datum.
xth Threshold value of axial location of stagnation point
x Location of pixel
Greek Symbols
α Probability of reactant stream
β Probability of product stream
γ Probability of reaction zone
δlam Laminar flame thickness
δf Thickness of interface or reaction zone
δt Size of flame brush
∆img Width of a pixel in a PIV image
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Greek Symbols
∆win Width of window used to determine FSD
 Turbulence dissipation
r Turbulence dissipation in reactant stream
p Turbulence dissipation in product stream
η Kolmogorov lengthscale
κi Wavenumber in direction i. i=1 for longitudinal, 2 for transverse
Λ KPP eigenvalue
λm Eigenvalues in POD
µ Dynamic viscosity of fluid
ν Kinematic viscosity of fluid
νr Kinematic viscosity of reactant stream
νp Kinematic viscosity of product stream
φ Equivalence ratio
φext Equivalence ratio at flame extinction limits
Φm Basis functions in POD
ρ Instantaneous density of fluid
ρ Mean density of fluid
ρr Density of reactant stream
ρp Density of product stream
ρa Density of seeding particles/droplets
σc Schmidt number
σd Distance filter variable in bilateral filter
σn Window size variable in bilateral filter
σr Range filter variable in bilateral filter
Σ Flame surface density
Σwin Flame surface density based on window size
τ Heat release parameter
τ11 Turbulent timescales derived from hot wire measurements
τw Relative time
τw,c Relative time where first root of correlation function occurs
τs Relaxation times of seeding particles/droplets
τp Time response of hot wire probe setup
ω A Heaviside function
Operators
¯ Conventional mean˜ Favre mean
′ Conventional fluctuations
” Favre fluctuations
H() Heaviside function
P () Probability density function
b c Floor function
d e Ceiling function
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Operators
| | Modulus function
‖ ‖ Euclidean distance
Miscellaneous Symbols
CH4 methane
CH2O formaldehyde
C2H4 ethylene
C3H8 propane
C5H10 cyclopentane
C5H8 cyclopentene
JP-10 exo-tetrahydrodicyclopentadiene
OH hydroxyl radical
CH CH radical
Abbreviations
BML Bray-Moss-Libby
CCD Charge Coupled Device
CDF Cumulative distribution function
CPIV Conditioned Particle Image Velocimetry
CPOD Conditional Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
CTA Constant Temperature Anemometry
DDE Dynamic Data Exchange
DMLS Direct metal laser sintering
FRAC Fractal grids for generating turbulence
FSD Flame Surface Density
KPP Kolmogorov, Petrovski and Piskonov
LDV Laser Doppler Velocimetry
LES Large Eddy Simulations
LIF Laser Induced Fluorescence
LST Laser Sheet Tomography
Nd:YAG Neodymium doped Yttrium Aluminum Garnet
PDF Probability density function
PIV Particle Image Velocimetry
PLIF Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence
POD Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
TGP Traditional grids for generating turbulence
TPIV Tomographic Particle Image Velocimetry
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1 Overview
This dissertation contains experimental measurements from the turbulent
opposed jet burner, originally designed by Geyer et al. [56], and subsequently
modified by Geipel [48]. Improvements since previous endeavours include
a nozzle alignment system and upstream impact plates for flow isolation,
as well as modifications to particle seeders for better controlled seeding
densities at lower flow rates. Three dimensional parametric models of the
entire test rig were created using engineering drawings from TU Darmstadt,
using Solidworks, in order to facilitate the design of new components for
improving experimental measurements, as shown in Fig. 1.1.
The turbulent opposed jet geometry is a canonical setup for model val-
idation, and was used in the current endeavour to extract useful statistical
information from premixed flames and isothermal flows using just Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV), Hot Wire Anemometry (HWA) and purpose writ-
ten computer algorithms. These algorithms have been tested and verified
to the best of the ability of the author at the point of writing, and experi-
ments were conducted and analysed to provide as much useful information
as possible, given limitations in terms of available facilities.
With regards to further details on experimental techniques and para-
metric analyses on novel fractal grids for enhanced turbulence generation,
the reader is advised to refer to Geipel [48]. Only traditional turbulence gen-
erating grids and the ‘optimal’ fractal grid identified in previous work [48, 50]
were used in the current work for further flow and flame characterisation.
Due to the overwhelming amount of experimental data available, only
selected data was presented to highlight certain phenomena of interest.
These will (hopefully) be available comprehensively in future scientific pub-
lications to benefit the scientific community. It is the hope of the author
that the current work will enable a more systematic approach to model
validation in multiple dimensions, to approach more realistic simulations of
premixed flames, while gaining a better understanding of the physics.
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Figure 1.1: Assembly drawing of the turbulent opposed jet geometry with
sectioned upper nozzle to show internal components.
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2 Introduction
2.1 The importance of combustion research in the
context of current work
In most parts of the world, energy is required for industries, as well as do-
mestic use and transport. The annual BP statistical review of world energy
[1] is a reliable source of information that provides understanding of the
world’s energy needs. It is evident that there is an increasing diversity of
sources of energy [1]. In terms of demand for fossil fuels, coal had the fastest
growth, with China consuming half of the world’s coal [1]. Hydroelectric
and renewable energy are competitive against coal globally, with a growth of
15% in power generation [1]. Nuclear power output had the largest decline
in history, with output from Japan falling by nearly 90% in response to the
Fukushima incident [1]. As of 2012, fossil fuels (natural gas, oil and coal) are
still the major sources of energy, with nuclear and renewables contributing
only ∼12% of the world’s needs [1]. It appears that fossil fuels will be inte-
gral in future energy needs until the effects of carbon emissions become too
drastic, or if alternatives become competitive in terms of cost and efficiency.
Given the current reliance on fossil fuels, small improvements in combustion
efficiency and reduction in emissions, applied on a large scale, can lead to
significant reduction in environmental impact, as well as operational costs.
In 2005, Bilger et al. [12] wrote an overview of 50 years’ progress in
combustion research. They arrived at the conclusion that much work has
been done in non-premixed combustion, in terms of experimental and the-
oretical models. It was widely agreed that premixed combustion is inher-
ently more complex. Hence, research progress in premixed and partially
premixed flames has been slower, and novel approaches to the study of tur-
bulent premixed combustion is required [12]. Premixed flames can be sepa-
rated into different categories: ‘Oblique’ (Rod stabilised flames), ‘Envelope’
(Bunsen flames) and ‘Unattached’ (flat flames and counter-flow flames that
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are unattached from burners) categories. Premixed flames are of practi-
cal importance for spark-ignition engines, modern gas turbines powered by
gaseous fuels, as well as jet engine afterburners and explosions [11].
In addition, in the proceedings of the 9th International Workshop on
Measurement and Computation of Turbulent Non-Premixed Flames (TNF9)
[7], quantitative characteristics of more complex (e.g. liquid) fuels were
identified as one of the major challenges in combustion research. As it is
likely that a larger variety of fuels will be used in the future, it is important
to explore the practical applications of these fuels [7]. For example, recently,
ExxonMobil has demonstrated interest in production of biofuels from algae
[150], which shows potential in solving future problems in terms of fuel
shortage, without competing with food production industry for resources.
There appears to be a global growth in utilisation of biofuels in the past
decade, by about a factor of 6 since 2002, though the contribution is still
insignificant [1].
Bilger [11] identified areas to explore so as to understand the funda-
mental physics of premixed flames. They include the following:
1. Wrinkling of the instantaneous flame structure
2. Progress variable gradients and/or scalar dissipation within the flame
fronts
3. Conditional diffusion of the reaction progress variable
4. Quantitative measurements of chemical species within the instanta-
neous flame structures
5. Probability density functions of the progress variable
6. Ratio of flame surfaces to volumes at different isocontours of progress
variable
7. Conditional velocities in reactant, product and flame regions
8. Detailed initial and boundary conditions of experimental setups
The current work focuses on fundamental studies in premixed combus-
tion in a novel turbulent opposed jet burner, under lean burn conditions,
with the use of novel fractal grid chosen by Geipel [48] and Geipel et al. [50],
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using gaseous and vapourised liquid fuels. In addition, transition boundaries
to flameless oxidation are also explored by Goh et al. [62]. Novel techniques
are used to extract useful information from measurements using Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV), in order to understand the fundamental physics
of the flows and flames, as well as provide comprehensive information for
verification of simulations. The current endeavour attempts to answer the
above questions as much as possible, as well as pose pertinent questions
and provide insight into other aspects of turbulence measurements, turbu-
lent premixed combustion, flameless oxidation, as well as flame extinction
phenomena. Accordingly, all of the above questions were answered in one
form or another except for progress variable gradients, scalar dissipation
and quantitative measurements of chemical species.
2.2 Laminar burning velocities
In order to characterise regimes of premixed combustion, it is imperative
that laminar flame properties are known. Required properties include the
laminar burning velocity SL. In addition, it is useful to know the laminar
flame thickness δlam in relation to the turbulent length and velocity scales in
order to locate the flame regime on a Borghi diagram [129]. The Borghi di-
agram shows the relationships between turbulent flow properties in relation
to the flame chemistry, with the flame structures expected to be different
in each regime.
To date, the experimental database exists predominantly for laminar
burning velocities. Ranzi et al. [143] provided a good review of resources
for laminar burning velocities. In the current work, methane, ethylene,
propane, cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-10 are used. However, it was
only possible to find laminar burning velocities for the first four fuels. For
methane, these were obtained from Hassan et al. [71], Vagelopoulos et
al. [169], Gu et al. [66], Rozenchan et al. [145], Bosschaart and De Goey
[17], Halter et al. [68], and Park et al. [127]. Corresponding values for ethy-
lene were obtained from Egolfopoulos et al. [44], Hassan et al. [71], Hirasawa
et al. [74] and Kumar et al. [97]. Values for propane were obtained from
Hassan et al. [71], Vagelopoulos et al. [169], Bosschaart and De Goey [17],
and Jomaas et al. [80]. Laminar burning velocities for cyclopentane were ob-
tained from Davis et al. [41]. At present, laminar burning velocity data for
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cyclopentene is not available, and corresponding data for JP-10 is available
from Parsinejad et al. [128], though limited in range of equivalence ratios
investigated. Laminar flame calculations by Courty et al. [98] at 398 K,
using the JP-10 chemistry of Li et al. [102], showed significant deviations as
highlighted by Goh et al. [62]. The data from all sources were grouped into
bins of equivalence ratios 0.05 apart. The mean was derived for each bin,
with results shown in Fig. 2.1, where the error bars indicate the upper and
lower limits of the data from various sources. Note that only the unstrained
laminar velocities S0L were derived from the above sources.
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Figure 2.1: Laminar burning velocities obtained from various sources [71,
169, 66, 145, 17, 68, 127, 44, 74, 97, 80, 41]. Top left - methane.
Top right - propane. Bottom left - ethylene. Bottom right -
cyclopentane.
Go¨ttgens et al. [64] provided empirical relations for premixed flames
using certain gaseous fuels, in order to characterise the laminar burning
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velocity and flame thickness. However, a comprehensive set of adiabatic
temperatures was required to obtain the flame thickness. This was not ex-
plored in the current work, as the database for adiabatic flame temperatures
is not complete for the fuels used.
2.3 Turbulent burning velocities
The turbulent burning velocity (ST ) is significant in the understanding of
turbulent premixed flame propagation phenomenon. It is imperative that
the turbulent burning velocity is characterised in practical applications such
as gas turbine engines, in order to estimate the location of flame stabilisa-
tion. A well controlled premixed flame in a practical application can op-
timise the heat release rate, while mitigating risks of flame extinction and
flashback. This can be attained only if the turbulent burning velocity is
characterised comprehensively.
It was stated by Peters [130] that Damko¨hler [38] was the first to derive
theoretical relations for the turbulent burning velocity. Damko¨hler identi-
fied the large and small scale turbulence regimes. The large scale turbulence
regime was identified as the corrugated flamelets regime as discussed by Pe-
ters [129], where the turbulent flame structures were assumed to propagate
locally at laminar burning velocities. He also assumed that the increase in
turbulent flame surface area relative to cross sectional area was proportional
to the local increase in flow velocity over the laminar burning velocity. This
is shown by Eq. (2.1), where SL, AT and AL are the laminar burning ve-
locities, turbulent flame surface area and cross sectional area (equivalent to
laminar flame surface area) respectively, and u′ represents the rms velocity.
For large velocity fluctuations, rms velocities are sufficient large that the
turbulent burning velocity is approximately proportional to u′.
ST
SL
=
AT
AL
=
SL + u
′
SL
= 1 +
u′
SL
(2.1)
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For small scale turbulence, it was postulated by Damko¨hler that tur-
bulence affects the transport between reaction zone and reactant streams,
leading to Eq. (2.2), where Dt and Dm represent the turbulent diffusivity
and molecular diffusivity respectively. Lt and δlam are the integral length
scales and flame thickness respectively.
ST
SL
∼
(
Dt
Dm
)1/2
ST
SL
∼
(
u′Lt
SLδlam
)1/2
(2.2)
After half a century, Bray [19] analysed previously defined definitions of
the turbulent burning velocity, and shown them to be generalised versions of
the classical Kolmogorov, Petrovski and Piskonov (KPP) theory [89]. Hak-
berg and Gosman [67] used the KPP theory with assumptions made about
governing equations and gradient diffusion across the flame, and various
relations for the turbulent burning velocity were derived. An eigenvalue
method was applied by Catlin and Lindstedt [25] as well as Lindstedt and
Sakthitharan [106]. This is shown in Eq. (2.3). For simplicity, eddy viscosity
approximation was assumed for the flow (Cµ = 0.09, σc = 0.75). The KPP
eigenvalue limit of Λ = 2 was used. Value of reaction rate constant CR was
set to 4.25 by Lindstedt and Va´os [107] in numerical simulations of opposed
jet flames and used in the current context, leading to a simplified expression
that depends on Kolmogorov velocity Vκ, laminar burning velocity S
0
L and
rms velocity fluctuations u′. These can be derived experimentally and will
be used to characterise the accuracy of this relation, using experimental data
from hot wire anemometry in the current work, in Fig. 6.47 in Section 6.3.
ST,KPP = Λ
√
CR
3
2
Cµ
σc
S0L
Vκ
u′
' 1.75
√
S0L
Vκ
u′ (2.3)
More recently, Driscoll [43] wrote a review of three different defini-
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tions of turbulent burning velocity, which are not equivalent. They are the
global consumption speed (ST,GC), local consumption speed (ST,LC) and
local displacement speed (ST,LD). They are defined in Eqs. (2.4) to (2.6).
Global consumption speed is normally used in bunsen burners, where m˙r,
ρr and Ac=0.5 are the mass flow rate of reactants, reactant density, and sur-
face area at mean reaction progress variable c = 0.5 contour respectively,
as these values can be derived relatively easily. Local consumption speed
requires spatial mapping of flame surface density Σ so that it can be inte-
grated across the normal to the flame brush (nc), and unstretched laminar
burning velocities (S0L) and stretch factor (I0) also need to be determined.
Bray and Cant [20] defined the stretch factor to be the ratio between the
mean flamelet consumption speed (SFC) and unstretched laminar burning
velocity. Flamelet consumption speed (SFC) is defined to be the local prop-
agation velocity of the wrinkled flame surfaces. Local displacement speed
is defined by the velocity of the flame (~Uf,LE) and velocity of reactants en-
tering flame region (~Ug,LE) both at leading edge of the flame brush, and
only components parallel to normal vector (~nLE) at the leading edge are
used. Note that as the velocities are taken in a Eulerian manner, relative to
the laboratory coordinate systems, ~Uf,LE is normally zero for statistically
stationary flames, so the normal components of reactant velocities at the
leading edge of the flame brush is usually used. As the current work is based
on the opposed jet geometry, local displacement speed is the most relevant,
and will be explored in subsequent chapters.
ST,GC =
m˙r
ρrAc=0.5
(2.4)
ST,LC = S
0
LI0
∫ ∞
−∞
Σdnc,
I0 =
SFC
S0L
(2.5)
ST,LD =
(
~Uf,LE − ~Ug,LE
)
.~nLE (2.6)
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Table 2.1: Turbulent burning velocities determined in twin opposed jet
flames [94, 104], impinging jet on cylindrical plate [27, 31], swirl
stabilised flames [152], V-shaped flames [57] and flat flames sta-
bilised in a glass diffuser [101].
Reference Geometry Ub fuel φ u
′ ST
[-] [-] [m/s] [-] [-] [m/s] [m/s]
[94] Opposed Jet 7.50 C3H8 0.90 0.859 2.72
[27] Impinging Jet 7.00 CH4 1.00 0.701 2.66
[27] Impinging Jet 5.00 CH4 1.00 0.400 1.62
[27] Impinging Jet 5.00 CH4 0.75 0.400 1.15
[27] Impinging Jet 6.30 CH4 0.85 0.504 1.24
[27] Impinging Jet 7.00 CH4 1.00 0.350 2.49
[152] Swirl N.A. CH4 0.70 0.480 1.19
[152] Swirl N.A. CH4 0.70 0.860 2.26
[152] Swirl N.A. CH4 0.70 1.23 2.38
[152] Swirl N.A. CH4 0.70 1.46 2.90
[104] Opposed Jet 3.00 CH4 0.80 0.315 1.25
[104] Opposed Jet 3.90 C3H8 0.90 0.440 1.64
[31] Impinging Jet N.A. CH4 0.79 0.470 1.17
[31] Impinging Jet N.A. CH4 0.90 0.690 1.63
[31] Impinging Jet N.A. CH4 0.74 0.078 0.297
[31] Impinging Jet N.A. CH4 0.74 0.231 0.512
[31] Impinging Jet N.A. CH4 0.74 0.273 0.522
[31] Impinging Jet N.A. CH4 0.74 0.292 0.586
[31] Impinging Jet N.A. CH4 0.74 0.307 0.605
[31] Impinging Jet N.A. CH4 0.74 0.359 0.693
[31] Impinging Jet N.A. CH4 0.74 0.405 0.922
[31] Impinging Jet N.A. CH4 0.74 0.408 0.859
[31] Impinging Jet N.A. CH4 0.74 0.447 0.956
[31] Impinging Jet N.A. CH4 0.74 0.447 0.922
[31] Impinging Jet N.A. CH4 0.74 0.489 1.01
[31] Impinging Jet N.A. CH4 0.74 0.491 1.04
[31] Impinging Jet N.A. CH4 0.74 0.506 1.13
[31] Impinging Jet N.A. CH4 0.74 0.607 1.38
[31] Impinging Jet N.A. CH4 0.74 0.686 1.32
[57] V flame 6.25 CH4 0.72 0.396 1.25
[101] Diffuser 2.00 CH4 0.80 0.140 1.25
[101] Diffuser 2.00 CH4 0.90 0.140 1.10
[101] Diffuser 3.50 CH4 0.90 0.200 1.60
[101] Diffuser 2.00 CH4 0.65 0.200 1.20
[101] Diffuser 2.00 CH4 0.65 0.180 1.20
[101] Diffuser 3.50 CH4 0.70 0.380 0.850
[101] Diffuser 3.50 CH4 0.70 0.360 0.850
[101] Diffuser 3.50 CH4 0.70 0.200 1.14
[101] Diffuser 3.50 CH4 0.90 0.320 1.85
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Figure 2.2: Turbulent burning velocities close to the leading edge, nor-
malised using rms velocity fluctuations (u′) and laminar burn-
ing velocities (S0L) from Section 2.2. Solid symbols represent
propane-air mixtures and empty symbols represent methane-air
mixtures. Colors and symbols are used to separate flow geome-
tries and equivalence ratios respectively. Numbers in legend in-
dicate equivalence ratios. Data from Table 2.1 and Abdel-Gayed
et al. [2]. Solid lines represent empirically fitted functions for
methane. Bottom right: Empirically fitted turbulent burning
velocities versus actual values (dots), with solid line represent-
ing that of perfect fit.
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Having selected the definition of turbulent burning velocity of relevance
to the current work, a preliminary review was conducted with turbulent
burning velocities (local displacement speeds) obtained from existing litera-
ture, where measurements were conducted in various burner geometries by
others, to compare with the results obtained in the current work. These
include the opposed jet [94, 104], impinging jet on cylindrical plate [27, 31],
swirl stabilised flames [152], V-shaped flames [57] and flat flames stabilised
in a glass diffuser [101]. These results are shown in Table 2.1 alongside local
rms velocities, fuels, equivalence ratios and bulk velocities where appropri-
ate. In addition, data was obtained for methane flames from measurements
conducted by Abdel-Gayed et al. [2] in the stirred bomb in order to explore
characteristics of local displacement speeds at higher turbulence intensi-
ties. Normalised results are shown in Fig. 2.2. Also, it was assumed that
the values of turbulent burning velocities followed a relation of the form in
Eq. (2.7).
ST
S0L
− 1 = eb0
(
u′
S0L
)b1
ST
S0L
= 1 + 3.02
(
u′
S0L
)0.54
ST = S
0
L
(
1 + 3.02
(
u′
S0L
)0.54)
(2.7)
Comparisons between the empirical and actual values of turbulent burn-
ing velocities are also shown in Fig. 2.2, with a mean deviation of 0.41 m/s.
This result may be further improved if the integral length scale informa-
tion were available for all the data, as values of u′ are not sufficient to
describe the turbulence characteristics. This is due to the fact that the
length scales of a flow can affect flame propagation and turbulent burning
velocities. Also, the scatter in the data is relatively significant, which indi-
cates that another dimension is required to characterise turbulent burning
velocities. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the exponent for the
ratio of rms velocities to laminar burning velocities is 0.54, which is close
to 0.5 for the small scale turbulence regime suggested by Damko¨hler, for
large velocity fluctuations. This can be further corroborated if the values
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of integral length scales and flame thickness can be obtained in future mea-
surements. Also, further work needs to be conducted on different fuels to
characterise the turbulent burning velocity more comprehensively from a
minimal number of independent variables. Note that the empirical relation
derived here is used to compare existing literature with the current work.
2.4 Background of opposed jet burner
Counterflow experiments can be traced back as early as 1960s, where Potter
et al. [3, 138, 139] used counterflowing streams of fuel and oxidants to create
diffusion flames between two nozzles in an enclosed chamber. Potter et
al. [139] described these flames as roughly cylindrical when a pure fuel jet
flowed against various oxidants, and these flames became close to a flat disk
when fuel-inert mixtures were burnt against pure oxygen. Subsequently,
in 1963, Pandya and Weinberg [125] produced flat laminar diffusion flames
using an opposed jet burner. Tsuji and Yamaoka produced a series of papers
from 1967-1971 [164, 165, 166], using a laminar counterflow burner, where
air from a nozzle flowed against fuel emanating from a porous cylinder.
In the 1980s, Tsuji and Yamaoka [167] conducted extinction measure-
ments of laminar premixed flames using the same burner [164], with coun-
terflowing fuel-air mixtures of the same composition. Methane-air and
propane-air mixtures were used at various equivalence ratios. Ishizuka
and Law [79] also conducted extinction measurements on laminar premixed
methane-air and propane-air flames, using counterflowing jets of identical
composition.
In 1989, Kostiuk et al. [95] attempted to characterise extinction limits
of turbulent premixed propane-air flames, by varying nozzle separation and
bulk flow velocities of the opposing jets, and hence varying the bulk strain.
In the following years, Kostiuk et al. [93, 94, 96] continued to produce a
series of papers, where the non reacting flow field, reacting flow field, and
spatial structure of flames in the opposed jets were characterised. It was
discovered [93] that the mean velocity fields along the nozzles’ common axis
was independent of nozzle bulk exit velocities, distance between nozzle exits,
and turbulence generators. Subsequently, it was found [94] that intermit-
tency, defined as the fraction of time that combustion products existed at
a point, was equivalent to the Reynolds averaged progress variable c. It
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was also shown [94] that the flow field became similar to the correspond-
ing isothermal flow as the flame approached extinction limits. In addition,
attempts were made [94] at finding relationships between hole diameters of
traditional turbulence generating plates (TGPs) and bulk strain at extinc-
tion. Subsequently, with advances in technology, it was possible to obtain
spatial distribution of progress variables via sheet laser tomography [96].
Sardi et al. [148, 147] used periodic forcing to characterise the behaviour
of flames under different acoustic conditions. The focus of these endeav-
ours were placed on extinction characteristics of premixed as well as non-
premixed flames. Results showed a dependence of extinction timescales
on forcing frequency and rms axial velocity fluctuations. Korusoy and
Whitelaw [90] expanded on this work, and conducted a parametric anal-
ysis to determine extinction bulk strain rates across different equivalence
ratios, forcing frequencies and amplitude of forcing. More recently, Luff et.
al. [108] included extinction behaviour of premixed ethylene flames, since
only propane and methane flames were used in previous endeavours. This
provided an integral bridge to link the results obtained in previous stud-
ies [95, 94, 148, 147, 90], since the experimental results included methane,
ethylene and propane. A better understanding of extinction of premixed
flames will lead to better control of NOx emissions in practical applications.
Hence, an analysis will be conducted on the extinction results obtained from
the premixed counterflow flame measurements of above mentioned research
groups.
The characteristics of twin flames close to extinction had reduced lu-
minosities [108], with less wrinkled and thinner flames. Also, the flames
approached the stagnation plane as it approached extinction limits, and the
reaction zones of methane and ethylene were shown to merge before the
extinction limit was reached [108]. This, together with the observation by
Kostiuk et al. [94] that the flow field also approached the isothermal flow
field close to extinction, provides insight into the characteristics of twin
premixed flames at extinction limits. This will be substantiated by ex-
perimental data such as that of Goh et al. [62], where the transition from
conventional flames to flameless oxidation show similar characteristics to
the observations at flame extinction. The understanding of extinction char-
acteristics are important, as current practical devices are designed for lower
temperatures to reduce thermal NOx emissions, and lower temperatures
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tend to produce flames close to extinction.
It is worthwhile to note the recent work in Yale by Coppola et al. [32, 33]
and Coriton et al. [35, 34], where a high blockage (90%) turbulence gener-
ator plate was placed at varying positions inside the opposed jet nozzles
to produce high levels of turbulence fluctuations. However, the Large Eddy
Simulation (LES) work by Pettit et al. [132] showed recirculation within the
nozzle, with a significant impact of jet breakup on the turbulence charac-
teristics. Hence, no further analyses were conducted with respect to their
work, as limited data was available for a fair and comprehensive comparison
to the setup used in the current endeavour.
As the current work is focused on generating elevated levels of turbu-
lence in premixed flames of gaseous and liquid fuels, research related to
other aspects of flows and flames in the counterflow configuration have been
excluded from discussion. An overview of experimental work on the op-
posed jet configuration conducted to date can be summarised in Table 2.2,
where it can be seen that many diagnostic tools are currently available, and
that there is much room for further exploration. More recent publications
in diagnostic techniques include Tomographic Particle Image Velocimetry
(TPIV) in internal combustion engines [9], Phosphor thermometry [47], si-
multaneous high speed quantitative measurements of three species (H2O,
OH, and HO2) in a shock tube [76], simultaneous high speed Particle
Image Velocimetry and Laser Induced Fluorescence Thermometry (using
toluene) in internal combustion engines [131], simultaneous Planar Laser
Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) of OH, CH, CH2O and toluene in a methane
jet flame [156], as well as fundamental studies of premixed flame prop-
agation using high speed simultaneous stereoscopic PIV and dual plane
OH-PLIF [163]. Time resolved measurements were conducted by Bo¨hm et
al. [16] using a high speed PIV system in the nozzles, which provided in-
sight into flow evolution downstream of traditional turbulence generating
grids. While it may be useful to understand time evolution of turbulent
flows in the current setup to understand the characteristics of turbulence
and turbulent premixed combustion, access to a high speed PIV system was
not given. Only a 10 Hz PIV system and a hot wire anemometry system
were available for exploratory studies, so novel postprocessing techniques
were the only options available for understanding flow and premixed flame
physics. The current work attempts to explore as many options as possible
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Table 2.2: Summary of past research work using Counterflow Burners.
HWA, LDV, PIV, and LIF/PLIF refer to Hot Wire Anemom-
etry, Laser Doppler Velocimetry, Particle Image Velocimetry and
Laser Induced Fluorescence/Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence
respectively. Tomography refers to flame tomography measure-
ments. Raman/Rayleigh scattering is used to measure species
concentrations and temperatures. GC-MS represents Gas Chro-
matography - Mass Spectrometry.
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to provide useful statistical information for understanding turbulent flows
and premixed combustion in the opposed jet geometry.
2.5 Extinction limits of twin premixed opposed
jet flames
Kostiuk et al. [95] postulated that both the bulk strain (ab) and turbu-
lent strain (at) contribute to extinction of turbulent counterflow premixed
flames. The former was found [95] to have a stronger effect at smaller noz-
zle separations, while the latter dominated at larger separations where bulk
strain had negligible effects on extinction. Both bulk and turbulent strains
were determined from measured values of bulk velocities Ub and nozzle sep-
aration H, via Eq. (2.8) [95]. The gradient C was derived by assuming
that the turbulent strain rate has a power law relationship with the ratio of
turbulent dissipation (ε) to kinematic viscosity (ν), and that rms velocity
fluctuations (u’) are a constant fraction of the bulk velocity. Also, it was
assumed that ε was a function of u’ and integral length scale (Lt), with
constant A of the order of 1. An investigation will be conducted based on
the assumption that Eq. (2.8) is valid for extinction of premixed flames in
turbulent opposed jet burners.
Bulk Strain ab =
2Ub
H
Turbulent Strain at = CU
3
2
b =
A
(
u′
Ub
)3
Ltν

1
2
U
3
2
b
Total Strain atotal = ab + at (2.8)
lim
H→∞
Ub =
(atotal
C
) 2
3
=
a
2
3
total(
A
Ltν
) 1
3
(
u′
Ub
) (2.9)
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By writing Eq. (2.8) in a different form, Eq. (2.9) was obtained. This
equation shows that bulk velocity Ub at extinction should exhibit asymptotic
behaviour as nozzle separation H tends towards infinity.
Results were first derived using data from Kostiuk et al. [95, 94], Sardi
et al. [148, 147], Korusoy and Whitelaw [90] and Luff et al. [108]. As Kostiuk
et al. [94] presented results in terms of effective nozzle separation Heff , the
results were derived from graphs of Ub (m/s) against H (mm) [92] instead.
Table 2.3 shows a summary of the variables derived from these sources. It
was trivial to derive Ub from the results of Korusoy et al. [90] and Luff et
al. [108], using extinction bulk strains. Subsequently, C and the total strain
at extinction atotal from Eq. (2.8) were calculated using a least squares linear
regression algorithm, shown in Eq. (2.10).
Y = a+ bX
Y =
2Ub
H
X = −U
3
2
b
a = atotal
b = C (2.10)
Note that Cases 3a and 4a in Table 2.3 were not considered in the re-
gression analyses as there was insufficient data. Also, Table 2.3 shows that
factors such as nozzle diameter D, equivalence ratio φ, hole diameters in
traditional grids (TGP) dp, TGP blockage ratio, fuel, and upstream dis-
tance of TGP from nozzle exit vary. As these factors affect the turbulence
characteristics of the flow, which in turn affected the extinction limits, line
fitting was done on sets of data with these variables kept constant.
Fig. 2.3 shows the bulk nozzle exit velocity Ub (m/s) at nozzle separation
H (mm) at extinction limits, where the data was grouped based on fuels,
equivalence ratios and sources of data. Colours and symbols were used
to segregate sources of data and φ respectively. Results were segregated
into different graphs based on fuel used for clarity of presentation. Note
that only results from Kostiuk et al. [94] with hole diameters (dp) of 4 mm
on turbulence generating plates were presented alongside data from Luff
et al. [108], for a fair comparison of extinction characteristics of propane.
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Results from Kostiuk et al. [95, 94], using different values of dp and φ, are
shown in bottom right graph. Fig. 2.4 shows the corresponding results from
linear regression.
For all the cases considered, the corresponding gradients, intercepts and
correlation coefficients are summarised in Table 2.3, where R is the corre-
lation coefficient. From results presented in Table 2.3, it can be observed
that in general, the correlation coefficients are close to 1, which is high. This
substantiates the power law relationship for turbulent strain. However, even
though it indicates that Eq. (2.8) is valid, the large scatter in values of C
suggest that the theory posed by Kostiuk et al. [95] is incomplete, and a
more thorough investigation is required.
Fig. 2.3 exhibits some typical characteristics of extinction of premixed
flames. Firstly, the asymptotic behaviour at large values of H (see Eq. (2.9))
can be observed. Also, the bottom right graph of Fig. 2.3 shows that as dp
increased with φ kept constant, the asymptotic value of Ub decreased,which
is expected, as Sardi et al. [146] concluded from experiments conducted by
Kostiuk [92] and Cho et al. [30] that integral length scales were proportional
to dp. Furthermore, Sardi et al. [146] found that rms velocities normalized
with Ub were independent of Ub. In addition, Kostiuk [92] did power law
regression on rms velocities to relate it to grid geometries, as shown in
Eq. (2.11). Using the findings of Sardi et al. [146], Kostiuk [92] and Cho et
al. [30], it is possible to relate the resolved values of C with dp, in the form
of Eq. (2.12).
u′1
Ub
= B (dp)
n , B = 82.2, n = 1.14 (2.11)
C ∝ d1.14(
3
2)− 12
p (2.12)
It is also noted that the traditional turbulence generating grids were
placed at different distances upstream. The difference in nozzle lengths in
the setup used by Kostiuk et al. [95, 94] compared to that of the others
[148, 147, 90, 108] lead to different velocity fluctuations at the nozzle exit,
as the setup by Kostiuk et al. [95, 94] has only 20 mm flow development
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Figure 2.3: Extinction limits. Colours denote source of data: cyan -
Kostiuk et al. [95] with dp = 2.5 mm, yellow - Kostiuk et
al. [94] with dp = 2 mm, magenta - Kostiuk et al. [94] with
dp = 3 mm, green - Kostiuk et al. [94] with dp = 4 mm, blue -
Sardi et al. [148, 147] with dp = 4 mm, red - Korusoy et al. [90]
with dp = 4 mm, black - Luff et al. [108] with dp = 4 mm.
Symbols denote equivalence ratios φ: ◦ - 0.6,  - 0.7,  - 0.8, 4
- 0.9 × - 1.0. Top left - methane. Top right - propane. Bottom
left - ethylene. Bottom right - results from Kostiuk et al. [95, 94]
with different dp and φ.
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length. This may result in higher turbulence intensities at the nozzle exits.
Thus, the relationship between C and dp can only be analysed from results
presented by Kostiuk et al. [95, 94]. Despite this, it is possible to compare
test cases 2d and 6n directly, given the fact that the normalized axial rms
velocities at the nozzle exits in each case were 15.5% [92] and 12% [103]
respectively.
Assuming the validity of Eq. (2.12), results from Table 2.3 were used
to investigate the relationship between dp and C in test cases 2a-2d. From
Table 2.4, it is apparent that Eq. (2.12) is not a complete characterisation
of C, since the ratio between the values of C for cases 2b and 2c is 1.45,
while retaining the same values of dp. Since Kostiuk et al. [95] mentioned
the negligible effects of composition on kinematic viscosity, and that A is a
constant, it is quite unlikely that the characterisation of C using Eq. (2.8) is
a complete description of the physics, since the value of 1.45 is significantly
larger than the expected value of 1. Also, as mentioned by Kostiuk et
al. [94], extinction limits are also sensitive to equivalence ratios, indicating
that the effects of flame chemistry is significant.
Table 2.4: Characterisation of Eq. (2.12) using selected data from Kostiuk
et al. [94].
case ref C d
1.14( 32)− 12
p
[m−
3
2 s
1
2 ] [×10−3m1.14( 32)− 12 ]
2a [94] 41.1 0.542
2b [94] 44.7 0.886
2c [94] 64.9 0.886
2d [94] 96.6 1.25
Furthermore, Eq. (2.8) suggests a power law relationship between the C
and normalized axial rms velocity, as shown in Eq. (2.13). From Table 2.3,
the ratio of the values of C in test cases 2d and 6n is 0.942, whereas the
ratio of the normalized axial rms velocities raised to the power of 1.5 is
1.47, which is not expected. Given the fact that the composition and TGPs
were similar in both cases, which suggests comparable values of Lt and ν,
the only contribution to the ratio of values of C would be normalized rms
velocities.
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C ∝
(
u′
Ub
) 3
2
(2.13)
Also, there were significantly larger values of atotal for ethylene flames
at extinction, indicating the dependence of extinction behaviour on fuel
chemistry manifested by laminar burning velocities. This phenomenon is
not reflected in Eq. (2.8). However, from Fig. 2.4, it can be seen that there
are distinct lines segregated based on φ and fuel used, which suggests that
additional linear terms are required in Eq. (2.10). These are then likely to
be functions of φ and fuel chemistry. Also, the effects of φ and fuel chemistry
on C cannot be neglected.
ab = e
b0
(
u′
S0L
)b1 (2S0L
H
)b2
(Lt)
b3
2Ub
H
= eb0
(
u′
S0L
)b1 (2S0L
H
)b2
(0.7dp)
b3
= 0.13
(
u′
S0L
)0.77(2S0L
H
)1.00
(0.7dp)
−0.73
Ub
S0L
= 0.13
(
u′
S0L
)0.77
(0.7dp)
−0.73 (2.14)
Since it is understood that flame extinction limits depend on the flow
characteristics as well as flame chemistry, the problem is multidimensional
in nature. There are then numerous ways to combine the variables to
describe extinction phenomena. Variables were grouped in terms of bulk
strain, turbulence intensities relative to laminar burning velocity (u′/S0L),
and equivalent strain term for laminar burning velocity (2S0L/H), as well
as integral lengthscale (Lt). Based on the findings of Kostiuk [92] and Cho
et al. [30], integral lengthscales were estimated to be 0.7dp. Also, values of
u′ were assumed to be proportional to bulk velocities based on the findings
of Sardi et al. [146], and were derived directly from Ub. Kostiuk’s relation
in Eq. (2.11) was used to calculate velocity fluctuations for relevant cases.
Lindstedt et al. [103] found velocity fluctuations to be around 12% of bulk
velocity. This was assumed to be similar for Sardi et al. [148, 147], Korusoy
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and Whitelaw [90] and Luff et al. [108], as the flow geometries were very
similar. It was assumed that all the grouped terms were related via some
power law relationship, in the form of Eq. (2.14). It is relatively trivial
to use multivariate linear regression on this presumed relation, so all the
available data [95, 94, 148, 147, 90, 108] was used to obtain the coefficients
for the empirical function, which is shown in Eq. (2.14).
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Figure 2.5: Experimental data ©, compared to empirical fit ×. Red lines
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(ab,emp) plotted against the experimental bulk strain (ab) to
show correlation.
Fig. 2.5 shows the experimental data in comparison with the empirical
equation. It can be observed that the empirical relation fits the data pretty
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closely, with an average deviation of 5.89% in the bulk strain values. Hence,
the empirical relation should be capable of representing the physics of flame
extinction limits in the twin flame configuration, with flame chemistry char-
acterised by the laminar burning velocity.
It is interesting to note that the bulk velocity is related to u′/S0L with
exponent 0.77, and the integral lengthscales by a corresponding exponent of
-0.73, which is fairly close to 0.77. The only scaling missing in this empirical
equation is the laminar flame thickness δlam, to obtain a Damko¨hler number
scaling. Given the characteristics of flame extinction described earlier, the
flames approach the stagnation plane when approaching extinction limits.
The extinction strain is defined where the flames reach the stagnation plane.
The bulk velocity is proportional to the laminar burning velocity once the
terms related to relative flow effects (u′/S0L, Lt) are removed, showing the
antagonistic behaviour between the bulk flow pushing the flames towards
the stagnation plane and the flames propagating upstream at velocities pro-
portional to laminar burning velocities, with possibly a Damko¨hler number
power law scaling. This scaling may also be valid because it was noted
that the flames became less wrinkled and more flat as the extinction limits
were approached, signifying that the scales of the flow approached that of
laminar flames, which could explain why there was a direct proportionality
between the laminar burning velocity and the bulk velocity at extinction.
The bulk velocity was also normalised with respect to the laminar burning
velocity in Eq. (2.14), and it is interesting to note that the relation resembles
the typical characterisation of turbulent burning velocities, where typically,
turbulent burning velocities are normalised with laminar burning velocities,
and rms velocity fluctuations are also normalised with laminar burning ve-
locities. The power law is probably expected, as the experimental data of
Abdel-Gayed et al. [2] shows a power law relation as well, with exponent
expected to be between 0 and 1.
It was observed by Goh et al. [62] in the turbulent opposed jet configu-
ration that there was a Damko¨hler number (Da) relationship at transition
from conventional flames to flameless oxidation, and when flameless oxida-
tion occurred, the flames were located on the nominal stagnation plane, with
Damko¨hler numbers significantly lower than 1. The measured thickness of
the instantaneous reaction zones were around 1 mm for flameless oxidation.
Assuming that the value of δlam is close to 1 mm at flame extinction, esti-
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mates of the Damko¨hler number can be obtained. As discussed above, the
exponents for integral lengthscales and u′/S0L were close, so an additional
multivariate linear regression was applied to the existing experimental data
to obtain a Damko¨hler number relationship, via Eq. (2.15).
ab = e
b0
(
δlamu
′
0.7dpS0L
)b1 (2S0L
H
)b2
2Ub
H
= eb0
(
1
Da
)b1 (2S0L
H
)b2
= 21.3
(
1
Da
)0.74(2S0L
H
)1.00
Ub
S0L
= 21.3
(
1
Da
)0.74
(2.15)
The mean errors were similar to that of Eq. (2.14), with mean errors in
the bulk strain at 5.76%. The exponents shown in Eq. (2.15) indicate that
there is a simple Damko¨hler power law relationship to the ratio between
the bulk velocity and laminar burning velocity at extinction. It is also
interesting to note that the mean value of Damko¨hler number is around
0.91 for all the data used in the current section, which is close to 1, and
this finding will be further explored in the current work to determine if
extinction limits occur close to Damko¨hler numbers close to 1. This will
be done via identification of the transition boundary to flameless oxidation,
in a manner similar to that of Goh et al. [62], as it was shown that this
transition occurred when flame isocontours were located at the stagnation
plane, which is similar to twin flames approaching extinction limits. Note
that the relation in Eq. (2.15) does not work for laminar flame extinction
limits in the opposed jet geometry, as the expected value of bulk velocity
will be zero when rms velocity fluctuations are zero.
2.6 Flameless oxidation
Weinberg [176] and Hardesty and Weinberg [70] suggested the implementa-
tion of heat exchangers that use combustion products to preheat reactants,
and coined the term Excess Enthalpy Combustion (EEC). This resulted in
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an increase in the overall efficiency, and combustion chamber temperatures
could be decreased without flame extinction. This resulted in a reduc-
tion in the formation of oxides of nitrogen. Using the concept of exhaust
gas recirculation (EGR), High Temperature Air Combustion (HiTAC) was
subsequently characterised by Katsuki and Hasegawa [85]. The term flame-
less oxidation was introduced by Plessing et al. [136] and Wu¨nning and
Wu¨nning [178]. Cavaliere and de Joannon [26] summarised the progress in
combustion technologies in areas where there exists reaction stabilisation
via preheating. The characteristics of Moderate and Intense Low Oxygen
Dilution (MILD) combustion was explored by Dally et al. [37, 126] in a
laboratory scale furnace as well as in a hot coflow burner.
In terms of the opposed jet geometry, Mastorakos et al. [115] stabilised
ultra lean premixed methane flames against hot combustion products. It
was found that when the temperature of the hot product stream exceeded
1550 K, flame extinction in the opposing flow was not observed even at a low
equivalence ratio of 0.20. Furthermore, the residual oxygen mole fraction
in the hot products did not have a significant impact on flame stabilisation.
Geipel et al. [51] used the opposed jet configuration [50], in order to further
characterise the stability of lean premixed methane flames burning against
hot combustion products, at temperatures between 1520 K and 1820 K.
The related Homogeneous Charge Diffusion Ignition (HCDI) regime was
identified computationally by de Joannon et al. [42] via a laminar opposed
jet configuration. The HCDI regime is of relevance to lean premixed pre-
vaporized (LPP) Gas Turbine applications [42], particularly under ultra-lean
conditions, where there exists flame stability issues [118]. The transition to
flameless oxidation in premixed JP-10 flames in the opposed jet geometry
were explored and characterised by Goh et al. [62] and these will be discussed
in Chapter 7, with corresponding data from methane, cyclopentane and
cyclopentene flames as well.
2.7 Fractal grids
It was previously shown by Mandelbrot [113] that fractional Hausdorff
dimensions [72] exist in many natural phenomena, which suggests self–
similarity at different length scales. Previous efforts were made to un-
derstand the fractal characteristics of iso–scalars in turbulent flows [112],
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as well as intermittency in turbulence [111]. Subsequently, Vassilicos and
Hunt [170] reviewed the fractal characteristics of flows. Meneveau and
Sreenivasan [116] made attempts to characterise the multi-fractal nature
of turbulence dissipation.
Following the seminal work by Vassilicos and Hunt [170], Queiros-Conde
and Vassilicos [141], amongst others, investigated novel turbulence generat-
ing grids which had fractal dimensions. Hurst and Vassilicos [78] conducted
experiments in wind tunnels, with parametric studies on I, fractal cross and
square grids. They showed that such grids can generate higher turbulence
intensities compared to classical grids with higher blockage ratios. This
provided a clear indication of the potential of novel methods for producing
elevated levels of turbulence intensities. Seoud and Vassilicos [149] proved
that fractal square grids produced homogeneous isotropic turbulence that
decayed into a single length scale that remained constant with downstream
distance. Stresing et al. [161] provided further evidence of this phenomenon,
and also showed that fractal square grids create a qualitatively different type
of turbulence. Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) by Laizet et al. [100, 99]
further illustrated the potential of fractal grids to generate enhanced levels
of turbulence.
In the context of current work in the turbulent opposed jet geometry,
Geipel et al. [50] used fractal cross grids to generate elevated levels of turbu-
lence. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and hot wire anemometry (HWA)
were used to generate velocity statistics and energy spectra, to assess the
potential of such grids. It was shown that the use of fractal cross grids led
to a more than 100% increase in turbulence levels. Results also showed a
potential for further increases, leading to a corresponding reduction in the
ratio of bulk to turbulent strain in the flow, hence enabling extended studies
of turbulent flames in the opposed jet configuration. Further details with
regards to the parametric study of cross fractal grids can also be found in
Geipel [48]. Note that the use of other classes of fractal grids such as I
and square grids were not possible in the opposed jet configuration due to
existing limitations of manufacturing techniques to produce grids to fit into
the nozzles, which were 30 mm in diameter.
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2.8 Summary of existing literature and current
contributions
The list of relevant statistical data for premixed flames were identified by
Bilger [11], and are listed in Section 2.1, which will be provided in the cur-
rent work as much as possible. Currently available laminar flame properties
are limited for some of the fuels used in the current endeavour, and will
be of interest in future work, as laminar flame properties such as laminar
burning velocities listed in Section 2.2 are useful for characterisation of tur-
bulent premixed flames. Also, it will be useful for researchers to compile
a database of laminar flame thickness for further characterisation of tur-
bulent premixed combustion. With regards to turbulent burning velocity,
there is large scatter in available literature, and additional dimensions may
be required for a better understanding of its characteristics as identified
in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 provided a brief background of the turbulent
opposed jet geometry and diagnostic techniques used to provide relevant
statistics for various flames and isothermal flows. Extinction limits of the
twin premixed turbulent opposed jet flames were characterised in Section 2.5
in an attempt to identify extinction limits for the current setup, which will
also be compared with flameless oxidation transitions on a Borghi diagram,
as the phenomena at extinction is similar to that observed in flameless oxi-
dation, where flames were located on the stagnation plane. Transition limits
from flameless oxidation to conventional flames will also be characterised.
The flames and isothermal flows in the current work will be characterised
by turbulent flow fields created via novel fractal grids.
The current work aims to provide an analysis of isothermal flows to
shed light on the benefits of using novel fractal grids in the turbulent op-
posed jet to increase the ratio of turbulent strain to bulk strain. Relative
effects of bulk motion in the flow will also be characterised, and energy
content in the turbulent flow field will be analysed via Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (POD). For turbulent premixed flames as well as flameless
oxidation of various gaseous and liquid fuels, a novel image processing tech-
nique will be used to produce a vast amount of conditional statistics to close
the equations required for conversion to Favre averaged terms to compare
with simulations of premixed flames. The relative benefits of using a sin-
gle laser via this technique in comparison with other existing methods will
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be proven, and the relative significance of the flame thickness in turbulent
premixed combustion will be identified. Relative effects of flow and flame
chemistry will be shown in the current work for twin premixed flames, with
characterisation of transition to flameless oxidation in hot environments.
Additional information such as turbulent burning velocity, flame brush and
flame interface thickness, flame surface area, conditional dissipation, as well
as conditional POD will be provided for the reactive flow to aid the ver-
ification of existing combustion models, as well as provide further insight
into combustion phenomena.The vast amount of information available in the
current work will hopefully boost the understanding of fundamental physics
involved in turbulent premixed combustion and flameless oxidation, so as
to allow the design of more efficient practical burners that produce lower
emissions via empirical techniques and/or insight from models that produce
realistic flame characteristics.
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3 Experimental techniques
3.1 Opposed jet burner setup
The current opposed jet setup has a nozzle diameter D of 30 mm and was
originally designed and used by Geyer et al. [56]. This setup was subse-
quently modified by Geipel [48, 50], where a parametric study of fractal
cross grids was conducted. A schematic of the modified setup used in that
parametric study is shown in Fig. 3.1. As shown in the figure, the traditional
grid (TGP) used by Geyer et al. [56], with 4 mm holes and 45% blockage
ratio, was placed 10 mm upstream of fractal grids (FRAC).
An optimal fractal grid was identified by Geipel et al. [50] in terms of
enhanced levels of velocity fluctuations. Subsequently, upstream conditions
were modified in order to prove that the source of turbulence generation
was purely grid dependent, and independent of upstream conditions. If
the turbulence characteristics were influenced by the upstream conditions,
computational models used to simulate the setup will have to include flow
geometries upstream of the grids in order to assess the models in a fair
manner. This adds significantly to the computational cost of the models.
The inlet plates of the setup were modified to introduce 4 inlet streams into
the nozzle. The diameters of these streams were 4 mm or 8 mm. Impact
plates were also added in an attempt to isolate upstream conditions from
the grids, and their effectiveness was assessed in the parametric study. The
parametric study was conducted in the opposed isothermal configuration, as
well as with methane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.9. The experimental
configuration is shown in Fig. 3.2. Relative effects of chemistry were also
investigated subsequently using different fuels and equivalence ratios for
twin premixed opposed jet flames.
Having ascertained the fact that the influence of upstream conditions
were insignificant, and that the turbulence characteristics were a pure func-
tion of the grid geometry, the flow configuration was modified further. The
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Figure 3.1: Fractal-traditional grid combination.
lower nozzle was fitted with the traditional grid with 4 mm holes, and
methane flames were stabilised on the grid. This created a temperature-
flow condition that was kept constant. Different fuels at different equiva-
lence ratios were introduced in the upper nozzle to ascertain the transition
characteristics of fuels from conventional flames to flameless mode. The
optimal fractal grid was used in the upper nozzle to keep the turbulence
conditions constant.
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Figure 3.2: Flow configuration with impact plates.
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Figure 3.3: Burner configuration used to study the transition to flameless
oxidation.
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3.2 Fractal grids
Hurst et al. [78] defined three families of fractal grids, and conducted para-
metric studies on these grids. The families were the fractal cross grids, I
grids and square grids. However, as the diameter of the opposed jet nozzle
is 30 mm, the cross grids were the only ones that could be implemented
due to limitations of existing manufacturing techniques. Direct metal laser
sintering (DMLS) was used to manufacture the fractal grids resulting in
tolerances of about 0.1 mm.
Figure 3.4: Traditional grids (left) versus fractal grids (right).
Fractals grids can be defined by the number of iterations Nf , bar lengths
L, and thicknesses w. At each iteration (j), the bar lengths Lj and thick-
nesses wj vary. Each iteration was represented by B
j bars, where B was
set to a constant of 4. The fractal dimension Df of these cross grids were
defined as a function of B and RL. As RL was set to 0.5, the value of Df
was 2. The largest bar length L0 was equal to the nozzle diameter (D),
which is 30 mm. These relations are shown in Eq. (3.1).
iteration j = 0, 1, ..., Nf − 1, Nf = 4
Number of patterns at iteration j, Bj = 4j
Length of beam at iteration j, Lj = R
j
LL0
Width of beam at iteration j, wj = R
j
ww0
Fractal dimension, Df =
logB
log 1
RL
(3.1)
Findings by Hurst et al. [78] indicated that the fractal cross grids had
higher levels of turbulence generation downstream, compared to classical
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cross grids, with better statistical homogeneity. The parametric study con-
ducted by Geipel et al. [50] showed that the optimal grid with maximum
and minimum bar thickness of w0=2.0 mm and w3=0.5 mm, with block-
age ratio of 65%, led to Reynolds stresses that were about twice that of
traditional grids. This enhancement of turbulence intensities mitigated pre-
vious problems in the opposed jet geometry where the ratio of bulk strain
to turbulence strain was significant. The optimal grid identified by Geipel
et al. [50] is shown alongside the traditional grid used by Geyer et al. [55]
in Fig. 3.4.
3.3 Flow control
In the turbulent opposed jet geometry, various combinations of flow config-
urations and fuels were used. These included gaseous fuels methane (99%
purity), ethylene (99.9% purity) and propane (96% purity), and liquid fu-
els cyclopentane (95% purity), cyclopentene (96% purity) and JP-10. A
Howden air compressor system was used to supply dry and filtered air at
4 bar(g). Gaseous fuels were supplied at 3.0 bar(g) using two stage reg-
ulators that were connected to bottles at 200 bar(g). Flow rates for the
gases were controlled by Bronkhorst digital mass flow controllers that were
connected to an E7000 Readout/Control Unit. Each mass flow controller
had ≤ 0.8% uncertainties. Flow rates of liquid fuels were metered using
Bronkhorst Cori-Flow M53 coupled with a rotary pump (Model LP132).
Liquid fuels were subsequently vapourised using CEM W-303A units. The
latter system could deliver up to 18 g/min liquid fuel. The E7000 unit
was connected to a PC via a RS-232 cable and the mass flow controllers
connected to the E7000 unit via RJ45 cables. The RJ45 cables also pow-
ered the mass flow controllers. A purpose written LabView interface was
used to communicate with the E7000 unit using Dynamic Data Exchange
(DDE) and FlowDDE software (Bronkhorst UK Ltd) to allow accurate con-
trol. Flow rates were set to produce bulk velocities (Ub) from 2.0 to 8.0
m/s for each nozzle. Co-flowing streams of air were supplied at 30% of the
bulk velocity using two rotameters (Rotameter-KDG Instruments) with an
overall error of less than 5%. The coflow was used to reduce shear layer ef-
fects (cf. Mouna¨ım-Rousselle and Go¨kalp [120]). Depending on the fuel-air
mixtures, the Labview interface calculated the flow rates such that the re-
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quired equivalence ratios were achieved, and bulk velocities would be exact
under standard temperature and pressure conditions, by using the ideal gas
law. In order to conduct Particle Image Velocity measurements, the flow
was either seeded with silicon oil or aluminium oxide powder.
Two PALAS Aerosol Generators Type AGF 10.0 were used to seed the
flow with silicon oil droplets of 1 µm in diameter. Dedicated mass flow
controllers were used to ensure good control of seeding densities in the flow.
The seeded flow was mixed with the air and fuel streams for approximately
1 m before it was introduced into the nozzles.
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Figure 3.5: Seeder design for introducing powder into flow. All dimensions
in mm.
Two custom built fluidised bed particle seeders were used to seed the
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flows with aluminium oxide powder of average diameter (da) ' 3 µm. Each
seeder originally required around 130 g/min of air to seed the flow. Some
modifications in the particle seeders were introduced to enable adequate
seeding at lower flow rates, as well as allow longer pipe lengths of around
6 m downstream to cater for good control of liquid fuel-air mixtures. The
design of the modified seeder is shown in Fig. 3.5.
The relaxation times τs [142] for the seeding material is defined in
Eq. (3.2), where ρa is the density of the solid particle and µ the viscos-
ity of the fluid. These were found to be ' 110 µs and ' 30 µs in the
reactant and product streams for the aluminium oxide powder respectively.
The corresponding value for silicon oil seeding was ' 3 µs.
τs = d
2
a
ρa
18µ
(3.2)
3.4 Hot Wire Anemometry
An amplifier and signal conditioning system from Dantec Measurement
Technology, Streamline 90N10 Frame with CTA module 90C10, was used
to obtain hot wire anemometry data. A one-dimensional single custom
welded 55p11 platinum coated tungsten wire probe, of diameter 5 µm, was
connected to the bridge circuit, and used to measure flow velocities. The
typical resistance was ∼4 Ohms and the probe was calibrated on a Dantec
Streamline 90H02 Flow Unit, using a nozzle that allowed calibration from
0.5–60 m/s. Typically, the velocity calibration was conducted in the range
from 0.5 m/s, in steps of 0.5 m/s, to 16 m/s. A quartic polynomial was used
to convert measured voltage values to velocities, with temperature correc-
tion and loading. Automatic overheat adjustment was used. The output
voltage signal was connected to a POWERDAQ PD-BNC-16 analogue data
acquisition card. A square wave test was used to derive the time response
τp, defined as the time taken for the response signal to decay to 3% of
the maximum value. The time response was used to calculate the cut-off
frequency fc of the probe, defined by Eq. (3.3) [22]. Typical values of fc
ranged from around 28 to 40 kHz. Measurements were made at a 20 kHz
sampling rate, using Dantec StreamWare 3.30.00.13 on a PC. Probe prongs
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were parallel to the flow direction, both in the calibration unit, as well as
in the test rig. Care was taken to ensure that that orientation in the test
rig was the same as in the calibration unit in order to minimise systematic
errors.
fc =
1
1.3τp
(3.3)
3.5 Particle Image Velocimetry
In order to measure instantaneous velocity vector fields, a Particle Image Ve-
locimetry (PIV) system (LaVision Flowmaster 3) was used. This consisted
of two 120mJ Solo-New Wave Neodymium-doped Yttrium Aluminum Gar-
net (Nd:YAG) lasers that produce green light at 532 nm, equipped with
LaVision light sheet optics that could produce laser sheets of thickness be-
tween 0.5 mm and 2.5 mm. A plane intersecting the axis of the burner,
perpendicular to the nozzle exits, was used. The thickness of the laser sheet
was set to ∼0.8 mm for all measurements. A 1.3 megapixel (1376 × 1040
pixels), 12 bit CCD camera, fitted with a 50 mm Nikon lens, was placed per-
pendicularly to the light sheet. The field of view of about 36 mm in width
and 27 mm in height. The aperture was set to f5.6 in order to optimise the
depth of view. In addition, a 3 nm (or 10 nm) narrow bandwidth optical
filter was placed in front of the lens to minimise noise from other sources of
light e.g. CH chemiluminescence. DaVis 7 (LaVision) was used to control
the hardware and synchronise the laser pulses with frame grabbing.
The temporal separation of PIV image pairs used for cross correlation
was set to 15-40 µs, depending on bulk velocities, in order to reduce the
occurrence of spurious vectors, as well as optimise the range of velocities that
could be measured. Optimal particle image diameters were recommended
by various sources [142, 140, 36] to be about 1.5 to 4 pixels. The PIV
setup, with 1-3 micron droplets/particles, resulted in particle images that
were around 2-5 pixels in width, hence reducing the possibility of peak
locking. Details with regards to peak locking can be found in Angele and
Muhammad-Klingmann [5]. the rms-uncertainty was kept minimal by using
particle image diameters of more than one pixel [177]. For every set of data,
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1000 pairs of images were taken, and cross correlation was applied to each
image pair to calculate the instantaneous velocity fields. Using interrogation
windows of 128 × 128 pixels, via 64 × 64 pixels, down to 32 × 32 pixels,
with 50% overlap, cross correlation calculations were done using DaVis 7,
leading to vector spacing of ∼0.4 mm. Comparing the current setup with
the findings of Høst-Madsen and Nielsen [77], it was estimated that the
errors in the turbulent fluctuations were about 10%.
It was noted by Spencer and Hollis [157] that Particle Image Velocime-
try measurements would inherently lead to under-estimates of the second
order velocity statistics and the turbulent kinetic energy. It would hence
have been preferable to compare velocity statistics, correlations, and energy
spectra with Hot Wire Anemometry measurements to estimate these sys-
tematic uncertainties for the PIV configuration. However, given the size of
the flow domain, conventional PIV would not be able to provide sufficient
information with spatial correlation to make a complete comparison with
HWA measurements. Also, such a comparison is based on the premise that
Taylor’s hypothesis is valid for the flow configuration. A fair comparison
can be made with high speed PIV under the same optical setup, where ve-
locity correlations can be made in temporal domain, at same locations as
hot wire measurements. Unfortunately, there was a lack of access to high
speed PIV equipment, so these experiments could not be conducted.
Beam steering may result in systematic errors in the captured images
for flame measurements. This is caused by refraction of Mie scattered light
due to the different refraction index in the hot products of combustion.
Kaiser et al. [81] described an iterative method used to correct images of
flames in Rayleigh imaging. The findings of Frank et al. [45] showed that
deviation of rays in the image plane were smaller than the size of a pixel on
the image, and hence negligible. Han et al. [69] conducted PIV measure-
ments on hydrogen flames, and discovered that the deviations due to beam
steering were 0.1 pixels between two images that were taken 67 ms apart.
In the current setup, the time between images was set up to 40 µs, which
is 3 orders of magnitude smaller, hence smaller deviations are expected. By
comparing time correlated OH-LIF images measured in opposed jet flames,
Bo¨hm [13] showed that flame movement between two images of 50 µs apart
were negligible. Furthermore, as the camera in the current setup was lo-
cated less than half a metre from the flames, the effects of beam steering
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were minimised. Observations of sample PIV images indicated that there
were no apparent effects of beam steering. However, if flow velocities were
higher than the cases in the current work, flame lengths would increase, and
refraction effects from the instantaneous flames may result in Mie scattered
patterns that do not reflect the true locations of the particles.
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4 Postprocessing methods
4.1 Hot wire anemometry
By using hot wire anemometry, the instantaneous velocity measurements in
air could be calculated at 20 kHz at single points to understand the turbu-
lence characteristics. In the current work, the measurements were conducted
with different upstream conditions, as well as with different combinations
of traditional and fractal grids. As parametric analyses had already been
conducted by Geipel [48], only the optimal grid was used in the current
study.
From the hot wire measurements, it was assumed that the transverse
contribution to the velocity fluctuations were negligible, and no correction
was attempted. However, actual measurements showed mean velocities that
were higher than that of PIV, due to non-linear contributions from trans-
verse components of velocity. This indicated some contributions from the
transverse components of velocity. However, with the non-linearity of the
calibration curves and non-linear effects of the instantaneous velocities on
the measured signals, it was not trivial to correct for the signal with a 1D
hot wire. As such, no attempt was made to introduce corrections in the
current work.
The alignment of the hot wire was selected to measure the axial com-
ponent of velocity U1, and can be described by Eq. (4.1), where fh is the
sampling frequency and Tw is the total time sampled. As for the Reynolds
stresses, Eq. (4.2) was used.
U1 =
1
fhTw
Tw∑
t=0
U1 (t) (4.1)
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u′1u′1 =
1
fhTw
Tw∑
t=0
(
U1 (t)− U1
)2
(4.2)
It was relatively simple to derive autocovariance R11 (τw) and auto-
correlation function f11 (τw) of the hot wire data, as defined by Pope [137].
Typically, in turbulent flows, the hot wire signal is correlated up to a certain
point. To calculate the autocovariance, Eq. (4.3) was used. The autocorre-
lation function was easily derived from the autocovariance using Eq. (4.4).
R11 (τw) =
1
fh (Tw − τw)
Tw−τw∑
t=0
(
u′1 (t)u
′
1 (t+ τw)
)
(4.3)
f11 (τw) =
R11 (τw)
R11 (0)
(4.4)
The integral lengthscale L11 can be readily derived from the integral
timescale resolved from the correlation function from the hot wire measure-
ments, by applying Taylor’s hypothesis and using the bulk velocity Ub as a
conversion factor. Note that Ub was used instead of U1 as the hot wire volt-
age signal was essentially a function of the all velocity components [22], and
the measured mean would be higher than the true value due to contribu-
tions from lateral velocity fluctuations. However, the correlation functions
created from using the entire time trace (∼13 s) did not converge to zero
quickly, which resulted in an over-estimate of the integral lengthscales. Since
the largest possible size of the eddy is equivalent to the diameter of the noz-
zle (D=30 mm), truncated time samples of period Tw,s were taken, such
that 5 eddies of diameter equal to the nozzle diameter would have passed
the measurement point. These samples were taken in succession over the
entire time trace, and the sampled integral lengthscale (L11,s) was defined to
be the integral of the correlation function in space via Taylor’s hypothesis,
up to the first root at time τw,c. The integral lengthscale was defined to be
the mean of all the samples.
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f11,s (τw) =
R11 (τw)
R11 (0)
∣∣∣∣
Tw,s=5D/Ub
L11,s = Ub
∫ τw,c
0
f11,s (τw) dτw
f11,s (τw,c) = 0
L11 = L11,s (4.5)
By Taylor’s hypothesis, it is possible to estimate the turbulence kinetic
energy k and turbulence dissipation . This was done through Eq. (4.6) and
Eq. (4.7) respectively, where ν represents the kinematic viscosity of air, and
x1 is the derived distance via Taylor’s hypothesis. From the dissipation, the
Kolmogorov lengthscales η can readily be derived using Eq. (4.8).
k =
3
2
u′1u′1 (4.6)
 = 15ν
(
du′1
dx1
)2
,
x1 = Ubτw (4.7)
η =
(
ν3

)1/4
(4.8)
The turbulent Reynolds number (Ret) can be estimated from the hot
wire measurements via Eq. (4.9), using the variables defined above. Simi-
larly, the turbulent timescales (τ11) were estimated from the integral length-
scales and turbulent fluctuations using Eq. (4.10).
Ret =
(
u′1u′1
)1/2
L11
ν
(4.9)
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τ11 =
L11(
u′1u′1
)1/2 (4.10)
In turbulent flows, there exists energy content at different lengthscales,
and spectral information can allow insight into the energy composition of
the flow. As the current flow configuration (single jet) is statistically sta-
tionary, it was possible to extract useful information via a simple relation in
Eq. (4.11), as done by Geipel et al. [50], where κ1 is the wavenumber. Note
that the relation extracts the even components of the Fourier transform
of the covariance in time, as the reference points were always upstream.
The odd components were only useful if the covariance signals contained
upstream information. The relation in Eq. (4.11) would be useful for sta-
tistically stationary flows, where the turbulence was fully developed in the
sense that turbulence intensities decayed sufficiently at the measurement
location, in order for Taylor’s hypothesis to be valid.
E11 (κ1) =
2
pi
u′1u′1
∫ ∞
0
f11 (x1) cos (κ1x1) dx1,
κ1 =
2pi
x1
(4.11)
In the current work, the covariance signal was truncated at 20 ms for all
samples. Subsequently, the signal was mirrored about its reference point. A
fourier transform, in the form of Eq. (4.12), was used to obtain the energy
spectra.
E11 (κ1) =
1
pi
u′1u′1
∫ ∞
0
f11 (x1) e
−iκ1x1dx1 (4.12)
4.2 Unconditional statistics
A purpose written Fortran 77 program was used by Luff et al. [109, 103, 104]
to obtain unconditional statistics in the opposed jet geometry. The algo-
rithm was used in the current investigation, by upgrading to Fortran 90,
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in order for dynamic memory allocation, as well as simplicity in writing
vectorised operations in the source code. The algorithms used to calculate
velocity components, as well as fluctuations, were conditioned on the mag-
nitude of the velocity vectors, as PIV vector fields showed values of 0 when
the vectors were rejected. Firstly, the mean values of the axial (U1) and
radial (U2) velocity components were calculated for every point in the vec-
tor fields using Eq. (4.13), where i represents the velocity component and f
represents the frame number, and N represents the number of vector fields
(=1000).
U i =
N∑
f=1
Ui (f) bH
(∣∣∣~U (f)∣∣∣)c
÷max

N∑
f=1
bH
(∣∣∣~U (f)∣∣∣)c, 1
 (4.13)
Subsequently, the Reynolds stresses were calculated using Eq. (4.14).
u′iu
′
j =
N∑
f=1
(
Ui (f)− U i
) (
Uj (f)− U j
) bH (∣∣∣~U (f)∣∣∣)c
÷max

N∑
f=1
bH
(∣∣∣~U (f)∣∣∣)c, 1
 (4.14)
Note that the above algorithms were necessary in order to prevent di-
vide by zero errors. In addition, over-estimated Reynolds stresses were
avoided by excluding the rejected vectors. It is relatively straightforword to
apply these relations directly in vectorised scripts or source codes in various
languages such as Fortran 90 and Matlab.
4.3 Bulk motion detection
It was stated by Lindstedt et al. [103] that large scale bulk flow instabilities
can arise in the opposed jet geometry. An algorithm was written in Fortran
90 in order to identify the relative significance of this phenomenon, as well
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as detect large scale rotation of the instantaneous stagnation plane. The
instantaneous stagnation point location ~xstag(f) for frame f , was defined
as the centroid ~x of a window, of 2n (n=18) grid points in width [50], as
shown in Eq. (4.15). An illustration of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.1. In
addition, streamlines were evaluated for every frame, and the orientation of
the instantaneous stagnation plane estimated using the midpoints of the end
of symmetrical streamlines that started as close as possible to the centreline.
An illustration of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.1.
~xstag(f) = {~x : min(|~Usum(~x)|)}
~Usum(~x) =
n∑
j=−n
n∑
i=−n
~U(f, i, j), where ~x = (x1, x2) (4.15)
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Figure 4.1: Detection of instantaneous stagnation point location (left) and
rotation (right).
The effects of large scale fluid motion was filtered through Eq. (4.16),
where N is the total number of frames in a set of PIV measurements and
ω is a Heaviside function. Eq. (4.17) defines ω for the rejection of frames
where the stagnation points lie at axial distances more than xth. Similarly,
Eq. (4.18) defines ω to accept only frames with stagnation points that are
within a circle of radius Rth, centred at nominal stagnation point. Setting
ω to unity produces the unfiltered results. Note that this filtering was also
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applied to determine the mean velocity components.
(u′iu
′
j)filter =
1∑N
f=1 (ω)
N∑
f=1
ω(Ui(f)− U i)(Uj(f)− U j) (4.16)
ω = dH(xth − |x1,stag(f)|)e (4.17)
ω = dH(Rth − |~xstag(f)|)e (4.18)
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Figure 4.2: Verification of stagnation detection algorithm. Left column -
Ub=4.0 m/s. Right column - Ub=8.0 m/s. Top row - maximum
detected stagnation location, normalised against maximum al-
lowed by window size and measurement domain. Bottom row
- mean deviations in detected stagnation points as window size
increased. © - radial location, 4 - axial location.
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The optimum value of n was derived via a parametric analysis applied
to isothermal flow field data using the fractal-traditional grid combination
in setup shown in Fig. 3.1. It was necessary to find an optimum window size
for the derivation of stagnation point statistics. If the window was smaller
than integral lengthscales, there was large uncertainty in calculating the
instantaneous stagnation point. If the window was too large, the measure-
ment domain was too small, such that the maximum detected stagnation
points lie outside the permissible range. Values of n were set from 1 to
25, and maximum detected stagnation points were normalised against the
maximum permissible locations. In addition, the mean deviation of detected
stagnation locations between n and n − 1 were compared to ascertain the
uncertainties in the detected stagnation points. The results are shown in
Fig. 4.2, where the detected stagnation points fell outside the permissible
range for values of n larger than 20. The mean uncertainties in detection
of stagnation points decreased as n increased, and it was ∼0.1 mm for the
optimum value of n (= 18). The value of the integral lengthscale was de-
rived to be around 3.1 mm by Geipel et al. [50], and the current optimised
window width corresponds to about 5 times the integral lengthscale.
4.4 Density segregation
Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
have been used to determine velocity statistics in premixed turbulent flames.
Boyer [18] used laser tomography to derive the shape of the instantaneous
flame isocontours by seeding the flow with oil droplets that evaporated at
around 500 K. The method was also used in laser sheet tomography (LST)
by Gouldin et al. [65] in order to ascertain fractal dimensions of V-shaped
methane flames. Shepherd et al. [153] derived probability density functions
(PDFs) of the flame crossing length in stagnation flames using a 10 kHz Cu
vapour laser, and via a fractal analysis, determined the overall burning rate.
The contours of the mean reaction progress variable, PDF of the flame cross-
ing frequency, as well as PDF of the flame crossing angle were derived by
Chew et al. [29]. In the opposd jet configuration, Kostiuk et al. [96] derived
the flame surface curvature PDF and progress variable statistics. Simulta-
neous progress variable and velocity statistics have also been determined by
Lindstedt et al. [104] by using silicone oil seeding.
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Previously, attempts were made at flame surface detection directly from
PIV images, in flows seeded with oxide particles, in order to obtain condi-
tional statistics without the use of OH-Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence
(OH-PLIF) or CH-PLIF to identify the flame fronts.
Armstrong and Bray [6] conducted an experimental study on a turbulent
bunsen burner flame. They resolved iso-contours as detected flame fronts
by setting a threshold value on PIV images to produce binarised images
that indicated instantaneous reaction progress variables.
Stevens et al. [160] identified the fact that the reactant zone had far
higher particle image density, which was used to identify flame contours.
They used an automatic thresholding method to separate reactant and prod-
uct streams based on differences in local mean pixel intensity. However, this
method could not be tested in the current work due to insufficient detail
provided.
Stella et al. [159] attempted to extract the topology of instantaneous
reacting zones by the observation of the seeding particle density in the
recorded images. However, the images shown by Stella et al. indicated that
the seeding density was very high. This may have a significant impact
on flame behaviour and lead to unintended flame quenching, as shown by
the parametric studies conducted by Andac et al. [4] in laminar opposed jet
flames seeded with aluminium oxide particles, and in twin premixed opposed
jet flames as discussed by Luff [109].
Steinberg et al. [158] noted that the local particle image density gradient
could be used to identify the flame surface, and used the maximum gradient
contour to identify iso-contours as flame surfaces. However, they stated that
the particle field was non-uniform in nature and the accurate determination
of these gradients from raw images were very difficult, so the method by
Armstrong and Bray [6] may not work. A two step method was proposed
to identify the iso-contour based on the maximum gradient. Unfortunately,
the method could not be reproduced for assessment in the current work, as
there were no details given with regards to the filter scheme with automatic
thresholding, nor the parameters/methods used for edge finding.
Pfadler et al. [135, 133] extracted the flame fronts by averaging the im-
age intensity over a small number of particles in each PIV interrogation area,
which corresponded to a single velocity vector. Subsequently, as the image
histogram of the resultant image had two maximas corresponding to the
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reactant and product regions, by setting an image threshold as between the
two maximas, and creating binarised images, the two regions could be sep-
arated. It was stated that the image threshold was resolved automatically
by applying cubic spline fit on the histogram, and using its first derivative
to detect the intensities at the two peaks, and setting the threshold value to
be the mean of these two values. This method was applied for each image
separately to account for difference in seeding densities and laser power.
However, the sample images [135, 133] showed a high amount of seeding
which may have flame quenching effects. Also, a raw image histogram [135]
shows that there was heavy seeding in the reactant region, as image his-
tograms from lower seeding densities only have single peaks in the image
histograms. This is further corroborated in the current context in Fig. 4.3,
where the image histogram with high seeding density shows double peaks in
comparison with the single peak for that of the image with relatively lower
seeding density.
In a separated publication, Pfadler et al. [134] applied the conditioned
PIV (CPIV) method to derive subgrid scale scalar fluxes using dual plane
stereo PIV. The experimental data would be useful for understanding the
different methods used to model subgrid scale scalar fluxes in Large Eddy
Simulations (LES). Unfortunately, due to lack of access to laser systems, it
was only possible to conduct measurements using single plane 2D PIV.
In the current context, with opposed jet flames, there are two streams
of fuel-air mixtures. As the streams are seeded separately, the probability
of obtaining equal seeding in both the upper and lower nozzles is extremely
low. In addition, one reactant stream and the opposing product stream
may have similar seeding densities in some images. The abovementioned
methods only work with a single stream of reactants, or in context of the
opposed jets, equal seeding in both streams. As such, these methods would
only work for a small proportion of images in the current setup. In addition,
the only method that could be reproduced explicitly was that of Pfadler et
al. [135, 133]. Furthermore, most of these methods showed images that
had high seeding densities, which may have flame quenching effects. Hence,
despite verifying them with simultaneous CH2O-PLIF and OH-PLIF, as in
the case of Pfadler et al. [133], the flame physics may have been altered
significantly, and meaningful results may not be obtained.
The multi-step density segregation method outlined here was derived
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Figure 4.3: Sample images (top row) and corresponding image histograms
(bottom row) with low (left column) and high (right column)
seeding densities. Image histograms were created using bin
widths of 0.1 in image intensities. Note that images were in-
verted and intensities scaled accordingly for clarity in print.
by Goh et al. [63]. It was shown to be capable of detecting multiple flame
fronts in the opposed jet geometry. None of the methods outlined above
were shown to be able to achieve this. As discussed above, there is very
low probability of similar seeding densities in both reactant streams in the
opposed jet geometry. In order to mitigate this problem, reference windows
were defined for every reactant stream in all PIV images, in regions where
only reactants exist. These reference windows enabled the identification of
flame front iso-contours in all the steps of the algorithm.
Firstly, the mean signal intensity in each reference window, Iwin, was
calculated. This was used as a threshold value to create binary images
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using a Heaviside function. PIV images have significant differences in signal
intensities for each particle image, and this step assigned equal weights to
every particle image, which appear as local peaks in signal intensities in
the raw PIV images. This step is shown in Eq. (4.19), where I represents
the image intensity, and subscripts img and win represent the pixels in the
image and reference windows respectively.
Iheav = 255× bH(Iimg − Iwin)c (4.19)
Subsequently, for each stream, using Iheav, the density of peaks in each
reference window was resolved. An adaptive moving average filter was im-
plemented to fill in the gaps between peaks. This was done by using window
sizes of (2n + 1) × (2n + 1), where n was set to the nearest integer cor-
responding to twice the average distance between peaks in the reference
windows in Iheav. This was necessary to prevent gaps in the reactant re-
gions due to local fluctuations in seeding densities. Eq. (4.20) represents this
step, which resulted in the smoothed image Imvavg. The indices in the image
are represented by i, j, p and q. Resultant images showed regions of simi-
lar image intensities, which corresponded to reactant and product regions.
However, there were residual intensity fluctuations in these images which
would lead to spurious detection of flame fronts, so further conditioning was
required.
Imvavg(i, j) =
1
(2n+ 1)2
j+n∑
p=j−n
i+n∑
q=i−n
Ipq (4.20)
A bilateral filter [162] was used to reduce the intensity fluctuations in
the reactant and product regions of Imvavg while retaining the steep gradi-
ents at flame fronts. As this technique, stated in Eq. (4.21), involved O(n4)
operations, which was computationally expensive, an approximation was
used. This approximation used local filtering windows of size (2σn + 1) ×
(2σn + 1), and was found to be sufficiently accurate for window size variable
(σn) of 20 as pixels outside the windows had less than 2% contribution to re-
solved pixels. The range filter variable σr and distance filter variable σd were
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set to 30 and 10 respectively. Note that ‖xpq −xij‖ and ‖Ipq − Iij‖ indicate
the Euclidean distances between pixel locations and intensities respectively.
Subscripts i, j, p and q represent the indices in the image. Resultant images
had relatively smooth image histograms with multiple peaks representing
image segments of different seeding densities. When seeding densities were
similar in both upper and lower nozzles, the filtered images showed two
regions of similar intensities representing reactant streams and one region
of lower intensities representing product streams. When seeding densities
were different, there were up to four regions of different image intensities.
Ibilat(i, j) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
Ipqd (σd) r (σr) dxpq ÷
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
d (σd) r (σr) dxpq
≈
j+σn∑
p=j−σn
i+σn∑
q=i−σn
Ipqd (σd) r (σr)÷
j+σn∑
p=j−σn
i+σn∑
q=i−σn
d (σd) r (σr),
d (σd) = exp
[
−1
2
(‖xpq − xij‖
σd
)2]
,
r (σr) = exp
[
−1
2
(‖Ipq − Iij‖
σr
)2]
(4.21)
After the images were processed to produce distinct regions of differ-
ent densities, cubic spline fits were applied to the histograms of Ibilat, in
a manner similar to Pfadler et al. [133]. Minimum intensities in the refer-
ence windows were calculated. Subsequently, the nearest minima with an
intensity lower than these values were used as threshold values to obtain
binary images via a Heaviside filter similar to Eq. (4.19). This was done
for every reference window. Canny edge detector [24] with a Sobel operator
was implemented on these binary images to obtain image gradients from
these binary images. Subsequently, non-maxima suppression, followed by a
skeleton generating algorithm [39], were applied, leading to edges that were
one pixel wide. A purpose written algorithm was used to identify flame
fronts as the longest lines closest to the reference windows. The additional
algorithm was necessary to avoid identifying flame fronts from the opposing
reactant stream in the event that it had a very similar seeding density. Also,
the algorithm is currently set to reject lines that form loops, which meant
that it would only work for opposed jet flames in the flamelet/corrugated
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regimes of premixed combustion. However, the detection algorithm can be
applied to premixed turbulent flames with broken reaction zones such as
that shown in Fig. 4.3, provided that only one reactant stream is seeded.
raw DS 6 CPIV 1 CPIV 5 CPIV 10 CPIV 15
Figure 4.4: Comparing CPIV with density segregation technique, using a
sample image with high seeding density. From left to right col-
umn: raw image, image from density segregation after bilateral
filtering, followed by smoothed raw images using moving average
filter with variables n = 1, 5, 10 and 15. Numbers indicate the
corresponding values of n used for moving average filter. Top
row - images. Second row - corresponding image histograms with
detected minima used for threshold filtering. Third row - inten-
sity profiles along the axis of the nozzle, one pixel wide, with
those of raw image (black), filtered images (red), and binary im-
ages after threshold filtering (blue). Bottom row: corresponding
binary images.
A parametric analysis was conducted on sample images to compare
with the method outlined by Pfadler et al. [135, 133]. Sample images were
taken for high and low seeding densities, with the comparisons shown by
Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. From Fig. 4.4, it can be observed that the
raw image shows a strong signal in the reactant stream compared to the
other regions, and its histogram is similar to that presented by Pfadler et
al. [135]. Threshold filtering was done on the raw image to understand the
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raw DS 8 CPIV 1 CPIV 5 CPIV 10 CPIV 15
Figure 4.5: Comparing CPIV with density segregation technique, using a
sample image with relatively lower seeding density. From left to
right column: raw image, image from density segregation after
bilateral filtering, followed by smoothed raw images using mov-
ing average filter with variables n = 1, 5, 10 and 15. Numbers
indicate the corresponding values of n used for moving average
filter. Top row - images. Second row - corresponding image
histograms with detected minima used for threshold filtering.
Third row - intensity profiles along the axis of the nozzle, one
pixel wide, with those of raw image (black), filtered images (red),
and binary images after threshold filtering (blue). Bottom row:
corresponding binary images.
extent of filtering required. Based on the method outlined by Pfadler et
al. [135], a moving average filter was used on the raw image, using values
of n equal to 1, 5, 10 and 15, corresponding to windows of 3, 11, 21, and 31
pixels in width respectively. This was compared with the density segregation
algorithm outlined above, with n = 6. It can be observed that with minimal
smoothing, density segregation is capable of detecting the reactant regions,
whereas the method used by Pfadler et al. [135, 133] required averaging
windows that were twice in size to achieve similar results. This was due to
the large local fluctuations in raw image intensities, which is a characteristic
of Mie scattered images. The first step in density segregation removed
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this effect by assigning equal weights to the Mie scattered peaks, which
minimised the smoothing required. In addition, it can be observed that
the histograms for all filtered images had multiple minimas. The reference
windows in the density segregation technique allowed the correct minima
to be detected, whereas the minima had to be identified manually with the
CPIV technique.
Using a sample image that had relatively lower seeding densities, the
same comparisons were made, as shown in Fig. 4.5. It can be observed that
the histogram for the raw image had no distinct minima and could not be
filtered directly. This was because the minimum intensities in the reactant
regions were not sufficiently high. The CPIV technique showed noise in the
binary images even with windows of 31 pixels in width used on the moving
average filter. In contrast, the density segregation method only required
filtering windows of 17 pixels in width. Thus, it can be concluded that
density segregation technique, being an adaptive algorithm, uses minimal
filtering on raw images to detect flame fronts, even with different seeding
densities.
4.5 The Bray-Moss-Libby (BML) formulation
In order to compare experimental results in a meaningful manner with sim-
ulations, it is imperative that minimal assumptions be made about infor-
mation. In the current context, Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) was used
with the density segregation method of Goh et al. [63]. The latter segre-
gates reactant and product streams directly from PIV images and derives
flame interfaces that are infinitesimally thin. The current section attempts
to link conventionally averaged terms (experiment) to Favre averaged terms
(models), and does a parametric analysis to estimate the effects of flame
thickness in relation to the turbulent flame brush.
Bray, Moss and Libby (BML) [21] derived a formulation for statistical
description of turbulent premixed combustion, which was named the BML
formulation. For premixed flames, the instantaneous progress variable c
was used to define the spatial distribution of density ρ and temperature T .
This was done with the assumption that the pressure was thermochemi-
cally uniform [21]. These relations are shown in Eq. (4.22), where τ is the
heat release parameter. Subscript r represents the reactant stream. These
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relations represent the instantaneous flames with non-zero thickness of the
instantaneous reaction zones, and have constant spatial distributions over
time for laminar flames.
ρ
ρr
=
1
1 + τc
T
Tr
= 1 + τc (4.22)
In turbulent flames, the flames move about in space ~x, and lead to
significant fluctuations in thermochemical properties. These properties are
both functions of space and time. The elegance of the BML formulation
lies in the simplicity represented by using probabilities of reactant streams,
product streams and reaction zones in both space and time. For statistically
stationary flames, the spatial distribution of mean expected values of many
variables are experimentally tractable, when many samples of flames are
taken with known instantaneous velocity vectors and reaction progress vari-
ables measured in a spatial domain. Bray et al. [21] defined the probability
density function P such that
P (c; ~x) = α (~x) b1− cc+ β (~x) bcc+ γ (~x) fγ(c; ~x), c ∈ [0, 1] (4.23)
where ~x represents a spatial location, and α and β represent the proba-
bilities of encountering reactant and product streams at a particular location
in space. γ represents the probability of reaction zone, and fγ is the interior
distribution [21]. When fγ is normalised such that it integrates to unity,
then the sum of α, β and γ is 1.
Work on experimental explorations of premixed flames, with simulta-
neous velocity and scalar statistics, was conducted by Frank et al. [46] and
Kalt et al. [84, 82, 83]. These investigations assumed thin reaction zones,
with binary images created via measurements of OH Planar Laser Induced
Fluorescence (OH-PLIF). More recent work by Sjo¨holm et al. [156], with
synchronised measurements of OH, CH, CH2O and toluene PLIF signals,
showed how turbulence intensities affected flame structures. It was discov-
ered [156] that the thickness of the CH layer was fairly constant despite
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large differences in turbulence intensities in flames that span the thin re-
action zone and distributed reaction zone regimes [121]. In addition, the
findings [156] indicated that the different species produced PLIF signals
that had different instantaneous profiles that did not have perfect overlap,
as also verified by laminar flame calculations. Observations indicated that
the thickness of the reaction zones were less than 1 mm for the measurement
conditions of Sjo¨holm et al. [156], which may be significant depending on
the size of the turbulent flame brush.
Given that real flames are not perfectly thin, it is important to analyse
the relative significance of the thickness of the instantaneous reaction zones
(δf ) in relation to the size of the turbulent flame brush (δt). In order to
ascertain the significance of the reaction zone thickness, a thought experi-
ment was conducted. A statistically stationary one dimensional flame was
assumed, with probability of a reaction zone in space assumed to follow a
Gaussian distribution. The size of the turbulent flame brush was defined to
be the distance between the 5th and 95th percentile of the mean reaction
progress variable. In other words, if the instantaneous flame was a step
function with zero thickness, the 5th and 95th percentiles of the cumula-
tive distribution function (CDF) of the defined Gaussian distribution was
the size of the flame brush. The size of the flame brush was defined to be
10 mm. A parametric analysis was conducted by assuming δf as a fraction
of δt, as well as including the flamelet assumption of δf = 0. Note that
the effects of flame rotation were not considered in the analyses. From the
thought experiment, the relative effects of the thickness of the reaction zones
on the first and second moments of the reaction progress variable, as well
as the flame brush thickness, were evaluated. Reaction zones were assumed
to be in the shape of a Gaussian CDF, which is a transformed version of
an error function, with the reaction zone thickness defined as the distance
between the 5th and 95th percentiles of the Gaussian CDF.
The first part of the analysis only included the effects of flame thickness
on the statistics, as well as the flame brush thickness. As for the second part
of the thought experiment, it was assumed that a technique was used to map
out the locations of isocontours that defined the locations of the instanta-
neous reaction zone, and the instantaneous progress variable assumed to be
binary in a manner similar to that of Kalt et al. [84, 82, 83]. To account
for the randomness in detection of isocontours, a uniform distribution was
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implemented across the region between 0.5th and 99.5th percentiles of the
instantaneous reaction zone region, to represent the probability of locations
of isocontours in relation to the actual reaction zone. This was to assess
the relative effects of reaction zone broadening in relation to the turbulent
motion of the flames, as defined by the flame brush, with the uncertainty
in definition of isocontours that segregate the reactants from the products
of flames by assuming thin reaction zones.
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Figure 4.6: Relative effects of ratio of reaction zone thickness δf to size of
turbulent flame brush δt, on the first and second moments of
reaction progress variable c. Top row - actual c (left) and c′c′
(right) with δf/δt = 0 (black), 0.05 (red), 0.10 (green), 0.20
(blue), 0.50 (cyan), and 1.00 (magenta). Bottom row - actual
(solid lines) in comparison to detected (dashed lines) values of c
(left) and c′c′ (right) with δf/δt = 0.05 (red), 0.10 (green), 0.20
(blue), 0.50 (cyan), and 1.00 (magenta)
Results of the thought experiment are shown in Fig. 4.6. From the first
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row of plots, it can be observed that there are relatively insignificant effects
of δf on the profiles of mean progress variable c, with modest effects where
δf/δt = 1.00, which is not expected to occur in real measurements of flames.
However, the effects are more pronounced for the second order statistics c′c′,
where δf/δt ≥ 0.50. From the bottom row of plots, similar observations can
be made for the values of c, where the effects of random isocontour detection
made no significant contribution except when δf/δt = 1.00. However, by
assuming that the flames were infinitesimally thin, the maximum values of
detected c′c′ were always 0.25, and these profiles could be derived directly
from the detected profiles of c via simple relations in BML formulation
by assuming γ to be zero. Despite these discrepencies between true and
derived values of c′c′, the effects were modest for values of δf/δt up to 0.20.
In addition, this thought experiment has shown that the methods used by
Frank et al. [46] and Kalt et al. [84, 82, 83] will not lead to significant
deviations in the statistics, except that the values of c′c′ would inherently
be related to c via thin flame assumptions.
Table 4.1: Ratio of expected (‘measured’) to actual turbulent flame brush
size δt, with respect to ratio of thickness of instantaneous reaction
zone δf to δt.
δf
δt
‘measured’ δt
actual δt
0.05 1.002
0.10 1.005
0.20 1.027
0.50 1.113
1.00 1.252
Table 4.1 shows the expected ‘measured’ size of the turbulent flame
brush as the relative thickness of the instantaneous reaction zone increased,
while accounting for experimental uncertainties in the determination of in-
stantaneous reaction zone. Results show that for δf/δt ≤ 0.20, the expected
errors in size of flame brush were only up to 2.7%. This suggests that the
method of Frank et al. [46] and Kalt et al. [84, 82, 83] will not lead to sig-
nificant errors in the determination of flame brush thickness. The errors in
c are not expected to be significant as shown in Fig. 4.6. Despite the in-
evitable consequence that the values of c′c′ will follow the assumptions that
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instantaneous reaction zones are infinitesimally thin, the thought experi-
ment shows that measured profiles of c will reflect the physics of turbulent
flame motion, rather than instantaneous changes in the reaction zone thick-
ness. Also, the profiles of c are sufficiently accurate for model validation,
given the low uncertainties in c and δt.
From the above findings, it can be assumed that for conditions where
the instantaneous reaction zones are not significantly thick in comparison
to the turbulent flame brush, a thin flame assumption is reasonable for
determination of profiles of reaction progress variable. Model results can
also be conditioned to compare with experimental data, in order to ascertain
the accuracy of the models in simulating movements of turbulent flames.
More importantly, the significance of γ is minimal for cases where δf/δt ≤
0.20, so it can be set to zero in the BML formulation when implementing it
for postprocessing experimental measurements.
For typical premixed flames, the turbulent flame brush is about 2-3
times that of integral lengthscales, which was derived to be ∼3.1 mm in
previous work by Geipel et al. [50], of which the typical flame brush is
estimated to be around 6 mm. Typical flame thicknesses are of the order
of 1 mm, so the value of δf/δt is less than 0.20. This produces around 3%
uncertainty in the experimentally derived values of turbulent flame brush
thickness in the current work, if the flame detection method used is able to
detect flame iso-contours within the thickness of the instantaneous flames.
Bray et al. [21] defined Favre averaging as shown in Eq. (4.24) for an
instantaneous velocity component Ui at a certain location in physical space,
where U˜i and ui”are the mean the fluctuating components respectively. Note
that the same basic definition can be applied to other variables such as
reaction progress variable.
Ui =
ρUi
ρ
+ ui”
= U˜i + ui” (4.24)
Using the basic relation shown in Eq. (4.24), as well as the assump-
tion that γ is zero, it is relatively straightforward to derive the equations
that follow, in order to determine spatial distribution of flame statistics,
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for statistically stationary flames. Note that most of the relations here were
derived separately by Bray et al. [21] while accounting for finite flame thick-
ness. The simple relations derived here allow for ease of conversion from
simulations to compare with experimentally derived statistics, by neglecting
the effects of non-zero δf , which will allow more comprehensive comparisons
of premixed flame modelling. The elegance of this approach in presenting
experimental data is that current data can be presented without bias, and
converted more accurately in future to Favre averaged terms for model com-
parisons when better techniques exist to determine the spatial distribution
of densities and temperatures. Favre averaged terms derived from simula-
tions can also be reverse engineered via these equations to compare directly
with experimental measurements.
ρ = ρr (1− c) + ρpc, τ = ρr
ρp
− 1 (4.25)
U i = U˜i +
τ u˜i”c”
1 + τ c˜
, U˜i = (1− c˜)U ir + c˜U ip (4.26)
U ir = U˜i − u˜i”c”
1− c˜ (4.27)
U ip = U˜i +
u˜i”c”
c˜
(4.28)
c =
(1 + τ) c˜
1 + τ c˜
, c˜ =
c
1 + τ − τc (4.29)
c′c′ = c˜ (1− c˜) 1 + τ
(1 + τ c˜)2
(4.30)
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u′ic′ = u˜i”c”
1 + τ
(1 + τ c˜)2
(4.31)
u′iu
′
i = u˜i”ui” +
˜ui”ui”c”
τ
(1 + τ c˜)
−
(
τ u˜i”c”
1 + τ c˜
)2
(4.32)
˜ui”ui”c” = c˜ (1− c˜) [U2ip − U2ir + 2U˜i
(
U ir − U ip
)
+
(
u′ipu
′
ip − u′iru′ir
)
] (4.33)
4.6 Conditional statistics
Using the density segregation technique, instantaneous progress variables c
were resolved for every PIV image pair. By aligning the images of c with the
vector fields from PIV calculations, in a manner similar to that by Kalt et
al. [83], conditional statistics could be calculated. Accordingly, the mixture
was treated as reactants if the spatial mean of c in the aligned PIV inter-
rogation window was less than 50%, and otherwise as products. Reactant
(Uir) and product velocities (Uip) in direction i could be resolved directly.
Using the Bray-Moss-Libby formalism [21] with thin interface assumption,
it was possible to calculate mean conditional velocities U ir, U ip, as well as
scalar fluxes u′ic′. It is relatively straightforward to calculate the first and
second order conditional and unconditional moments of variables directly
using relations that are similar to Eq. (4.13) and Eq. (4.14).
The conversion between Favre averaged and conventionally averaged
terms based on the BML formulation are described in Section 4.5, using
Eqs. (4.25)-(4.33). As current methods do not provide explicit measure-
ments of values of temperature and density, only conventionally averaged
terms are provided for model comparisons. The values of density and tem-
perature used in computational models can be used to convert the con-
ventionally averaged terms to Favre averaged terms for a fair comparison,
assuming that experimental values of density and temperature do not de-
viate significantly from the values used to simulate equivalent cases. Flow
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field data from simulations can be conditioned in the same way as in the cur-
rent work by assuming infinitesimally thin flames. The parametric thought
experiment presented in Section 4.5 has shown that the detection of the
spatial distribution of reaction progress variable has negligible uncertain-
ties for the cases considered in the current work. It is imperative that the
postprocessing methods used for simulations are the same as in the current
work, in order that objective comparisons can be made.
It is relatively simple to conclude from Eqs. (4.25)-(4.33) that a com-
prehensive comparison can be made by providing, from experimental mea-
surements, spatial distributions of conventionally averaged first and second
moments of progress variable and conditional velocities, as well as scalar
fluxes. At present, as the experimental values of densities and temperatures
are unknown, it will be interesting to explore novel techniques to obtain
synchronised values of these scalars for a more complete understanding of
the dynamics of premixed flames. For instance, the availability of these
techniques can prove the significance of pressure effects on premixed flames.
4.7 Turbulent burning velocities
Past contributions have defined multiple variants of turbulent burning ve-
locity (e.g. Bray [19]). Driscoll [43] showed that the definitions of Shepherd
and Cheng [152] and Lawn and Schefer [101] are not equivalent. There is
also significant scatter in existing data, as well as unknowns in terms of
effects of turbulent lengthscales and instantaneous flame thickness on pre-
mixed flame propagation, as discussed in Section 2.3.
In the current work, the local displacement speed (ST) was evaluated
from velocity–scalar statistics along the axis of the opposed jet burner, as it
defines the leading edge of the turbulent flame brush, and provides insight
into practical designs of burners to predict flame locations. There are various
ways that were defined for resolving the leading edge of the flame brush. In
the current context, the streamlines at the leading edge of the flames are
predominantly axial, hence only the axial components were considered.
Bray [19] derived a definition of the local displacement speed (ST,Bray)
as twice the slip velocity (U1s) at the leading edge of the flame, where
progress variable tends towards zero. The slip velocity is defined as the dif-
ference between the mean product (U1p) and mean reactant (U1r) velocities.
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A root finding algorithm with linear interpolation was used to define the
value of Bray’s [19] definition of turbulent burning velocity. In Eq. (4.34), c˜
is the Favre averaged progress variable and ρr and ρ the reactant and mean
densities, respectively.
(U1s)c˜→0 = −
1
2
ST,Bray, U1s = U1p − U1r
∴ solve U1s : ρrU1r + 2ρU1s = 0 (4.34)
Lawn and Schefer [101] defined turbulent burning velocity (ST,Lawn) as
the mean flow velocity at the leading edge of the flame brush. The locations
of the contours where mean progress variable c = 0.02 was defined as the
leading edge, as shown in Eq. (4.35), where U1 represents the mean axial
velocity, as the flow direction is predominantly in the axial direction at the
leading edge of the flames. Driscoll [43] suggested using the local minimum
in the mean velocity profile as an indication of the location of the leading
edge. However, local minima were less prominent for lean flames with equiv-
alence ratios φ ≤ 0.8. Hence, gradient of the axial velocity was used instead
to calculate the burning velocity ST,dudx, as shown in Eq. (4.36). Gradients
were resolved using backward differencing with least square quadratic fits
used to minimise noise.
ST,Lawn = ( U1 )c=0.02 (4.35)
ST,dudx = ( U1 )
min
(
dU1
dx
) (4.36)
4.8 Flame surface density
The density segregation technique resulted in binary images that repre-
sented the instantaneous reaction progress variable, with reactant-product
interfaces that were one pixel in width. Using these images, and applying
the method of Shepherd [151], the flame surface density (FSD) was resolved.
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For every set of 1000 images, the mean progress variable c and the probabil-
ity of the reactant-product interfaces were calculated. Subsequently, these
results were binned into interrogation windows of different sizes, in order to
understand the effects of window size on FSD.
Σwin = (Swin∆img)/∆
2
win (4.37)
The FSD Σwin was derived via Eq. (4.37), where ∆win and ∆img rep-
resent the window width and pixel width respectively. Swin is the sum of
the probability of finding a reactant–product interface in each window. For
each window, the mean progress variable (cwin) was also obtained. This was
grouped with the corresponding FSD Σwin, such that the resolution in mean
progress variable space (cwin) was 0.10. The mean and rms of cwin and Σwin
were calculated to resolve the scatter in the data. The FSD was determined
in the region ± 14 mm in the radial direction from the burner centreline,
so as remove any effects caused by the shear layer between the jets and the
surrounding coflow.
4.9 Interface / flame brush thickness
Before understanding the merits of density segregation and the elegance of
the BML formulation in terms of conversion from experimental variables to
model variables, as discussed in Section 4.5, it was important to derive the
interface thickness δf and flame brush thickness δt. This was to ensure that
the density segregation technique would not lead to conditional statistics
that deviate significantly from actual values. It was already highlighted
in Section 4.5 that the ratio between δf and δt would affect the second
moment statistics of mean reaction progress variable c. By definition, inter-
face thickness δf refers to the thickness of the instantaneous reaction zones
where fuel-air mixtures burn, and flame brush thickness δt refers to the re-
gion within which flames/reaction zones can exist. Fig. 4.7 was included in
order to show these variables explicitly and describe in brief the methods
involved in deriving them.
As described above, it was of interest to derive information about the
interface thickness δf between different streams, as detected by the density
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cδt
Density
Segregation
Normalise
PIV signal
Shift
Profile,
δf, <Inorm>
Figure 4.7: Sample image to show interface thickness δf and flame brush
thickness δt. Sample PIV image was included to illustrate the
algorithms used to derive these values.
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segregation method. Due to the nature of the density segregation method
and spatial distribution of PIV image intensities, it was not possible to de-
rive the instantaneous interface thickness directly. A result of using density
segregation was that the interfaces were one pixel wide, which would not be
true in reality. Multi-scalar measurements with Raman Spectroscopy and/or
PLIF were necessary in order to assess the interfaces between reactant and
product streams for conventional premixed flames, and non-ambiguous def-
initions of the interface thickness had to be stated based on a property such
as temperature, density, or relative concentrations of specific species. In
the current work, the PIV image intensities represented the spatial distri-
bution of relative density, and the detected interfaces were dependent on
this information to segregate different streams.
The interface thickness δf could be calculated by placing many detected
interfaces on the same datum. Centreline profiles of Mie scattered images
in PIV were shifted such that the interfaces detected by density segregation
were placed at a datum xshift = 0. The mean of this signal was calculated,
and normalised with the mean image intensity in the reactant stream. Pro-
files with more than one detected interface were rejected, as this method was
applied only to the opposed jet measurements with premixed flames against
hot products of combustion. The resultant displaced and normalised signal
Inorm was resolved from this method for relevant sets of data. Note that the
resultant signal was representative of the mean profile of the interfaces, and
would contain effects of flame rotation in 3 dimensional space, PIV setup,
and uncertainties from the density segregation method. Error functions
were fitted in a region where xshift was within ±2 mm, and the value of
δf was defined as the distance between the 5th and 95th percentiles of the
fitted error functions. The values of δf could be useful as it was mentioned
in Section 2.2 that the experimental values of laminar flame thickness were
not readily available, and these values are important in terms of identify-
ing regimes on a Borghi diagram as defined by Peters [121]. A Damko¨hler
number analysis was conducted by Goh et al. [62] to detect flame transition
boundaries, which will be discussed in Chapter 7 with current experimental
data.
The flame brush thickness δt can be derived directly from the profiles of
mean progress variable c directly. This was done by calculating the distance
between the 5th and 95th percentile of the profiles of c directly from the
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images of c, one pixel in width. In order to ascertain the accuracy of the
flame brush thickness δt, images of spatial distribution of mean intensity
(Iimg) in every set of PIV images was found. The mean intensity in a
reference window where only reactants exist (Ir) was obtained from Iimg.
A normalised signal Iraw was obtained via Eq. (4.38) to determine the
relative signals directly from raw PIV images. These were compared with
the corresponding profiles of c derived via density segregation to ensure that
there were no significant deviations.
Iraw = 1− Iimg
Ir
(4.38)
As the raw normalised signals were still noisy in nature, there was no
precise way to obtain the size of the turbulent flame brush directly from
these raw signals. Hence, it was not possible to compare with the values
obtained from the profiles of mean progress variable to ascertain the effects
of interface thickness on uncertainties in the flame brush thickness. Never-
theless, as the experimentally derived values of interface thickness δf have a
lower limit equal to the true value of interface thickness, the ratio between
the derived values of δf and δt can be used to compare with the results in
Section 4.5 to estimate the relative uncertainties in the size of the flame
brush and relative effects on higher moment statistics.
4.10 Flame surface area
In order to understand the propagation of premixed flames, it is important
to resolve the surface area of flames to relate them with turbulent burning
velocities. Using the images derived from density segregation, individual
flame surface areas could be calculated. The interrogation region was set
to ±D/2 (±15 mm) from the burner axis. Some results were presented
by Goh et al. [62] assuming axis-symmetry. Two methods were used to
calculate the surface area. The first method calculated the mean lengths of
the detected interfaces, while the second method assumed axis-symmetry
and performed an integration on the detected interfaces as described by
Goh et al. [62]. Firstly, a purpose written algorithm was used to modify the
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detected reaction interfaces such that the distance between adjacent points
were equal to the width of a pixel in the PIV images. Subsequently, the
flame lengths were calculated for the first method. For the second method,
weights were assigned to each point based on their radial location, and
the dot product between the weights and the modified interfaces produced
the axis-symmetric flame surface area. For both methods, the mean flame
surface areas were produced from each set of 1000 images.
4.11 Conditional dissipation
George and Hussein [52] derived a simple and efficient representation of
the turbulence dissipation (). The values of mean square values of local
velocity gradients and the kinematic velocity (ν) were sufficient to determine
the turbulence dissipation. By assuming locally axisymmetric turbulence,
Eq. (4.39) was applied to estimate the dissipation. Note that U and x
refer to velocity and coordinate positions respectively, and subscripts 1 and
2 represent the axial and radial directions respectively. The Kolmogorov
length scales (η) and Kolmorogov velocity (Vκ) were derived from the values
of turbulence dissipation via Eq. (4.40) and Eq. (4.41) respectively.
 = ν
[
−
(
dU1
dx1
)2
+ 2
(
dU1
dx2
)2
+ 2
(
dU2
dx1
)2
+ 8
(
dU2
dx2
)2]
= ν [−g11 + 2g12 + 2g21 + 8g22] (4.39)
η =
(
ν3

)1/4
(4.40)
Vκ = (ν)
1/4 (4.41)
Turbulence dissipation could be readily derived from the corresponding
velocity gradients and kinematic viscosities (ν) for reactant and product
streams, since density segregation resulted in the instantaneous progress
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variable c. Conditional velocity gradients and kinematic viscosities were
used in Eq. (4.42) and Eq. (4.43), where subscripts r and p represent the
reactant and product streams respectively. The corresponding values of c
were resolved for velocity vectors derived from each image by aligning the
images of c with the velocity vectors. The values b1 − cc and bcc serve
to filter out the reactant and product velocity gradients, while ensuring
non-ambiguity by rejecting non-binary values of c.
r = νr
∑
all images
[(−g11 + 2g12 + 2g21 + 8g22) b1− cc]÷
∑
all images
b1− cc
(4.42)
p = νp
∑
all images
[(−g11 + 2g12 + 2g21 + 8g22) bcc]÷
∑
all images
bcc (4.43)
The kinematic viscosities νr and νp were obtained from laminar flame
calculations [105]. Note that only profiles along the burner centreline were
used to determine values for the conditional dissipation, due to the under-
lying assumption of axisymmetry. In addition, as the velocity vectors were
around 0.4 mm apart, which is about 4 times the Kolmogorov lengthscale
as derived by Goh et al. [61] as well as in the current work, the resolution
of PIV measurements may not be sufficient for the derived dissipation to be
truly representative of the dissipation in the flow.
4.12 Conditional proper orthogonal decomposition
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) identifies the turbulent motions
in the flow which contain the most energy, and was first introduced by Lum-
ley [110]. Complete descriptions of the method can be found in Berkooz et
al. [10] and Holmes et al. [75]. The effectiveness of POD in resolving the ki-
netic energy and shape of eigenfunctions can be found in the publications of
Glauser et al. [58, 59, 60]. It was stated by Pope [137] that in POD, the first
M modes should contain more energy than the first M modes of any other
orthogonal decomposition, so it may be possible to represent the instanta-
neous velocity fluctuations via a minimal number of basis functions. In the
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current setup, POD was applied to the velocity fluctuations, as shown in
Eq. (4.44), derived from Pope [137] and modified for the current setup using
the method of snapshots proposed by Sirovich [155]. The variables x1 and x2
represent the axial and radial coordinate respectively, and ~u′(x1, x2, t) rep-
resents the instantaneous velocity fluctuations. Variables Nimg, m, am(t)
and Φm(x1, x2) represent the total number of images, the POD mode num-
ber, basis function coefficients and basis functions, respectively. Note that
the number of modes that can be resolved using this method is equal to
the total number of image pairs obtained in the measurements. A large
number of image pairs will result in better representation of the modes, for
statistically stationary flows.
~u′(x1, x2, t) =
Nimg∑
m=1
am(t)Φm(x1, x2) (4.44)
Firstly, the covariance matrix Cij was calculated via Eq. (4.45), where
i and j represent the rows and columns, and ti and tj represent the times at
which PIV image pairs i and j were obtained in the measurement. Subse-
quently, the eigenvalues (λm) and eigenvectors (Vm) were obtained for each
mode number (m) using Eq. (4.46).
Cij =
∑
all (x1,x2)
~u′(x1, x2, ti)~u′(x1, x2, tj) (4.45)
CVm = λmVm (4.46)
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors were arranged with λm in descending
order so that the modes were presented in order of decreasing turbulence
energy. The relative percentage of the total turbulent energy (Em,norm) in
each mode was obtained using Eq. (4.47). Subsequently, the POD basis
functions were obtained via Eq. (4.48), and corresponding basis function
coefficients obtained via Eq. (4.49). This elegant set of equations allow the
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instantaneous flow fields to be represented using M number of modes, by
replacing Nimg with M in Eq. (4.44).
Em,norm = λm ÷
Nimg∑
m=1
λm (4.47)
Φm(r, x) =
1√
λm
Nimg∑
i=1
Vm(i)~u
′(x1, x2, ti) (4.48)
am(t) =
∑
all (x1,x2)
~u′(x1, x2, t)Φm(x1, x2) (4.49)
The basis functions were described by Moin and Moser [119] as incom-
pressible vector fields that are ‘characteristic eddies’ of the flow. However,
in combustion applications, every instantaneous velocity field is dependent
on the spatial distribution of density, and such a description will not be valid
if POD were applied to the vector fields directly. Accordingly, the relative
energy distribution in reactant and product streams was obtained based on
conditional fluctuations (u′1r, u′1p, u′2r, u′2p) as defined by Eq. (4.50), where
U1 and U2 are the axial and radial components of the flow, and subscripts
r and p represent reactant and product streams, respectively.
u′1r = U1r − U1r
u′1p = U1p − U1p
u′2r = U2r − U2r
u′2p = U2p − U2p (4.50)
By utilising density segregation, the instantaneous progress variable c
was used to segregate the reactant and product streams, in a manner similar
to that of conditional dissipation, resulting in conditional POD (CPOD).
The POD method outlined above was then applied to the instantaneous con-
ditional fluctuations to obtain basis functions for each stream. The spatial
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mean of the two component turbulent kinetic energy (E) was subsequently
calculated using the relations in Eq. (4.51), where the subscript u represents
the unconditional case.
Er =
Nimg∑
n=1
∑
all (x1,x2)
[
1
2
(
u′1ru
′
1r + u
′
2ru
′
2r
) b1− cc)]÷ Nimg∑
n=1
∑
all (x1,x2)
b1− cc
Ep =
Nimg∑
n=1
∑
all (x1,x2)
[
1
2
(
u′1pu
′
1p + u
′
2pu
′
2p
) bcc]÷ Nimg∑
n=1
∑
all (x1,x2)
bcc
Eu =
Nimg∑
n=1
∑
all (x1,x2)
[
1
2
(
u′1u
′
1 + u
′
2u
′
2
)]÷ Nimg∑
n=1
∑
all (x1,x2)
1 (4.51)
Subsequently, the spatial mean of absolute kinetic energy represented
by each mode could be resolved simply by calculating the values of E with
the normalised values Em,norm. The cumulative energy represented by M
modes were subsequently obtained to understand the energy distribution in
the modes.
4.13 Verification of density segregation technique
In order to ascertain the reliability of the data derived using density seg-
regation, it was imperative that the accuracy of the algorithm be assessed.
Firstly, the opposed jet setup was used, both with silicone oil and aluminium
oxide seeding, for twin methane flames at equivalence ratio of 0.9 and bulk
velocity of 4 m/s. The upstream conditions included 4 mm inlet jets with
no impact plates (see Fig. 3.2), and traditional grids were used to generate
turbulence. For each set of measurements, 1000 images were taken, and the
same density segregation algorithm applied to both sets. Sample images
are shown in Fig. 4.8, where it can be observed that the density segregation
algorithm is able to separate the reactant and product regions with PIV
images generated from both types of seeding. Zoomed in images were also
shown to illustrate the accuracy of the algorithm.
Centreline profiles of the image intensities one pixel wide were obtained
from the sample images in Fig. 4.8, and shown in Fig. 4.9. Detected reaction
zones are indicated by scaled red lines. These profiles indicate that the
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5 mm 5 mm
Figure 4.8: Sample images with methane at equivalence ratios of 0.9, with
traditional grids, 4 mm inlet jets and no impact plates (top
row), with aluminium oxide seeding (left) and silicone oil seeding
(right). Green boxes indicate locations of reference windows.
Red lines indicate detected flame fronts. Blue arrows indicate
reference lengths of 5 mm to show the relative scales of the
flame fronts on the images. Magenta boxes show the zoomed in
regions, which are shown in the bottom row. Note that images
have been inverted to show clarity in print.
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algorithm is able to separate reactant and product regions despite the large
fluctuations in local image intensities.
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Figure 4.9: Centreline profiles from images in Fig. 4.8, one pixel in width.
Black lines - raw image intensities, red lines - regions detected
by density segregation technique.
Fig. 4.10 shows the mean first and second moments of reaction progress
variable, one pixel wide, along the centreline of the burner. It can be ob-
served that the effects of seeding produce modest differences in the mean
statistics. With silicone oil seeding, the flames appear to be further up-
stream on average, which could be due to the low boiling point of silicone
oil, which is ∼550 K, so the detected reaction zones are expected to be
further upstream in comparison to those with aluminium oxide seeding.
Nevertheless, the algorithm is shown to be accurate to the order of the
laminar flame thickness.
Equivalent contours of first and second moments of reaction progress
variable are shown in Fig. 4.11. These contours indicate that the twin flame
brushes were flat, and mean progress variable with silicone oil seeding were
located further upstream compared to that with aluminium oxide seeding,
across the width of the nozzles in the opposed jet rig. However, these
discrepencies are subtle and are of the order of the laminar flame thickness.
It was shown by Goh et al. [62] that the raw PIV signal can be nor-
malised to compare with the mean reaction progress variable resolved by
the density segregation algorithm. These measurements were conducted by
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Figure 4.10: Centreline profiles of detected mean progress variable (left) and
its second moment (right), one pixel in width. Solid lines -
aluminium oxide seeding. Dashed lines - silicone oil seeding.
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Figure 4.11: Contour plots showing the detected mean progress variable
(left) and its second moment (right). Top row - aluminium
oxide seeding. Bottom row - silicone oil seeding.
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Geipel et al. [51], where methane flames at equivalence ratio of 0.75 and
cold velocities of 1.0 m/s were stabilised on 4 mm turbulence generating
plate, located 50 mm upstream of lower nozzle exit, with exit temperatures
of around 1720 K. In the upper nozzle, methane-air mixtures at equivalence
ratios of 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 were introduced, and dry air was also introduced
in the upper nozzle as a reference test case. Flow rates were set such that
the velocities at 298 K would be 4.0 m/s. Simultaneous Particle Image Ve-
locimetry (PIV) and OH-Laser Induced Fluorescence (OH-LIF) measure-
ments were conducted on these four cases, using a 120 mJ Solo-New Wave
Nd:YAG laser for PIV. The Barium Nitrate (Ba(NO3)2) crystal based Ra-
man laser setup of Kerl et al. [86] was used to produce 281.7 nm laser light
for the OH-LIF measurements. Note that details of the setup can be found
in Kerl et al. [86], and the signals were only used in the current work to
verify the density segregation algorithm in a similar manner to that of Goh
et al. [62].
The raw PIV signals were normalised via Eq. (4.38), in order to compare
directly with detected mean progress variable. The mean of the OH-LIF im-
ages were resolved for each set, and subsequently normalised with the mean
signals from the exit streams of each nozzle, using Eq. (4.52). Centreline
profiles of normalised PIV and OH signals are shown in Fig. 4.12 alongside
detected mean progress variable. It can be observed that the detected mean
progress variable were very close to the normalised PIV signals for all cases.
Normalised OH signals showed deviations from detected progress variables
at equivalence ratios of 0.6 and 0.8, which could be due to the nature of the
OH signals.
IOH,raw =
IOH − IOH,r
IOH,p − IOH,r
, IOH,p = 50 (4.52)
Inorm,OH =
IOH (xshift)
50
(4.53)
It was also shown by Goh et al. [62] that by shifting profiles of signals
to a common datum, the mean reaction zone size could be ascertained. The
method is outlined in Section 4.9. Displaced and normalised signals were
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Figure 4.12: Centreline profiles of normalised intensities. Left column - Nor-
malised PIV signals Iraw = 1 − IimgIr (black) versus c detected
via density segregation (red). Right column - Normalised OH
signals IOH,raw =
IOH−IOH,r
IOH,p−IOH,r (blue) versus c detected via den-
sity segregation (red). Top to bottom row - Lean methane
flames at equivalence ratios of 0.00, 0.40, 0.60 and 0.80, for
upper nozzle.
obtained for the raw PIV signals along the centreline of the setup, with
same signal displacements applied for the raw OH signals. The OH signals
were normalised with the mean intensities in the product region from the
lower nozzle via Eq. (4.53).
The comparisons between the structure of the interface thickness δf are
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Table 4.2: Comparisons between density segregation and OH-PLIF, for in-
stantaneous interface thickness δf , using centreline profiles for
displaced and normalised signals Inorm, one pixel wide, and fit-
ting error functions to Inorm. Values of δf defined to be distance
between 5th and 95th percentiles of error functions.
Density segregation OH-PLIF
φ δf δf
[-] [mm] [mm]
0.00 1.04 2.21
0.40 1.30 1.04
0.60 1.17 0.909
0.80 0.844 1.10
shown in Fig. 4.13, where it can be observed that there is a distinct offset be-
tween the location of the peak OH signal and the PIV signal. An investiga-
tion by Sjoholm et al. [156] showed that the OH-PLIF signals were displaced
from CH-PLIF and CH2O-PLIF signals, and occured further downstream.
The same phenomenon is observed in Fig. 4.13, where OH signals are down-
stream of PIV signals. It is interesting to note that the peak OH intensities
increased with equivalence ratios, showing a qualitative increase in peak
OH concentrations. However, as these are averaged signals in the proximity
of detected flame isocontours, the same quality in terms of signal to noise
ratio for OH-PLIF signals is not expected. Error functions were fitted to
the profiles of the displaced and normalised signals, with peak values of OH-
PLIF used for calculating the relative interface thickness. These values are
presented in Table 4.2, where it can be observed that there are only minor
discrepencies between the two signals, with no apparent trends except for
the isothermal case, where the broad OH signal came solely from the hot
products in the lower nozzle. As the OH-PLIF signals were dependent on
laser power, they could only represent qualitative concentrations of OH, so
they were used solely to identify flame contours. Since density segregation
is able to identify these isocontours directly from PIV images while mitigat-
ing potential laser alignment issues associated with simultaneous PIV and
OH-PLIF measurements, OH-PLIF is redundant in the current context.
Sample images were obtained for the cases with simultaneous OH-PLIF
and PIV, with OH and PIV signals shown in overlaid images, and detected
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Figure 4.13: Centreline profiles of mean normalised and displaced intensi-
ties, relative to detected isocontours via density segregation.
Left column - Normalised PIV signals Inorm (black) versus
Inorm,OH (blue), against x1shift. Right column - Corresponding
plots with x1shift in a smaller region relative to 0, with dashed
lines to indicate location of detected isocontours. Correspond-
ing fitted error functions are shown for Inorm (magenta) and
Inorm,OH (red). Top to bottom row - Lean methane flames at
equivalence ratios of 0.00, 0.40, 0.60 and 0.80, for upper nozzle.
reaction zones shown to illustrate the accuracy of density segregation al-
gorithm. These are shown in Fig. 4.14, with centreline profiles of OH and
PIV signals also shown relative to the detected reaction zones. It can be
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observed that the instantaneous OH signals are similar in nature to the
PIV signals, and may not offer significant advantages in terms of obtaining
conditional statistics from flame measurements. The OH signals can only
be useful if the laser power is increased significantly, as the reaction zones
could be detected with better signal to noise ratios. Furthermore, it can
be observed from the sample images that the OH signals did not overlap
with PIV signals perfectly, possibly due to differences in the alignment and
thicknesses of the laser sheets for PIV and OH-PLIF, or due to OH signals
being naturally located downstream of the changes in particle density. As
such, it is clear that there are no obvious benefits of using OH-PLIF together
with PIV in the current work, as density segregation suffices in identifying
isocontours and generating synchronised statistics.
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Figure 4.14: Left column - Sample images from simultaneous measurements,
with PIV (green) and OH (blue) signals overlaid with iso con-
tours detected via density segregation (red). Right column -
Centreline profiles of raw PIV (black) and OH (blue) signals
in relation to detected iso contours (red). Top to bottom row
- Lean methane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.00, 0.40, 0.60
and 0.80, for upper nozzle.
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5 Isothermal flows
5.1 In-nozzle measurements
Measurements were conducted to understand the flow development inside
the nozzles downstream of traditional and fractal grids. The fractal grids
were placed 10 mm downstream of traditional grids in the opposed jet con-
figuration. This was in order to ascertain the characteristics of the turbu-
lent flow at the nozzle exits. Such studies were conducted in the past by
Geipel [48], Geipel et al. [50] and Bo¨hm et al. [16]. Selected measurements
were done in collaboration with Geipel [48] in order to elucidate key flow
characteristics of the in-nozzle flow development with different combinations
of grids. For the flows of interest in the current work, bulk velocities ranged
from 4 m/s to 8 m/s, and the two limiting cases were considered. Note
that comparisons between different fractal grids were done by Geipel [48],
and only the ‘optimal’ grid was used in the current work to investigate
premixed flames in fractal generated turbulence. Figs. 5.1–5.3 show the
contours of normalised mean axial velocities, as well as normalised axial
and radial Reynolds stresses, for bulk velocities of 4 m/s and 8 m/s. As
shown in Fig. 5.1, the traditional grids result in jets that penetrate up to
around 20 mm downstream of the grids, before reaching uniform velocity
profiles. The fractal grids had lower centreline velocities close to the cen-
tre axis of the nozzles. Normalised Reynolds stresses for traditional grids
showed that the fluctuations were largely caused by the jets emanating from
the holes of the grids, whereas the fractal grids did not show such effects, as
the holes were relatively smaller, and the turbulence generating mechanism
was fundamentally different. Contours were set to similar scales to show the
sensitivity of the velocity statistics to bulk velocities. These contour plots
show that the effects of velocity appear to be modest.
To further show the effects of using different grid configurations at dif-
ferent bulk velocities, radial profiles of the flow characteristics are shown
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Figure 5.1: Contours of normalised mean axial velocities (U1/Ub) in the
nozzle using different flow configurations and bulk velocities.
Left column: bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s. Right column: bulk
velocities of 8.0 m/s. Top row - traditional grids with fractal
grid placed 10 mm downstream. Bottom row - traditional grids.
Upstream conditions are shown in Fig. 3.1.
in Figs. 5.4–5.6, at selected distances downstream of the grids, with flow
statistics at 1 mm from nozzle exits also shown for comparison purposes. It
can be observed that the jets obtained with traditional grids lead to flow
profiles with peak mean axial velocities that coincide with the hole loca-
tions, and with the width of these jets close to the diameter of the holes.
The effects of the jets and shear layers did not appear to propagate into
the nozzle exit at x1 =50 mm, as the mean axial velocity profile was close
to uniform, with lower velocities close to the axis of the nozzle. It is in-
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Figure 5.2: Contours of normalised mean axial Reynolds stresses (u′1u′1/U
2
b )
in the nozzle using different flow configurations and bulk veloc-
ities. Left column: bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s. Right column:
bulk velocities of 8.0 m/s. Top row - traditional grids with frac-
tal grid placed 10 mm downstream. Bottom row - traditional
grids. Upstream conditions are shown in Fig. 3.1.
teresting to note that the fractal grids produced a mean axial velocity flow
profile that had two maxima at 20 mm downstream of the grids, and the
flow profiles at the nozzle exit were similar to that of the traditional grids.
Reynolds stresses showed similar trends for both grids, with the turbulent
flow developing downstream such that the axial and radial Reynolds stresses
were almost uniform at the nozzle exit. It is interesting to note that the tur-
bulence intensities peaked at around 12 mm for the traditional grids before
decreasing. Effects of bulk velocity on the flow profiles were not appar-
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Figure 5.3: Contours of normalised mean radial Reynolds stresses (u′2u′2/U
2
b )
in the nozzle using different flow configurations and bulk veloc-
ities. Left column: bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s. Right column:
bulk velocities of 8.0 m/s. Top row - traditional grids with frac-
tal grid placed 10 mm downstream. Bottom row - traditional
grids. Upstream conditions are shown in Fig. 3.1.
ent for the traditional grids, while the fractal grids showed a faster decay
to uniform profiles at higher bulk velocities, with slightly lower normalised
turbulence intensities at the nozzle exits. This is further shown by the flow
development along the nozzle axis, as shown in Fig. 5.7. Nevertheless, the
velocity statistics in Fig. 5.7 indicate that the flow characteristics had min-
imal changes at a distance of around 45 mm downstream of the grids for all
cases considered. Note that the discrepencies in the flow statistics for tradi-
tional grids up to 20 mm may be due to slight alignment discrepancies in the
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two measurements, which is also shown in Fig. 5.4. These results showed
that the fractal grids produced ∼100% higher Reynolds stresses compared
to traditional grids, which increases the effects of turbulent strain in relation
to bulk strain in the opposed jet geometry.
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Figure 5.4: Radial profiles of normalised mean axial velocities (U1/Ub) in
the nozzle using different flow configurations and bulk velocities
at selected locations (x1) downstream of turbulence generating
grids. Upstream conditions are shown in Fig. 3.1. Traditional
grids with fractal grid placed 10 mm downstream, at bulk veloc-
ities of 4.0 m/s (©) and 8.0 m/s (black lines). Traditional grids
at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s () and 8.0 m/s (red lines). Note
that for x1 =50 mm, profiles were obtained from corresponding
opposed jet measurements 1 mm downstream of nozzle exits.
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Figure 5.5: Radial profiles of normalised mean axial Reynolds stresses
(u′1u′1/U
2
b ) in the nozzle using different flow configurations and
bulk velocities at selected locations (x1) downstream of tur-
bulence generating grids. Upstream conditions are shown in
Fig. 3.1. Traditional grids with fractal grid placed 10 mm down-
stream, at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s (©) and 8.0 m/s (black
lines). Traditional grids at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s () and
8.0 m/s (red lines). Note that for x1 =50 mm, profiles were
obtained from corresponding opposed jet measurements 1 mm
downstream of nozzle exits.
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Figure 5.6: Radial profiles of normalised mean radial Reynolds stresses
(u′2u′2/U
2
b ) in the nozzle using different flow configurations and
bulk velocities at selected locations (x1) downstream of tur-
bulence generating grids. Upstream conditions are shown in
Fig. 3.1. Traditional grids with fractal grid placed 10 mm down-
stream, at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s (©) and 8.0 m/s (black
lines). Traditional grids at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s () and
8.0 m/s (red lines). Note that for x1 =50 mm, profiles were
obtained from corresponding opposed jet measurements 1 mm
downstream of nozzle exits.
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Figure 5.7: Centreline profiles of normalised mean axial velocities and
Reynolds stresses in the nozzle using different flow configura-
tions and bulk velocities along the centreline of the nozzles.
Upstream conditions are shown in Fig. 3.1. Traditional grids
with fractal grid placed 10 mm downstream, at bulk velocities
of 4.0 m/s (©) and 8.0 m/s (+). Traditional grids at bulk veloc-
ities of 4.0 m/s () and 8.0 m/s (×). Note that outlying points
at x1 ∼50 mm were obtained from corresponding opposed jet
measurements 1 mm downstream of nozzle exits.
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5.2 Hot wire anemometry
It is of interest to explore the turbulence characteristics in the opposed jet
configuration for isothermal flows before a deeper comprehension of pre-
mixed flames can be obtained in the same setting. In addition, it is imper-
ative that Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) data be compared with Hot
Wire Anemometry (HWA) measurements in order to appreciate possible
uncertainties in the different measurement techniques. As single wires were
used in HWA, only one dimensional data was available. It was stated by
Bruun [22] that the one dimensional hot wire voltage signal is a function of
all three components of velocity in the flow, so the measured velocities are
expected to deviate from PIV measurements.
Samples of truncated time traces are shown in Fig. 5.8 for the setup in
Fig. 3.1 with traditional grids (TGP) and fractal-traditional grid (FRAC-
TGP) combinations, with no amplification to the acquired voltage signals.
The configuration in Fig. 3.2 with fractal grids and impact plates (FRAC-
IP) was also measured, with amplification to optimise the voltage range for
the data acquisition card. These signals were measured at 1.5 mm from the
nozzle exits, in a single jet configuration, at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s.
The corresponding probability distribution of values of velocity, in bins
of 0.001 m/s in width, are shown alongside the sample signals. It can
be observed that the amplification of the signals led to better resolution
in the measured velocities, which is shown by the gaps between the bins
with non-zero probabilities, for the non-amplified signals. The raw signal
traces also shows this observation, with smoother traces produced for the
amplified signal. Although this may result in better signal to noise ratio in
the signals, it can be observed that the mean velocities were significantly
higher for the fractal plates with impact plates. This could be due to higher
velocity fluctuations or amplification of lateral velocity contributions to the
signal. A meaningful conclusion could not be drawn on the relative benefits
of amplifying the signals, as the coupling between voltage signals and the
amplifier were not known. Spectral characteristics of the measurements
may shed light on this aspect, as the noise in the non-amplified signals may
be insignificant, and velocity resolution may be sufficient for derivation of
meaningful results.
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Figure 5.8: Samples of hot wire anemometry measurements, taken at
1.5 mm from nozzle exits. Left column: time traces at bulk
velocities of 4.0 m/s. Right column: probability of occurences
of measured velocity values, binned at resolution of 0.001 m/s.
Top to bottom: fractal grids placed 10 mm downstream of tradi-
tional grids, versus traditional grids, with upstream conditions
in Fig. 3.1, followed by fractal grids with impact plates placed
upstream (Fig. 3.2). Measurements with fractal grids and im-
pact plates were the only ones with amplification of hot wire
signal.
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Single/opposed jet measurements using HWA were compared with op-
posed jet measurements using PIV. Measurements were done using the flow
configuration in Fig. 3.1 with traditional grids (TGP) and fractal-traditional
grid (FRAC-TGP) combinations, as well as in the configuration in Fig. 3.2
with fractal grids and impact plates (FRAC-IP). Velocity statistics were
compared at 1.5 mm from the nozzle exit, in order to understand the differ-
ences between HWA and PIV measurements. Results are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Velocity statistics at nozzle axis, at 1.5 mm from nozzle exits.
Comparisons between Hot Wire Anemometry (HWA) and Par-
ticle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurements. HWA measure-
ments were conducted with single jets and opposed jet (*) con-
figuration, whereas all PIV measurements were taken in the op-
posed jet configuration. u′2 =
(
u′1u′1 + 2u′2u′2
)
/3.
Setup Ub U u′u′ U1 u′1u′1 u′2u′2 u
′2
[mm] [m/s] [m/s] [m2/s2] [m/s] [m2/s2] [m2/s2] [m2/s2]
HWA HWA PIV PIV PIV PIV
TGP 4.0 4.38 0.079 3.28 0.102 0.072 0.082
FRAC-TGP 4.0 4.34 0.177 3.18 0.299 0.166 0.210
FRAC-TGP* 4.0 3.40 0.247 3.18 0.299 0.166 0.210
FRAC-IP 4.0 4.75 0.417 4.00 0.440 0.278 0.332
It can be observed that the hot wire measurements showed consistently
higher values of measured mean velocities (U1) compared to the PIV mea-
surements (U1). This is indicative of the relative effects of the lateral veloc-
ity components on the measured velocities. The discrepencies increased as
the turbulence intensities (u′1u′1) increased. It is also noted that there was
a decrease in measured velocity in the opposed jet configuration in com-
parison with the single jet measurement, which indicated that the effects
of the opposed jet configuration produced bulk strain effects on the flow
characteristics at the nozzle exits. PIV measurements in the opposed jet
configuration showed consistently lower values, further corroborating this
observation. In terms of the Reynolds stresses, the hot wire measurements
showed results that were between the axial (u′1u′1) and radial (u′2u′2) compo-
nents measured using PIV. As hot wire measurements showed an increase in
Reynolds stresses in the opposed jet in comparison with the single jet mea-
surement, and the axial Reynolds stresses in the PIV measurements were
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closer to the corresponding values for the hot wire measurement, it may be
plausible that the axial component is the dominant component responsible
for the hot wire measurements. This corresponds well with the hot wire
relations shown in Bruun [22], where the longitudinal component was as-
sumed to be the dominant one. As the relative contributions of different
components of velocity to the hot wire signal were non-linear, derivation of
correction methods for hot wire signals was not explored. It is also inter-
esting to note that by axis-symmetry along the centreline, Reynolds stress
components from PIV measurements were used to derive u′2, which showed
similar values to the Reynolds stresses in the hot wire measurement for
traditional grids. However, the other two cases showed some discrepencies
between 1D hot wire and PIV measurements, highlighting the difficulty in
comparing the two techniques for opposed jets. It is plausible that the bulk
strain from opposed jets affected the flow profiles at the nozzle exits.
Table 5.2: Flow statistics at nozzle axis, at 1.5 mm from nozzle exits. Hot
Wire Anemometry (HWA) measurements were conducted with
single jets and opposed jet (*) configuration.
Setup Ub Ret L11 η k 
[-] [m/s] [-] [mm] [mm] [m2/s2] [m2/s3]
TGP 4.0 42.7 2.38 0.083 0.119 82.2
FRAC-TGP 4.0 93.0 3.46 0.073 0.266 139
FRAC-TGP* 4.0 172 5.41 0.080 0.371 93.0
FRAC-IP 4.0 143 3.47 0.081 0.626 88.7
The corresponding turbulent Reynolds number (Ret), integral length-
scales (L11), Kolmogorov lengthscales (η), turbulent kinetic energy (k), as
well as turbulence dissipation () are shown in Table 5.2, for the hot wire
measurements. It can be observed that the fractal-traditional grid combi-
nations resulted in approximately twice the turbulent Reynolds number of
that of traditional grids with the same upstream conditions, from about
42.7 to 93.0. The fractal grids with impact plates resulted in further in-
crease in turbulent Reynolds number to 143. Integral lengthscales increased
with increase in turbulent Reynolds numbers as well as Reynolds stresses.
For the traditional plates with hole diameters of 4 mm, the corresponding
integral lengthscale of ∼2.4 mm corroborates the findings of Kostiuk [92]
and Cho et al. [30], where integral lengthscales were estimated to be 70 %
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of the hole diameters. Kolmogorov lengthscales were consistently close to
∼0.08 mm. It is interesting to note that the turbulence dissipation rate 
was lower in the opposed jet configuration in comparison to the single jet
configuration for the fractal-traditional grid combination. In addition, the
dissipation rate for the fractal grids with impact plates were significantly
lower than that of the fractal-traditional plate combination, which could be
responsible for the higher velocity fluctuations.
For the flow configuration shown in Fig. 3.1, hot wire measurements
were taken at various radial locations 1.5 mm from the nozzle exit, to com-
pare with corresponding PIV measurements. These measurements were
done using traditional grids and the fractal-traditional grid combination, in
the single jet and opposed jet configurations, with results shown in Fig. 5.9.
The mean axial velocity profiles for the hot wire measurements were close
to those of the corresponding PIV measurements. These profiles also show
that the opposed jet configuration imposes strain effects on the flow profiles
at the nozzle exits, with mean velocities near the axis of the burner lower
than those with the single jet configuration. It is interesting to note that
the traditional grids produced higher velocities near the axis for the single
jet hot wire measurements, and PIV measurements in the opposed jet con-
figuration also showed effects of strain on the flow profiles. With regards to
the Reynolds stresses, the hot wire measurements produced values that were
closer to the axial components obtained from corresponding PIV measure-
ments, which proved conclusively that the axial component was dominant
in hot wire voltage signals.
Hot wire measurements were also taken along the centreline of the
burner, in both single jet and opposed jet configurations, for the fractal-
traditional grid configuration. These were compared alongside PIV mea-
surements in the opposed jet configuration, in order to understand the lim-
itations of the hot wire measurements. Results are shown in Fig. 5.10. The
hot wire measurements produced mean velocities that were slightly higher
than the PIV measurements, up to around 5 mm from the nominal stag-
nation point. This could be attributed to the fact that the voltage signals
in the hot wire measurements had no directional dependence for all three
components of velocity, which resulted in contributions from jet interaction
and bulk motion of the stagnation plane. In contrast, the single jet measure-
ments showed no decrease in mean velocities, which indicated that increase
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Figure 5.9: Radial profiles of velocity statistics at 1.5 mm from nozzle exits,
at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s. © - hot wire measurements with
single jet from lower nozzle.  - hot wire measurements in op-
posed jet configuration. Corresponding lines of the same colour
represent corresponding PIV measurements. Top to bottom:
normalised mean axial velocities, followed by normalised mean
axial and radial Reynolds stresses. Left column: traditional
grids with setup in Fig. 3.1. Right column: fractal-traditional
grid combination as shown in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 5.10: Profiles of velocity statistics, taken from the nozzle axis, using
hot wire anemometry, with fractal-traditional grid combina-
tion as in Fig. 3.1, at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s. Left column:
normalised mean axial velocities in single jet () and opposed
jet (©) configurations, with corresponding PIV measurements
(solid line) in opposed jet configuration. Right column: nor-
malised mean Reynolds stresses in single jet () and opposed
jet (©) configuration, with corresponding axial (solid line) and
radial (dashed line) Reynolds stresses using PIV in the opposed
jet configuration.
in width of jets were minimal.
The Reynolds stresses for the opposed jet configurations obtained from
hot wire measurements were slightly lower than the axial components in
PIV measurements, with significant deviations starting at around 7.5 mm
from the nominal stagnation plane. These values were significantly lower,
which indicated significant interaction between the hot wire probe and the
opposed jets. As hot wire anemometry is intrusive in this context, it can
be concluded that meaningful measurements could only be taken near the
nozzle exits for the opposed jet configuration, for velocity statistics. How-
ever, by comparing the integral lengthscales in the single and opposed jet
configurations in Table 5.2, where integral lengthscales were 5.4 mm in the
opposed jet configuration compared to 3.5 mm for the single jet, the velocity
statistics may be the only useful data that can be extracted in the opposed
jet configuration using hot wire anemometry. The larger value of integral
lengthscales in the opposed jet geometry indicates a possible slower decay in
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correlation functions due to significant jet interactions. In contrast, single
jet measurements showed a slow decay in magnitudes of Reynolds stresses,
which indicates that the nozzle lengths of 50 mm are probably sufficient for
flow development.
The integral lengthscales of 3.5 mm for the fractal-traditional grid com-
bination obtained using the current method differs from that presented by
Geipel et al. [50], where the corresponding value was found to be 3.1 mm.
At present, the precise determination of integral lengthscales is problematic.
Hence, the relative merits of different methods were not explored. The val-
ues of integral lengthscales for the fractal-traditional grid combination and
fractal grid with impact plates are similar, at 3.5 mm, which indicates that
the fractal grids may have low sensitivity to upstream conditions, in terms
of generating turbulent eddies.
The effects of velocity on the flow characteristics was investigated for
the fractal grids, with impact plates fitted upstream, for velocities from
2.0 m/s to 18 m/s, in steps of 0.5 m/s. Mean velocity statistics shown
in Fig. 5.11 show that the effects of lateral velocity components increased
with mean velocities, which could be explained by the increase in Reynolds
stresses as the velocities increased. However, no correction could be made
at present to account for the lateral components. Reynolds stresses were
fitted using least squares regression, with exponential dependency of 1.74,
which is reasonably close to the value of 2 as suggested by Sardi et al. [146].
Corresponding turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation are shown in
Fig. 5.12. As expected, turbulent kinetic energy has similar scaling to the
Reynolds stresses as a result of definition. Dissipation follows almost a lin-
ear trend, with reduction in gradients at high and low extremes of the mea-
sured velocity range. Corresponding integral and Kolmogorov lengthscales
are shown in Fig. 5.13. It is apparent that the integral lengthscales decrease
with increase in velocities, with lengthscales around 3 mm for velocities
larger than 5 m/s. Similar trends can be seen for Kolmogorov lengthscales,
with decrease from ∼0.16 mm at 2 m/s to ∼0.05 mm at 18 m/s. Turbu-
lent Reynolds numbers increased from about 63 at 2 m/s to around 412
at 18 m/s. Turbulent timescales decreased from about 16 ms at 2 m/s to
about 1.3 ms at 18 m/s.
Energy spectra for selected cases are shown in Fig. 5.15. It can be ob-
served that the -5/3 gradient exists around wavenumbers of ∼1000 m−1, and
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Figure 5.11: Mean velocities (left) and Reynolds stresses (right) at bulk ve-
locities from 2.0 m/s to 18.0 m/s, using fractal grids with im-
pact plates placed upstream (Fig. 3.2), measured using hot
wire anemometry. Solid line in left subfigure is bulk velocity
versus itself. Solid line in right subfigure indicates least squares
regression fit.
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Figure 5.12: Estimated turbulent kinetic energy (left) and turbulence dissi-
pation (right) at bulk velocities from 2.0 m/s to 18.0 m/s, us-
ing fractal grids with impact plates placed upstream (Fig. 3.2),
measured using hot wire anemometry .
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Figure 5.13: Estimated integral (left) and Kolmogorov (right) lengthscales
at bulk velocities from 2.0 m/s to 18.0 m/s, using fractal grids
with impact plates placed upstream (Fig. 3.2), measured using
hot wire anemometry.
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Figure 5.14: Estimated turbulent Reynolds numbers (left) and integral
timescales (right) at bulk velocities from 2.0 m/s to 18.0 m/s,
using fractal grids with impact plates placed upstream
(Fig. 3.2), measured using hot wire anemometry.
energy levels tended asymptotically to different values at lower wavenum-
bers. Normalised spectra indicate similar trends to those shown by Pope [137],
with spectra at higher normalised wavenumbers collapsing to common lines.
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As expected, for fractal grids with impact plates, the energy increased across
a wide spectrum as the velocities increased from 2 m/s to 18 m/s. Com-
parisons of fractal grids with impact plates at 4 m/s with traditional grids
and fractal-traditional grid combinations with the setup corresponding to
Fig. 3.1 indicate expected wide spectrum increase for the former, as already
shown by the Reynolds stresses in Table 5.1. The spectra indicated more
noise at higher wavenumbers for the latter as the signals were not amplified.
This is inconsequential, as the results for wavenumbers of interest were not
affected.
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Figure 5.15: Energy spectra (left) and corresponding normalised energy
spectra (right) from hot wire measurements. Top row: fractal
grids with impact plates placed upstream (Fig. 3.2), at bulk
velocities of 2 (black), 4 (blue), 8 (green), 15 (red) and 18
(magenta) m/s. Bottom row: fractal grids with impact plates
placed upstream as in Fig. 3.2 (blue), compared with tradi-
tional (red) and fractal-traditional (green) grid combinations
as in Fig. 3.1, at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s. Dashed lines indi-
cate -5/3 lines.
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5.3 Unconditional statistics
As shown in Section 5.1, the nozzle lengths of 50 mm were sufficient to
minimise the effects of the grids on the flow characteristics, and the fractal
grids chosen for the current experimental studies were capable of reducing
the relative effects of bulk strain on the flow, through ∼100% increase in
Reynolds stresses. For opposed jet measurements, further investigations
were conducted to understand the relative effects of upstream conditions on
the turbulence characteristics of the flow generated by the traditional and
fractal grids. This was done to ensure that the flow characteristics were
effectively functions of the different grids, rather than a function of both
the grids and upstream conditions.
Profiles of velocity statistics were obtained at the nozzle exits for tradi-
tional and fractal grids, with upstream conditions as shown in Figs. 3.1 and
3.2 respectively. For traditional grids, five cases were considered: upstream
conditions in Fig. 3.1, as well as in Fig. 3.2 using 4 mm and 8 mm inlet
jets, with and without impact plates, at bulk velocities of 4 m/s. For fractal
grids, four cases were considered: upstream conditions in Fig. 3.1 with frac-
tal grids placed 10 mm downstream of traditional grids at bulk velocities
of 4 m/s and 8 m/s, as well as in Fig. 3.2 using 4 mm inlet jets with and
without impact plates at bulk velocities of 4 m/s. The velocity statistics
were taken at 1.5 mm from the nozzle exits for comparison, and are shown in
Figs. 5.16 and 5.17. From Fig. 5.16, it can be observed that there were only
modest impact of upstream conditions on the mean axial and radial velocity
profiles. With regards to the Reynolds stresses, the case with 4 mm inlet jets
and without impact plates showed significant higher values compared to the
other cases. Axial and radial components were around 4 and 3 times as high
respectively, and profile uniformity was lost. This indicated that the high
blockage at the inlets upstream of the traditional grids using 4 mm inlet jets
without impact plates led to fast jets of air that vitiated the grid generated
turbulence significantly. It is also interesting to note that the 8 mm jets with
no impact plate resulted in a modest increase in axial velocity fluctuations.
The effects of upstream conditions are also shown in the same figure with a
different scaling for the Reynolds stresses. It can be observed that the use of
impact plates isolated upstream conditions relatively well, by preventing the
jets from penetrating the traditional grids directly. Fig. 5.17 shows that the
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Figure 5.16: Radial profiles of normalised mean velocities and Reynolds
stresses 1.5 mm from the lower nozzle exit using different up-
stream conditions as shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2, at bulk veloc-
ities of 4.0 m/s. Traditional grids with setup in Fig. 3.1 (©)
as well as setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates () and without
impact plates (♦), using 4 mm inlet jets. Corresponding lines
in the same colour represent corresponding flow statistics using
8 mm inlet jets.
conditions corresponding to the configurations in Fig. 3.1 and 3.2 produce
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Figure 5.17: Radial profiles of normalised mean velocities and Reynolds
stresses 1.5 mm from the lower nozzle exit using different up-
stream conditions as shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2, at bulk veloci-
ties of 4.0 m/s. Fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.1 (©) as well
as setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates () and without impact
plates (♦), using 4 mm inlet jets. Corresponding lines in the
same colour represent corresponding flow statistics using bulk
velocities of 8.0 m/s.
different mean axial and radial velocity profiles. This could be attributed to
the fact that the jets emanating from the traditional grids in the former had
some impact on the turbulence generating mechanism of the fractal grids,
which was expected, as the results in in-nozzle measurements in Section 5.1
indicated that the traditional grids produced uniform profiles only further
downstream. Nevertheless, the results shown in Fig. 5.7 suggest that effects
of grids were insignificant just upstream of the nozzle exits. The discrepen-
cies in mean velocity profiles may be a result of the non-uniform upstream
velocity profiles created by the traditional grids in the former. Reynolds
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stresses were relatively uniform in all cases, with slightly lower values close
to the nozzle walls. Comparing the two setups given in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2,
Reynolds stresses were higher with the latter, and the influence of impact
plates not apparent. With the latter setup, axial and radial components of
Reynolds stresses were higher by about 50%. This showed that the use of
traditional grids combined with fractal grids may have reduced the potential
of fractal grids in creating elevated levels of turbulent intensities.
Velocity statistics are also presented for all the flow configurations as
described above, along the axis of the nozzles, in Fig. 5.18. It can be ob-
served that the mean axial velocities for traditional grids were not affected
significantly by upstream conditions, whereas the fractal grids showed dif-
ferent profiles, possibly due to the different inlet velocity profiles. Reynolds
stresses were significantly higher for traditional grids using 4 mm inlet jets
and without impact plates compared to the other cases. For the fractal
grids, the relative effects of the impact plates were not apparent, with dis-
crepencies only arising from using traditional grids 10 mm upstream of
fractal grids. It is interesting to note that the case with traditional grids
producing high levels of turbulence showed similar trends compared to the
fractal grids, which may not justify the relative benefits of using fractal
grids. However, by comparing the cases with impact plates isolating the
effects of upstream conditions, ‘pure’ fractal grids generated turbulence had
much higher Reynolds stresses compared with ‘pure’ traditional generated
turbulence, with increases by factors in the range of 3-4.
Contours of velocity statistics are shown in Figs. 5.19 to 5.23 in order
to gain insight into the turbulence generation mechanisms for both fractal
and traditional grids. The radial components of Reynolds stresses obtained
with traditional grids with 4 mm jets and no impact plates showed much
broader profiles in the axial direction in Fig. 5.20, indicating the plausibility
of large scale axial motion causing the relatively larger velocity fluctuations.
In contrast, Figs. 5.19 and 5.21 show modest effects of the impact plates on
the Reynolds stresses generated by the fractal grids. It is interesting to note
that both the axial and radial Reynolds stresses have slightly broader profiles
in the axial direction close to the nominal stagnation plane, indicating that
in the case of fractal grids, the impact plates act to filter out the bulk axial
motion effects of the inlet jets located upstream.
The fractal-traditional grid combination results are shown in Figs. 5.22
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and 5.23. The increase in velocities from 4 m/s to 8 m/s had modest effects
on the normalised axial and radial fluctuations. Normalised axial Reynolds
stresses appear to have narrower peaks in the axial direction at higher ve-
locities, while normalised radial components were lower. An explanation for
the discrepancies is that the effects of bulk strain were more significant at
higher velocities, which may have stabilised the stagnation plane and pro-
duced lower magnitudes of bulk motion. In addition, the streamlines of the
mean flow field may be squashed close to the stagnation plane due to larger
bulk strain in the flow.
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Figure 5.18: Axial profiles of normalised mean velocities and Reynolds
stresses along the centreline using different upstream condi-
tions. Left column: traditional grids with setup in Fig. 3.1 (©)
as well as setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates () and without
impact plates (♦), using 4 mm inlet jets. Corresponding lines
in the same colour represent corresponding flow statistics us-
ing 8 mm inlet jets. Right column: fractal grids with setup in
Fig. 3.1 (©) as well as setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates ()
and without impact plates (♦), using 4 mm inlet jets. Corre-
sponding lines in the same colour represent corresponding flow
statistics using bulk velocities of 8.0 m/s.
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Figure 5.19: Contours of normalised mean velocities (U i/Ub) and Reynolds
stresses (u′iu
′
i/U
2
b ) in the opposed jet configuration, using frac-
tal grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2 without impact
plates and using 4 mm jets. Top row: mean axial (left) and
radial (right) velocities. Bottom row: mean axial (left) and
radial (right) Reynolds stresses.
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Figure 5.20: Contours of normalised mean velocities (U i/Ub) and Reynolds
stresses (u′iu
′
i/U
2
b ) in the opposed jet configuration, using tradi-
tional grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2 without impact
plates and using 4 mm jets. Top row: mean axial (left) and
radial (right) velocities. Bottom row: mean axial (left) and
radial (right) Reynolds stresses.
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Figure 5.21: Contours of normalised mean velocities (U i/Ub) and Reynolds
stresses (u′iu
′
i/U
2
b ) in the opposed jet configuration, using frac-
tal grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates
and using 4 mm jets. Top row: mean axial (left) and radial
(right) velocities. Bottom row: mean axial (left) and radial
(right) Reynolds stresses.
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Figure 5.22: Contours of normalised mean velocities (U i/Ub) and Reynolds
stresses (u′iu
′
i/U
2
b ) in the opposed jet configuration, using frac-
tal grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.1. Top row: mean
axial (left) and radial (right) velocities. Bottom row: mean
axial (left) and radial (right) Reynolds stresses.
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Figure 5.23: Contours of normalised mean velocities (U i/Ub) and Reynolds
stresses (u′iu
′
i/U
2
b ) in the opposed jet configuration, using frac-
tal grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.1, at bulk velocities
of 8.0 m/s. Top row: mean axial (left) and radial (right) veloci-
ties. Bottom row: mean axial (left) and radial (right) Reynolds
stresses.
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5.4 Bulk motion detection
From Fig. 5.24, for traditional grids, it can be observed that the upstream
conditions in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 have a modest influence on the stagnation
point probability distribution, as well as rotation statistics of the stagnation
plane, if the impact plate is used. Without the impact plates, the stagna-
tion point statistics show much broader profiles, and this is also shown for
the rotational statistics of the stagnation plane. It is apparent that the
fast 4 mm diameter jets create large scale bulk motion and rotation of the
stagnation plane, which was responsible for the velocity statistics shown
in Section 5.3. It is therefore plausible that the large scale motion is re-
sponsible for the prominent increase in velocity fluctuations. This is further
corroborated by Fig. 5.25, where 8 mm inlet jets were used upstream, with
only modest impact of the impact plates on the stagnation statistics. These
results show that care has to be taken to remove upstream effects on grid
generated turbulence.
Fig. 5.26 shows the relative effects of velocity on the stagnation statis-
tics with the fractal-traditional grid combination. The increase in velocity
from 4 m/s to 8 m/s led to modest narrowing of the stagnation location
probabilities and the stagnation plane rotation. This corroborates the pre-
vious observation in Section 5.3 about better stabilisation of the stagnation
plane at higher velocities. Once again, by comparing the stagnation statis-
tics for fractal grids, with and without impact plates at 4 m/s as shown in
Fig. 5.27, it can be concluded that the impact plates resulted in less axial
bulk motion, as well as modest narrowing of the probability distribution
of rotation of the stagnation plane. This justifies the broader profiles of
Reynolds stresses when impact plates were removed, as mentioned in Sec-
tion 5.3. Comparisons between Figs. 5.26 and 5.27 indicate only modest
differences at 4 m/s when impact plates were used.Overall, the use of im-
pact plates has a significant positive impact on the stability of the flow, and
mitigates the effects of upstream conditions on the flow field.
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Figure 5.24: Stagnation statistics in the opposed jet configuration, using tra-
ditional grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.1 (top), as well
as traditional grids in flow configuration in Fig. 3.2 with 4 mm
inlet jets, with (middle) and without (bottom) impact plates.
Left: probability of stagnation point locations. Right: proba-
bility of rotation angles of instantaneous stagnation planes with
angular resolution of 0.5 degrees.
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Figure 5.25: Stagnation statistics in the opposed jet configuration, using
traditional grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2 with (top)
and without (bottom) impact plates and using 8 mm jets. Left:
probability of stagnation point locations. Right: probability of
rotation angles of instantaneous stagnation planes with angular
resolution of 0.5 degrees.
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Figure 5.26: Stagnation statistics in the opposed jet configuration, using
fractal grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.1, at bulk veloci-
ties of 4.0 m/s (top) and 8.0 m/s (bottom). Left: probability of
stagnation point locations. Right: probability of rotation an-
gles of instantaneous stagnation planes with angular resolution
of 0.5 degrees.
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Figure 5.27: Stagnation statistics in the opposed jet configuration, using
fractal grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2 with (top) and
without (bottom) impact plates and using 4 mm jets. Left:
probability of stagnation point locations. Right: probability of
rotation angles of instantaneous stagnation planes with angular
resolution of 0.5 degrees.
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5.5 Dissipation
Using the method derived by George and Hussein [52], assuming axis-
symmetry at the centreline of the burner, it was possible to estimate tur-
bulence dissipation and other statistics using Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV). These results are presented in Table 5.3, for the setup in Fig. 3.1
with traditional grids (TGP) as well as with the fractal-traditional grid
(FRAC-TGP) combination. Results are also shown for setup in Fig. 3.2
using traditional grids with (TGP-IP) and without (TGP-NOIP) impact
plates, as well as using fractal grids with (FRAC-IP) and without (FRAC-
NOIP) impact plates, using 4 mm jets. In addition, 8 mm jets were used
with traditional grids (TGP-IP-8mm) and without (TGP-NOIP-8mm) im-
pact plates. Note that all presented values were averaged along the axial
profiles along the centreline of the burner.
Firstly, by comparing the case with the fractal-traditional grid com-
bination with the hot wire measurements shown in Table 5.2, where the
Kolmogorov lengthscales and dissipation were 0.08 mm and 93.0 m2/s3 re-
spectively, it can be observed that there are discrepencies, as PIV measure-
ments showed Kolmogorov lengthscales of 0.11 mm and dissipation values
of 25.7 m2/s3. Potential errors could arise from hot wire anemometry, as
the voltage signals have contributions from all three components of veloc-
ity, which increased the magnitude of the signal and led to over-estimates of
the velocity. In addition, as turbulence dissipation is dependent on velocity
gradients, PIV may not have sufficient resolution to resolve the dissipation,
with vector spacing of ∼0.4 mm, which is around 4 times the Kolmogorov
lengthscales. Nevertheless, it is noted that the Kolmogorov lengthscales are
comparatively close and more sensitive to viscosity as will be shown later
with twin flame measurements.
By comparing the Kolmogorov lengthscales across all measurements, it
can be observed that the values are relatively insensitive to the dissipation.
As for the latter, it can be seen that the cases with traditional grids in
setup in Fig. 3.1, as well as in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and with 4 mm
and 8 mm jets, are rather similar, with values of 18.0, 15.7 and 11.9 m2/s3
respectively. Without the impact plates, the values increased to 29.9 and
18.0 m2/s3 with 4 mm and 8 mm jets respectively, which proves that the
4 mm jets resulted in higher dissipation rates, while the 8 mm jets did
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not appear to have any impact. For the fractal grids in the configuration
given in Fig. 3.1, as well as in Fig. 3.2 with and without impact plates,
dissipation rates were around 25.7, 58.6 and 58.6 respectively. It is possible
that the upstream conditions have some impact on the velocity gradients,
but it is inconclusive at present, as hot wire measurements showed differ-
ent trends for single jets. It is remarkable that for fractal grids with the
setup given in Fig. 3.2, the impact plates made no difference in the values
of dissipation and Kolmogorov lengthscales. For the fractal-traditional grid
combination, when velocities were increased from 4.0 m/s to 8.0 m/s, the
dissipation values increased by around a factor of 4 to 113 m2/s3. Hot wire
measurements for fractal grids with impact plates showed increase from 88.7
to 389 m2/s3 when velocities increased from 4.0 m/s to 8.0 m/s - again a
factor of 4 increase. Hot wire measurements produced significantly higher
values of dissipation, and this can be attributed to the fact that the dissipa-
tion rates vary in space, and in the opposed jet configuration, with velocity
gradients in the axial direction, differences are expected. Furthermore, the
PIV vectors were spaced around 0.4 mm apart, which could have resulted
in under-estimates of the instantaneous local velocity gradients.
Table 5.3: Statistical information in isothermal flows, for turbulence dissi-
pation (), Kolmogorov lengthscales (η) and Kolmogorov velocity
(Vκ)
Flow Ub ν  η Vκ
[m/s] [10−6 m2s−1] [m2s−3] [mm] [ms−1]
TGP 4.0 15.8 18.0 0.12 0.130
FRAC-TGP 4.0 15.8 25.7 0.11 0.142
FRAC-TGP 8.0 15.8 113 0.08 0.205
TGP-IP 4.0 15.8 15.7 0.13 0.125
TGP-NOIP 4.0 15.8 29.9 0.11 0.147
TGP-IP-8mm 4.0 15.8 11.9 0.14 0.117
TGP-NOIP-8mm 4.0 15.8 18.0 0.12 0.130
FRAC-IP 4.0 15.8 58.6 0.09 0.175
FRAC-NOIP 4.0 15.8 58.6 0.09 0.175
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5.6 Proper orthogonal decomposition
Fig. 5.28 shows an overview of the effects of upstream conditions on the
cumulative turbulence energy in the opposed jet configuration. For tradi-
tional grids (TGP), it is apparent that the 4 mm and 8 mm jets upstream
contribute significantly to the measured turbulence energy in the flow, with
an influence across the first few modes. The effects are much more pro-
nounced for the 4 mm jets, as expected. With the impact plates, the effects
are reduced, and it is apparent that the effects of the upstream conditions
become minimal. For the fractal grids, there are some differences between
the fractal-traditional grid combination in comparison with the fractal grids
with impact plates, with the latter showing higher turbulence levels, which
is probably due to the dampening effects of the fractal-traditional grid com-
bination as discussed in Section 5.3. There is only a modest increase in the
energy without the impact plates for the lower mode numbers, possibly due
to the reduction of axial bulk motion effects with the impact plates present.
The normalised cumulative energy shows that the traditional grids are more
dependent on the upstream conditions compared to the fractal grids. Also,
it is interesting to note that the normalised energy distribution for fractal
grids show only modest variations with different upstream conditions and
bulk velocities. The maximum possible number of modes to reproduce 90%
of the turbulence energy are 320 for the traditional grids and 270 for the
fractal grids, for the respective cases considered in the current work.
Figs. 5.29 to 5.37 show the structures of the first 16 POD modes for the
cases considered above. In general, it can be observed that the size of the
‘characteristic eddies’ decrease as the mode number increased, which is a
qualitative proof of the turbulence cascade. In addition, the first two modes
represent axial bulk motion as well as rotation of the stagnation plane.
By comparing Figs. 5.29, 5.30 and 5.31 for the traditional grids, it can
be observed that the modes have similar shapes, with some differences in
the first two modes. This further substantiates the previous points that the
impact plates and the setup in Fig. 3.1 remove the effects of upstream con-
ditions on grid generated turbulence. In contrast, by observing Figs. 5.32
and 5.33, by removing the impact plates, the shapes of the ‘characteristic
eddies’ changed. This indicates the significant contributions from the up-
stream conditions. For the former, with 4 mm inlet jets, the effects are
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quite prominent with ∼31 % and ∼16 % of the turbulence energy in the
first two modes. In the latter case with 8 mm inlet jets, the effects can still
be observed with ∼19 % and ∼17 % of the turbulence energy in the first
two modes. Hence, it can be concluded that the upstream conditions have
to be well controlled to produce ‘pure’ grid generated turbulence.
For the fractal-traditional grid combination, effects of velocity can be
observed in Figs 5.34 and 5.35 at bulk velocities of 4 m/s and 8 m/s re-
spectively. The shapes of the ‘characteristic eddies’ are quite similar, which
indicate that the eddies were not deformed by the increase in bulk strain.
The percentage contribution of modes other than the first mode are very
close, which shows that the increase in velocity resulted in higher turbulence
intensities that scaled with velocity, while preserving the relative contribu-
tions of the different wavenumbers. It is interesting to note that at 8 m/s,
the first mode only had ∼12 % contribution compared to ∼17 % at 4 m/s,
which indicates that the increase in bulk strain resulted in less bulk motion.
Comparing Figs. 5.36 and 5.37, for fractal grids with and without im-
pact plates, it can be observed that the modes have similar shapes, which
shows that the fractal grids were less sensitive to upstream conditions. En-
ergy distributions between the two cases were quite similar, with the dif-
ference in the first two modes, where the former had ∼17 % and ∼13 %
respectively, while the latter had ∼20 % and ∼17 % respectively. In this
case, the impact plate made a modest contribution towards reducing the
effects of upstream conditions on the bulk motion of the stagnation plane.
In addition, by comparing Figs. 5.30 and 5.36, for traditional and frac-
tal grids with impact plates respectively, it can be seen that the percentage
contributions of the modes are remarkably similar, and the shapes of the
‘characteristic eddies’ are also similar. This is an indication of some form of
universal similarity in grid generated turbulence, where the relative contri-
butions in wavenumber space are similar. This is also shown by the energy
spectra in Fig. 5.15. The significance of the fractal grid is apparent in the
current contribution as it generates elevated levels of turbulence under well
controlled conditions.
Furthermore, the significance of the impact plates in isolating upstream
conditions are now obvious in the opposed jet configuration. It is apparent
that they result in ‘pure’ grid generated turbulence in traditional as well
as fractal grids by isolating upstream instabilities. Hence, more emphasis
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is placed on the reactive cases with fractal grids and impact plates in the
current work.
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Figure 5.28: Cumulative energy distribution across modes obtained via un-
conditional POD, normalised and multiplied by the mean tur-
bulence energy ((1/2)(u′1u′1 + u′2u′2)) in the flow field and aver-
aged over all images in each set. Note that this definition does
not include the circumferential component of velocity fluctua-
tions, and is defined for comparison purposes. Top row: cu-
mulative energy. Bottom row: normalised cumulative energy
with maximum possible number of modes to reproduce 90%
of the energy indicated in green. Left: traditional grids (black
solid line), as well as traditional grids with (blue solid line) and
without (red solid line) impact plates with 4 mm jets. Corre-
sponding dashed lines represent similar upstream conditions
using 8 mm jets. Right: fractal grids placed 10 mm down-
stream of traditional grids (black solid line), as well as fractal
grids with (blue solid line) and without (red solid line) impact
plates with 4 mm jets. Corresponding dashed lines represent
similar flow conditions at bulk velocities of 8.0 m/s.
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Figure 5.29: The first sixteen POD modes for isothermal flow in the opposed
jet configuration, using traditional grids with flow configuration
in Fig. 3.1. The corresponding percentage contribution of each
mode to the turbulent kinetic energy is also shown.
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Figure 5.30: The first sixteen POD modes for isothermal flow in the op-
posed jet configuration, using traditional grids with flow con-
figuration in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and using 4 mm jets.
The corresponding percentage contribution of each mode to the
turbulent kinetic energy is also shown.
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Figure 5.31: The first sixteen POD modes for isothermal flow in the op-
posed jet configuration, using traditional grids with flow con-
figuration in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and using 8 mm jets.
The corresponding percentage contribution of each mode to the
turbulent kinetic energy is also shown.
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Figure 5.32: The first sixteen POD modes for isothermal flow in the op-
posed jet configuration, using traditional grids with flow con-
figuration in Fig. 3.2 without impact plates and using 4 mm
jets. The corresponding percentage contribution of each mode
to the turbulent kinetic energy is also shown.
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Figure 5.33: The first sixteen POD modes for isothermal flow in the op-
posed jet configuration, using traditional grids with flow con-
figuration in Fig. 3.2 without impact plates and using 8 mm
jets. The corresponding percentage contribution of each mode
to the turbulent kinetic energy is also shown.
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Figure 5.34: The first sixteen POD modes for isothermal flow in the opposed
jet configuration, using fractal grids with flow configuration in
Fig. 3.1. The corresponding percentage contribution of each
mode to the turbulent kinetic energy is also shown.
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Figure 5.35: The first sixteen POD modes for isothermal flow in the opposed
jet configuration, using fractal grids with flow configuration
in Fig. 3.1, at bulk velocities of 8.0 m/s. The corresponding
percentage contribution of each mode to the turbulent kinetic
energy is also shown.
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Figure 5.36: The first sixteen POD modes for isothermal flow in the opposed
jet configuration, using fractal grids with flow configuration in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and using 4 mm jets. The corre-
sponding percentage contribution of each mode to the turbulent
kinetic energy is also shown.
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Figure 5.37: The first sixteen POD modes for isothermal flow in the opposed
jet configuration, using fractal grids with flow configuration in
Fig. 3.2 without impact plates and using 4 mm jets. The corre-
sponding percentage contribution of each mode to the turbulent
kinetic energy is also shown.
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6 Opposed jet premixed flames
6.1 Overview of available statistics
It is apparent from Chapter 4 that postprocessing methods featuring density
segregation lead to the availability of a large amount of two dimensional
synchronised statistical flow field information. While the presentation of
such information will provide a more complete understanding of the flame
physics, the sheer volume of information resulting from the current work
prevents a full representation of all available data. As such, selected data are
presented in subsequent sections to highlight certain phenomena of interest,
and future collaborations sought with readers interested in exploring options
for further research and publications.
In the current section, the case with fractal grids and impact plates,
using the setup in Fig. 3.2, with twin premixed methane flames at equiv-
alence ratios of 0.9 and bulk velocities of 4 m/s is analysed. General flow
field trends are described here. Normalised velocity components, normalised
Reynolds stresses, as well as progress variable statistics are shown in Fig. 6.1.
It can be observed that the magnitude of the mean velocity components fol-
low the mean streamlines of the opposed jet configuration, with acceleration
of the flow in the radial direction close to the nominal stagnation plane due
to heat release. The Reynolds stresses are not uniform, with higher magni-
tudes of axial and radial Reynolds stresses close to the nominal stagnation
plane. Velocity fluctuations increased with radial direction. This may be
a result of bulk motion, or intermittency in terms of local flame locations.
Contours of reaction progress variable show that the flames were not per-
fectly flat on average, with higher values closer to the axis of the burner.
It is interesting to note that the mean axial velocities have lower values
closer to the centre of the burner, which was also shown in isothermal flow
data in Section 5.3. This effect could be responsible for the shape of the
progress variable contours, as the flames propagate further upstream when
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axial velocities are lower. The regions of high axial and radial Reynolds
stresses appear to be enclosed in regions where the reaction progress vari-
ables were more than 0.5, which indicates that the heat release results in
higher unconditional velocity fluctuations.
Contour plots of conditional velocities and scalar fluxes are shown in
Fig. 6.2. Note that scalar fluxes are not sign corrected. Contours indi-
cate that the reactant velocities show similar trends to the unconditional
velocities, with differences in the flame brush due to fundamental defini-
tions. Locations around ±5 mm from the nominal stagnation plane show
that the axial reactant velocities are more or less constant. Product veloc-
ities show distinct zones with zero values due to the spatial limits of the
flame brush. Axial scalar fluxes show that regions close to the centreline
that were around 5 mm from the nominal stagnation plane were close to
transition to counter gradient diffusion, with scalar fluxes approching zero.
The characterisation of transition from gradient diffusion (negative values
of fluxes) to counter gradient diffusion in the presence of pressure gradient
poses significant challenges [173, 83, 82]. For flames with lower equivalence
ratios or higher turbulence intensities in comparison with the current case,
gradient diffusion is expected. It is interesting to note that the axial scalar
fluxes at radial locations more than around 5 mm show gradient diffusion
behaviour, with counter gradient diffusion for the radial scalar fluxes.
The spatial distributions of conditional Reynolds stresses are shown in
Fig. 6.3. It can be observed that from the ‘noisy’ contour plots that the
conditional reactant fluctuations do not differ much in space, except for the
regions close to the nominal stagnation plane as statistical information in
the reactant stream is limited for higher values of mean reaction progress
variables. Conditional product fluctuations increased as the nominal stag-
nation plane was approached. These values further increased with radial
location at the stagnation plane, which could be attributed to bulk motion
effects or cumulative effects of heat release as products of combustion moved
radially outwards along the mean streamlines.
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Figure 6.1: Contours of normalised mean velocities (U i/Ub) and Reynolds
stresses (u′iu
′
i/U
2
b ), as well as first (c) and second (c
′c′) moments
of reaction progress variable in the opposed jet configuration,
using fractal grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2 with impact
plates and using 4 mm jets. Top row: mean axial (left) and
radial (right) velocities. Middle row: mean axial (left) and radial
(right) Reynolds stresses. Bottom row: first (left) and second
(right) moments of mean reaction progress variable. All results
for methane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.9.
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Figure 6.2: Contours of mean conditional velocities (U ir, U ip) and scalar
fluxes (u′ic′) in the opposed jet configuration, using fractal grids
with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and us-
ing 4 mm jets. Top row: mean axial (left) and radial (right)
reactant velocities. Middle row: mean axial (left) and radial
(right) product velocities. Bottom row: mean axial (left) and
radial (right) scalar fluxes. All results for methane flames at
equivalence ratios of 0.9.
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Figure 6.3: Contours of mean conditional Reynolds stresses (u′iru
′
ir, u
′
ipu
′
ip)
in the opposed jet configuration, using fractal grids with flow
configuration in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and using 4 mm
jets. Top row: mean axial (left) and radial (right) reactant
Reynolds stresses. Bottom row: mean axial (left) and radial
(right) product Reynolds stresses. All results for methane flames
at equivalence ratios of 0.9.
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Figs. 6.4 to 6.6 shows profiles of mean unconditional and conditional ve-
locities taken in the axial direction, at different radial locations. The axial
components of velocity appear to be independent of radial locations, with
reactant velocities tending asymptotically towards constant values, except
for points close to stagnation plane due to bulk motion effects and jet in-
teraction, as the flames from the opposing stream influence the statistics.
Radial components of velocities increased with radial distance from the axis
of the burner as expected,with some cumulative effects of heat release, as
the products of combustion accelerated outwards radially.
Similar profiles of unconditional and conditional Reynolds stresses are
shown in Figs. 6.7 to 6.9. Axial components of Reynolds stresses showed no
significant dependence on radial location. The radial components, however,
showed this independence only for the reactant Reynolds stresses. This in-
dicates that the turbulence characteristics in the reactant stream may be
spatially independent. The increase in unconditional radial velocity fluc-
tuations are mainly accounted for by the product stream, with cumulative
effects of acceleration of flow as the products of combustion moved radially
outwards.
Unconditional velocity statistics were also filtered using Eq. (4.16) and
Eq. (4.18), with threshold radii Rth of 3.5 mm and 2.5 mm, corresponding
to the integral lengthscales of the fractal and traditional grids, as shown in
Figs. 6.4 and 6.7. There was no apparent impact on the mean axial velocity
along the axis, while mean radial velocities approached the expected zero
values along the axis as filter radius decreased. Reynolds stresses showed
modest decrease in peak values near the nominal stagnation point as filter
radius decreased. These results show that there is some impact of bulk
motion on the velocity statistics near the nominal stagnation point, though
modest in the current flow configuration, which proves that the velocity
statistics are predominantly due to grid generated turbulence instead of
bulk motion effects.
Equivalent profiles of first and second moments of progress variable are
shown in Fig. 6.10. It can be observed that small differences between the
flow profiles in the upper and lower nozzle can result in some differences in
the location of flames. This figure shows that the discrepencies increased
with radial locations. Nevertheless, the centreline profiles can be regarded
as sufficiently precise to provide benchmark data.
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Profiles of scalar fluxes are shown in Fig. 6.11. It can be observed that
the axial scalar fluxes close to the axis are approaching counter gradient dif-
fusion, and axial scalar fluxes approach gradient diffusion further from the
axis, with scalar fluxes becoming more negative. Note that the axial scalar
fluxes were not sign corrected, while radial scalar fluxes were sign corrected.
Radial scalar fluxes were very close to zero at the axis as expected. Corre-
sponding values were positive for other locations, showing counter gradient
diffusion. The magnitudes of radial scalar fluxes increased with radial dis-
tance, which can be explained by the increase in radial fluctuations due to
cumulative heat release effects.
Stagnation statistics are shown in Fig. 6.12 to compare the results for
twin flames with that of the isothermal case. It can be observed that the
flames result in larger motion of the stagnation point, with broader proba-
bility distributions of stagnation point locations. It is interesting, however,
that the bulk rotation is reduced with flames, as the probability distribu-
tions of rotation angles of the stagnation plane is narrower for the case with
methane flames.
The first four modes for conditional Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
(CPOD) are shown in Fig. 6.13. It can be observed that the reactant, prod-
uct and conventional POD have different structures and energy distributions
within the first four modes. This is due to the fact that conventional POD
does not account for the density differences in the reactant and product
streams, and the fundamental concepts assume uniform density. By apply-
ing conditional POD on the flame measurements, it is possible to segregate
the relative energy distributions in each stream, as well as the ‘characteristic’
turbulent structures that exist in each stream, while accounting for effects
of density. It can be observed that the conventional POD produces struc-
tures in the modes that are ‘hybrids’ of the reactant and product stream.
Unfortunately, it does not account for the effects of spatial distributions of
densities, and cannot produce a reliable representation of the energy distri-
bution.
Values of flame surface density with window widths of 4.0 mm, down to
0.1 mm, are shown in Fig. 6.14. It can be observed that as the window width
decreased, the scatter in the data increased significantly. This is because the
values of FSD scale inversely with the width of the windows, and in laminar
flames, the values of FSD tend towards infinity as window width decreased.
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In the current work, with each pixel of around 0.026 mm wide, for laminar
flames, the values of FSD tend towards the upper limit of ∼38.5mm−1 for
window widths equal to pixel width. The ‘laminar’ limit exists, for example,
at the leading edge of V shaped flames near the wires where flames stabilise.
Despite the dependence of derived values of FSD on window width, binned
values of FSD showed that FSD was below the bimodal flamelet limit for the
current case, as the flames are turbulent, and aerodynamically stabilised,
so there are no regions where the flame structures appear ‘laminar’.
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Figure 6.4: Axial profiles of normalised axial (left) and radial (right) mean
velocities at various radial positions in the opposed jet configura-
tion, using fractal grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2 with
impact plates and using 4 mm jets. Unconditional velocities,
at positive (©) and negative (×) values of x2. Top to bottom
rows: radial positions x2 =15, 10, 5, 0 mm. Statistics were fil-
tered using bulk motion filtering in Eq. (4.16) and Eq. (4.18),
with threshold radii Rth of 3.5 mm (dashed) and 2.5 mm (dot-
ted). All results for methane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.9.
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Figure 6.5: Axial profiles of normalised axial (left) and radial (right) mean
velocities at various radial positions in the opposed jet config-
uration, using fractal grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and using 4 mm jets. Reactant velocities, at
positive (©) and negative (×) values of x2. Top to bottom rows:
radial positions x2 =15, 10, 5, 0 mm. All results for methane
flames at equivalence ratios of 0.9.
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Figure 6.6: Axial profiles of normalised axial (left) and radial (right) mean
velocities at various radial positions in the opposed jet config-
uration, using fractal grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and using 4 mm jets. Product velocities, at
positive (©) and negative (×) values of x2. Top to bottom rows:
radial positions x2 =15, 10, 5, 0 mm. All results for methane
flames at equivalence ratios of 0.9.
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Figure 6.7: Axial profiles of normalised axial (left) and radial (right) mean
Reynolds stresses at various radial positions in the opposed
jet configuration, using fractal grids with flow configuration in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and using 4 mm jets. Unconditional
Reynolds stresses, at positive (©) and negative (×) values of
x2. Top to bottom rows: radial positions x2 =15, 10, 5, 0 mm.
Statistics were filtered using bulk motion filtering in Eq. (4.16)
and Eq. (4.18), with threshold radii Rth of 3.5 mm (dashed) and
2.5 mm (dotted). All results for methane flames at equivalence
ratios of 0.9.
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Figure 6.8: Axial profiles of normalised axial (left) and radial (right) mean
Reynolds stresses at various radial positions in the opposed
jet configuration, using fractal grids with flow configuration in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and using 4 mm jets. Reactant
Reynolds stresses, at positive (©) and negative (×) values of
x2. Top to bottom rows: radial positions x2 =15, 10, 5, 0 mm.
All results for methane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.9.
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Figure 6.9: Axial profiles of normalised axial (left) and radial (right) mean
Reynolds stresses at various radial positions in the opposed
jet configuration, using fractal grids with flow configuration in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and using 4 mm jets. Product
Reynolds stresses, at positive (©) and negative (×) values of
x2. Top to bottom rows: radial positions x2 =15, 10, 5, 0 mm.
All results for methane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.9.
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Figure 6.10: Axial profiles of first (left) and second (right) moments of mean
reaction progress variables at various radial positions in the
opposed jet configuration, using fractal grids with flow config-
uration in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and using 4 mm jets.
© - positive values of x2. × - negative values of x2. Top to
bottom rows: radial positions x2 =15, 10, 5, 0 mm. All results
for methane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.9.
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Figure 6.11: Axial profiles of axial (left) and radial (right) mean scalar fluxes
at various radial positions in the opposed jet configuration, us-
ing fractal grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2 with impact
plates and using 4 mm jets. © - positive values of x2. × - nega-
tive values of x2. Top to bottom rows: radial positions x2 =15,
10, 5, 0 mm. All results for methane flames at equivalence
ratios of 0.9.
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Figure 6.12: Stagnation statistics in the opposed jet configuration at 4 m/s,
for isothermal (top) as well as with methane flames at equiva-
lence ratios of 0.9 (bottom), using fractal grids with flow con-
figuration in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and using 4 mm jets.
Left: probability of stagnation point locations. Right: proba-
bility of rotation angles of instantaneous stagnation planes with
angular resolution of 0.5 degrees.
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Figure 6.13: The first four POD modes for methane flames at equivalence
ratios of 0.9 in the opposed jet configuration, using fractal grids
with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and using
4 mm jets. The corresponding percentage contribution of each
mode to the turbulent kinetic energy is also shown. Top to
bottom rows: reactant, product and unconditional POD modes
respectively.
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Figure 6.14: Flame Surface Density (FSD) for methane flames at equiva-
lence ratios of 0.9 in the opposed jet configuration, using frac-
tal grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates
and using 4 mm jets. Corresponding widths of the windows
(∆win) are shown in each subplot. Red dots represent the data
in the flow field, while black lines represent the flamelet limit
of c(1− c). (©) - Binned values of FSD with progress variable
spaced 0.1 apart, with error bars derived by rms values of FSD
in each bin.
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6.2 Effects of flow configuration
While the current postprocessing techniques provide a vast amount of sta-
tistical information in the flow field, it is difficult to represent all that infor-
mation in the current work. A full set of data is available and described in
Section 6.1 for methane flames at equivalence ratio of 0.9 at bulk velocities
of 4 m/s, using fractal grids with impact plates. Interested readers are en-
couraged to contact the author to explore possible options for collaboration.
The current work focuses on the statistical information along the axis of the
burner, in order not to produce overwhelming amounts of information.
Velocity statistics for the nozzle inlets are shown in Figs. 6.15 and 6.16
for traditional and fractal grids respectively. Cases with and without im-
pact plates and 4 mm inlet jets, using the setup in Fig. 3.2, were used for
both grids, and fractal-traditional grid combination was used for the setup
in Fig. 3.1. For traditional grids, with and without impact plates, the inlet
mean axial and radial velocities were similar to the isothermal cases. How-
ever, there was modest increase in the Reynolds stresses. For the latter with
fractal grids, it is interesting to note that for the fractal-traditional plate
combination, mean axial velocities at the inlet showed different profiles com-
pared to the isothermal case, while radial velocities showed no significant
deviations. The same can be said for the Reynolds stresses, with modest
increase compared to the isothermal case. As for the fractal grids with
and without impact plates, the mean axial velocities did not deviate signif-
icantly, while the radial velocities nearer to the nozzle rims were higher. It
is plausible that there were mean pressure effects of the flames causing the
flow of reactants to accelerate outwards radially. The Reynolds stresses did
not show significant deviations from the respective isothermal cases.
Centreline profiles of mean unconditional axial velocities, as well as un-
conditional Reynolds stresses, are shown in Fig. 6.17 for all flow configura-
tions used. For all cases, there were deviations in the profiles of mean axial
velocities from their respective isothermal cases. Axial Reynolds stresses
showed triple peaks with these flame measurements, in contrast with the
single peaks for isothermal cases. Radial Reynolds stresses showed broader
regions with constant values close to the nozzle inlets, with significantly
higher values at the nominal stagnation points compared to the isothermal
cases. For the traditional grids, it can be observed that without the impact
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plates, the mean axial velocity profiles approached that of the isothermal
case, while prominent turning points and significant deviation could be seen
for the case with impact plates. This correlates well with the findings of
Kostiuk et al. [94], as the flow profiles are expected to approach that of
the isothermal flow close to extinction, and lack of impact plates resulted
in larger turbulent strain contributions that push flames towards the ex-
tinction limit. Without the impact plates, the Reynolds stresses are much
higher in magnitude, with broader profiles of peaks in the radial compo-
nents. As for the fractal grids, the profiles of both mean axial velocities
and Reynolds stresses did not change significantly with different upstream
configurations, which corresponds well with the findings in the isothermal
flow. It is again interesting to note that the case without impact plates
produced slightly higher peak values of axial and radial Reynolds stresses
close to the nominal stagnation points, which could be a result of effects of
bulk motion from 4 mm jets upstream. While the Reynolds stresses appear
to be similar for traditional and fractal grids without impact plates, the
results in Section 5.6 with POD modes show that the flow structures and
energy distribution are different, with bulk motion accounting for most of
the turbulence energy in the former. The large difference between the cases
using traditional grids is also a strong indication that the traditional grids
do not generate larger values of Reynolds stresses in a controlled setting.
Centreline profiles of first and second moments of reaction progress vari-
ables are shown in Fig. 6.18. In the case of traditional grids, the peak value
of progress variable is lower without the impact plates. In contrast, for the
fractal grids, only the case without impact plates showed some deviations
from the other cases with a slightly lower peak value of progress variable.
The lower values of peak progress variables could be attributed to the fact
that the lack of impact plates cause larger contributions from bulk motion,
where the flames from opposing stream affect the progress variable statis-
tics. Peak values are expected to be fairly close to 1 if the effects of bulk
motion were insignificant. Fractal grids produce thicker turbulent flame
brushes, as shown by wider profiles of second moment of progress variables.
This shows that the fractal grids produce more wrinkled flame structures
compared to the traditional grids, and the flame brush propagated closer
towards the nozzle exits.
Fig. 6.19 shows the axial conditional velocities and scalar fluxes along
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the axis of the burner. Note that the scalar fluxes are not sign corrected. Re-
actant and product velocities showed significant deviations for traditional
grids with and without impact plates. In contrast, the differences were
modest for the cases with fractal grids, indicating the insensitivity to up-
stream conditions. For traditional grids, it can be observed that without
the impact plates, the scalar fluxes showed gradient diffusion as the veloc-
ity fluctuations were much larger. When impact plates were used, counter
gradient diffusion could be observed. This is expected, as the scalar fluxes
are expected to show gradient diffusion in flows that are more turbulent.
For the fractal grids, even with modest differences in the profiles of con-
ditional velocities, the scalar fluxes showed significant differences. For the
case without impact plates, the profiles are different between the upper and
lower flames, even though the other statistics showed that the flames should
have similar characteristics. The cause of this is unknown, and the relative
sensitivities of the scalar fluxes have to be taken into consideration when
comparing results from simulations. The case with the fractal-traditional
plate combination showed modest differences between the upper and lower
flames, with counter gradient diffusion for the lower flame and close to tran-
sition for the upper flame. The case with the impact plates showed that
the flames were both close to transition from gradient to counter gradient
diffusion, with significantly lower differences between the two flames. Thus,
it is noted that scalar fluxes for opposed jet flames are especially sensitive
to the alignment of the setup, with need for both flow and chemistry to
be balanced perfectly for meaningful results to be obtained. Nevertheless,
the other statistics indicate much lower sensitivity to the alignment of the
setup. By comparing the respective cases using traditional and fractal grids
with and without impact plates, it can be observed that the scalar fluxes
have significantly different characteristics, which are not solely dependent
on the velocity fluctuations alone. As the fractal grids produced more flame
wrinkling compared to the traditional grids, the scalar fluxes approached
counter gradient diffusion in the former, which proves that lengthscales of
the flame structure are important as well in terms of flame characteristics.
Axial and radial conditional Reynolds stresses are included to faciliate
the conversion of conventionally averaged terms to Favre averaged terms,
via equations outlined in Section 4.5. These are shown for all cases consid-
ered in the current section, in Fig. 6.20. Profiles of the reactant Reynolds
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stresses are higher near the nominal stagnation point, possibly due to low
amount of statistical information available for reactants well downstream of
the leading edge of the turbulent flame brush. The profiles of the product
Reynolds stresses show similar trends for most cases, except for the case
with traditional plates without impact plates, where the profiles are much
broader. For fractal grids, the lack of impact plates resulted in modestly
broader profiles as well. These substantiate the premise that bulk motion
effects affect the statistical information significantly, albeit less in the case
of fractal grids.
Figs. 6.21 and 6.22 show the stagnation statistics for the flames with
different flow configurations. It can be observed from Fig. 6.21 for tradi-
tional grids that the probability distribution of stagnation point locations,
as well as rotation of stagnation planes, were much broader without the
impact plates. This is similar to the trends shown in isothermal cases with
the same configuration, with slight broadening of profiles in the cases with
flames. From Fig. 6.22, for the case with fractal grids, results indicate
that the fractal grids are less sensitive to upstream conditions, with modest
broadening of profiles for the case without the impact plates. While the
stagnation point statistics show broadening for all cases in comparison with
corresponding isothermal cases, there are no clear trends for the stagnation
plane rotation statistics.
Table 6.1 shows conditional values of dissipation, Kolmogorov length-
scales and Kolmogorov velocities, for the setup in Fig. 3.1 with the fractal-
traditional grid (FRAC-TGP) combination. Results are also shown for setup
in Fig. 3.2 using traditional grids with (TGP-IP) and without (TGP-NOIP)
impact plates, as well as using fractal grids with (FRAC-IP) and without
(FRAC-NOIP) impact plates, using 4 mm jets. These results show the un-
conditional dissipation, which does not account for viscosity effects on the
flow, as well as conditional dissipation for the reactant and product streams.
In general, the unconditional values are not useful, as dissipation inherently
depends on the local viscosity values. For the reactant streams, values were
only slightly higher than corresponding isothermal values. This indicates
that the turbulent flow in the reactant stream is not significantly modi-
fied by the presence of flames. Dissipation values were much higher in the
product streams, with the case using traditional grids with impact plates
showing the lowest value of 689 m2s−3, as expected. Results were similar for
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Table 6.1: Statistical information in methane flames with equivalence ratios
of 0.9, for conditional dissipation (), Kolmogorov lengthscales
(η) and Kolmogorov velocity (Vκ).
Flow Stream ν  η Vκ
[10−6 m2s−1] [m2s−3] [mm] ms−1]
FRAC-TGP Unconditional 15.9 41.5 0.10 0.160
FRAC-IP Unconditional 15.9 52.1 0.09 0.170
TGP-IP Unconditional 15.9 22.9 0.12 0.138
TGP-NOIP Unconditional 15.9 37.6 0.10 0.156
FRAC-NOIP Unconditional 15.9 114 0.08 0.206
FRAC-TGP Reactant 15.9 36.9 0.10 0.156
FRAC-IP Reactant 15.9 53.0 0.09 0.170
TGP-IP Reactant 15.9 23.1 0.12 0.138
TGP-NOIP Reactant 15.9 35.3 0.10 0.154
FRAC-NOIP Reactant 15.9 65.9 0.09 0.180
FRAC-TGP Product 393 912 0.51 0.774
FRAC-IP Product 393 1040 0.49 0.799
TGP-IP Product 393 689 0.54 0.721
TGP-NOIP Product 393 1020 0.49 0.795
FRAC-NOIP Product 393 5370 0.33 1.21
most of the cases with fractal grids, with the case using fractal grids without
impact plates showing very large values of dissipation of 5370 m2s−3. There
is no known explanation for this phenomenon other than the fact that ve-
locity gradients were higher than expected. As other statistical information
for this case did not show significant deviations from the case with fractal
grids and impact plates, and corresponding isothermal cases were similar
in terms of dissipation values, this can only be regarded as an anomaly. It
is interesting to note that the dissipation values for traditional grids with-
out impact plates are similar to the cases with fractal grids. In terms of
the Kolmogorov lengthscales, results show that the values for reactant and
product streams are around 0.1 mm and 0.5 mm respectively. This shows
that the Kolmogorov lengthscales are more sensitive to viscosity, since the
values of dissipation vary quite significantly for the various cases. It also
proves that the smallest eddies in expand by around a factor of 5 from the
reactant to the product stream.
Conditional POD is capable of showing the spatial distribution of energy
and ‘characteristic eddies’ in different modes and streams, while producing
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relative contributions from each mode and stream. The relative effects of
flow configuration on the distribution of turbulent kinetic energy are shown
in Fig. 6.23. For all cases, it is apparent that conventional POD is un-
able to show the energy distribution correctly, as it does not account for
density effects. Conventional POD produces energy distributions that lie
between those of the corresponding reactant and product POD. For the
cases with traditional grids, it is interesting to note that the energy distri-
bution for POD of the reactant stream overlaps almost perfectly with the
corresponding isothermal case, when impact plates were used. When impact
plates were removed, the isothermal case had more energy than the reactant
stream. Product streams showed much higher energy levels in comparison
with the reactant streams, with larger differences for the case without im-
pact plates. As for the fractal grids, the case with fractal-traditional grids
showed that the energy distribution in the reactant stream is close to that of
the corresponding isothermal case. For the cases with and without impact
plates, the isothermal cases had higher energy levels compared with reac-
tant streams. The case without impact plates had higher levels of energy for
all streams, due to contributions from bulk axial motion. For the product
streams, the energy levels were higher than those of reactant streams. It is
interesting to note that the cases with fractal-traditional grids and fractal
grids with impact plates showed similar distributions of energy in the prod-
uct stream, once again proving that fractal grids are less sensitive to flow
configuration upstream. By comparing the isothermal energy distribution
with corresponding reactant streams in the flames for all cases here, it is
intriguing that the energy in reactant streams approach some asymptotic
limit close to 0.5. This indicates that the fractal grids already produce an
optimum elevated level of turbulence, and it is somewhat interesting that
the reactant streams had low mean turbulence energy in comparison to the
isothermal flow, for cases where elevated levels of turbulence were achieved.
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Figure 6.15: Radial profiles of normalised mean velocities and Reynolds
stresses 1.5 mm from the lower nozzle exit at bulk velocities
of 4.0 m/s, with methane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.9.
Traditional grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates ()
and without impact plates (♦), using 4 mm inlet jets.
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Figure 6.16: Radial profiles of normalised mean velocities and Reynolds
stresses 1.5 mm from the lower nozzle exit using different up-
stream conditions as shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2, at bulk veloc-
ities of 4.0 m/s, with methane flames at equivalence ratios of
0.9. Fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.1 (©) as well as setup
in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates () and without impact plates
(♦), using 4 mm inlet jets.
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Figure 6.17: Axial profiles of normalised mean velocities and Reynolds
stresses along the centreline using different upstream condi-
tions, for methane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.9. Left
column: traditional grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact
plates () and without impact plates (♦), using 4 mm inlet
jets. Right column: fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.1 (©) as
well as setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates () and without
impact plates (♦), using 4 mm inlet jets.
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Figure 6.18: Axial profiles of first and second moments of reaction progress
variables along the centreline using different upstream condi-
tions, for methane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.9. Left
column: traditional grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact
plates () and without impact plates (♦), using 4 mm inlet
jets. Right column: fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.1 (©) as
well as setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates () and without
impact plates (♦), using 4 mm inlet jets.
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Figure 6.19: Axial profiles of axial reactant and product velocities, as well as
axial scalar fluxes, along the centreline using different upstream
conditions, for methane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.9. Left
column: traditional grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact
plates () and without impact plates (♦), using 4 mm inlet
jets. Right column: fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.1 (©) as
well as setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates () and without
impact plates (♦), using 4 mm inlet jets.
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Figure 6.20: Axial profiles of axial and radial components of reactant and
product Reynolds stresses, along the centreline using different
upstream conditions, for methane flames at equivalence ratios
of 0.9. Left column: traditional grids with setup in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates () and without impact plates (♦), using
4 mm inlet jets. Right column: fractal grids with setup in
Fig. 3.1 (©) as well as setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates ()
and without impact plates (♦), using 4 mm inlet jets.
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Figure 6.21: Stagnation statistics in the opposed jet configuration with
methane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.9, using traditional
grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2 with (top) and without
(bottom) impact plates and using 4 mm jets. Left: probability
of stagnation point locations. Right: probability of rotation
angles of instantaneous stagnation planes with angular resolu-
tion of 0.5 degrees.
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Figure 6.22: Stagnation statistics in the opposed jet configuration with
methane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.9, using fractal grids
with flow configuration in Fig. 3.1 (top), as well as with setup
in Fig. 3.2, with (middle) and without (bottom) impact plates.
Left: probability of stagnation point locations. Right: proba-
bility of rotation angles of instantaneous stagnation planes with
angular resolution of 0.5 degrees.
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Figure 6.23: Cumulative energy distribution across modes obtained via con-
ditional POD, normalised and multiplied by the mean turbu-
lence energy ((1/2)(u′1u′1+u′2u′2)) in the flow field and averaged
over all images in each set. Note that this definition does not
include the circumferential component of velocity fluctuations,
and is defined for comparison purposes. Left column: tradi-
tional grids with (top) and without (bottom) impact plates.
Right column: fractal grids with (top) and without (bottom)
impact plates. All cases using the setup in Fig. 3.2 with 4 mm
inlet jets. Reactant (blue solid line), product (red solid line)
and unconditional (black solid line) POD of methane flames at
equivalence ratios of 0.9, with corresponding isothermal POD
(magenta solid line). Dashed lines in the top right subfigure
represent corresponding results for conditional POD using the
fractal-traditional plate configuration in Fig. 3.1 for compari-
son purposes.
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6.3 Effects of chemistry
Having established the relative effects of flow configurations on statistical
information in isothermal and reactive flows, the relative benefits of fractal
grids in terms of elevated levels of turbulence are obvious. The nature of
premixed flames is such that flow and chemistry both have significant effects
on the statistical information. The current section focuses on the relative
effects of flame chemistry, using methane, propane, ethylene, cyclopentane
and JP-10, in the twin flame configuration, using fractal grids and impact
plates in the setup shown in Fig. 3.2. For methane and propane, bulk ve-
locities of 4 m/s were used, while for ethylene, bulk velocities of 8 m/s were
used. For cyclopentane and JP-10, only bulk velocities of 3 m/s could be
used, due to the limited flow rates allowed by the fuel vapouriser system.
The flow of vapourised liquid fuels were split, and care was taken to ensure
that the mixtures and flow rates in each nozzle were equal by using a digi-
tal camera to take pictures of instantaneous flames and comparing the CH
chemiluminescence intensities between the upper and lower flames. Selected
cases for the fractal-traditional grid combination are presented alongside to
identify differences in statistics. JP-10 was preheated up to about 200 de-
grees Celsius, such that the temperature of the mixture at the nozzle exit
was about 135 degrees Celsius. Cyclopentane was preheated up to about
80 degrees Celsius, such that the temperature of the mixture at the nozzle
exit was about 60 degrees Celsius. The exit temperatures were monitored
by thermocouples to ensure that steady temperatures were reached before
introducing vapourised fuel into the flow and commencing with measure-
ments.
Results are presented in a similar manner to Section 6.2 in order for
comparisons to be made. Also, the statistics allow for conversion to Favre
averaged terms for comparisons with simulations. Note that only data along
the axis of the burner are presented due to the overwhelming amount of
information available.
Fig. 6.24 shows the normalised unconditional velocity statistics near the
nozzle exits, for all cases considered. Results for propane were not shown as
they were close to those of methane. For mean axial and radial velocities,
it can be observed that profiles for the gaseous fuels were similar, with twin
peaks in the axial velocities. These were similar to the isothermal cases
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for fractal grids with impact plates. Cyclopentane flames showed higher
axial and radial velocities near the nozzle rims, due to the fact that the exit
temperatures were higher than ambient temperatures. JP-10 flames showed
similar profiles for radial velocities, in comparison with cyclopentane flames.
In contrast, axial velocities were higher, due to the much higher nozzle exit
temperatures. Axial and radial Reynolds stresses were similar to isothermal
cases for the cases where gaseous fuels were used. Corresponding values were
higher for cyclopentane and even higher for JP-10, due to differences in exit
temperatures.
Centreline profiles of mean normalised axial velocities are displayed in
Fig. 6.25, showing more significant deviations from straight lines (isothermal
limit) as equivalence ratios increased, similar to the findings of Kostiuk et
al. [94]. The deviations from the isothermal limits are more prominent for
the cyclopentane and JP-10 flames, as they had lower bulk velocities and
velocity fluctuations. These differences resulted in the flames moving further
away from the extinction limits.
Normalised values of axial and radial Reynolds stresses along the axis
of the burner are shown in Figs. 6.26 and 6.27 for gaseous and liquid fuels
respectively. It can be observed that the axial Reynolds stresses showed
triple peaks, with the two outer peaks representing locations close to the
leading edge of the flame brush. It can be observed that these peaks shift
further upstream as the equivalence ratios increased, which shows that richer
flames propagated faster. The middle peaks increased with equivalence
ratios, due to an increase in flame temperatures with the equivalence ratio.
Radial components of Reynolds stresses showed single peaks, where the
magnitudes increased with equivalence ratios.
Figs. 6.28 and 6.29 show the centreline profiles of first and second mo-
ments of reaction progress variables, for gaseous and liquid fuels respectively.
Peak values of mean reaction progress variables increased with equivalence
ratios. The profiles also became broader for richer fuel-air mixtures. For
cyclopentane and JP-10 flames at equivalence ratios of 0.85, it is interesting
to note that these peak values were very close to 1, with broader peaks.
This shows that there was minimal interaction between the flames near the
nominal stagnation point. Second moments of reaction progress variable
show twin peaks, where the locations of these peaks indicated the locations
of the 0.5 isocontours of the mean reaction progress variable. The distance
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between the peaks increased with an increase in the equivalence ratio. For
cyclopentane and JP-10 flames at equivalence ratios of 0.85, the values of
second moments of reaction progress variable were very close to zero at
nominal stagnation points, which indicates that the flames hardly passed
through the nominal stagnation point to the opposing stream.
Axial conditional velocities are shown in Figs. 6.30 and 6.31 for gaseous
and liquid fuels respectively. It is apparent that reactant velocities tend
asymptotically towards certain values as the nominal stagnation point was
approached. These values increased slightly with the equivalence ratio.
Product velocities showed almost constant values within the flame brush,
with steep gradients close to the nominal stagnation point. As equivalence
ratios increased, product velocities increased.
The axial scalar fluxes for all cases are shown in Fig. 6.32. It can be
observed that the values of scalar fluxes are very sensitive to changes in
conditional velocities, as mentioned in Section 6.2. Note that the values are
not sign corrected. For most cases, the profiles are symmetrical, which indi-
cates very good alignment in terms of flow and fuel-air mixtures. The scalar
fluxes moved towards counter gradient diffusion regimes with richer fuel-air
mixtures, as expected, since product velocities increased with equivalence
ratios. The transition from gradient to counter gradient diffusion occurred
close to equivalence ratios of 0.9 for methane flames. This transition could
be observed at equivalence ratios of 0.9, 0.8, 0.85 and 0.85 for propane,
ethylene, cyclopentane and JP-10 flames respectively.
Axial components of conditional Reynolds stresses are shown in Figs. 6.33
and 6.35 for gaseous and liquid fuels respectively. The corresponding radial
components are shown in Figs. 6.34 and 6.36. For the reactant streams,
axial and radial Reynolds stresses did not change significantly with equiva-
lence ratios. The product streams, however, showed increase in peak values
of both axial and radial components near the nominal stagnation point as
fuel-air mixtures approached stoichiometry.
Figs. 6.37 and 6.38 show axial conditional velocities taken along the
nozzle axis, for gaseous and liquid fuels respectively. These are shown in
mean reaction progress variable space to illustrate trends within the flame
brush. It can be observed that the reactant and product velocities were
almost constant within the flame brush, with steep gradients at both the
leading and trailing edges. It also shows symmetry for cases where the flames
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had good alignment and equal fuel-air mixtures. For all ethylene flames, as
well as JP-10 flames at equivalence ratios of 0.75, it can be observed that
the flames were not fully symmetrical. Hence, care has to be taken when
using these results.
Axial scalar fluxes are also shown in Fig. 6.39, in mean progress variable
space. Most cases are symmetrical, except for ethylene flames, as well as
JP-10 flames at equivalence ratios of 0.75, as scalar fluxes are proportional
to differences in conditional velocities. Note that values of scalar fluxes are
not sign corrected. It is imperative that the leading edge of the flame brush
has gradient diffusion [174], in order for flames to be stabilised, and this
fact can be used to understand the profiles of scalar fluxes. The profiles
that have multiple loops and intersection points indicate counter gradient
diffusion.
Stagnation point statistics are shown in Figs. 6.40–6.44. For methane
and propane flames, no significant changes in probabilities of stagnation
point location existed except for stoichiometric mixtures, where the profiles
were narrower. Ethylene flames did not show much deviation from methane
and propane in terms of locations of stagnation points. For cyclopentane
and JP-10, profiles appear to be slightly broader compared to the cases
using gaseous fuels, with no apparent dependence on equivalence ratios. The
probabilities of rotation of stagnation planes appear to have no significant
differences across all cases.
Table 6.2 shows conditional dissipation, Kolmogorov lengthscales, as
well as Kolmogorov velocities, for fractal-traditional grid combinations, with
methane and propane flames. Equivalent values are shown for the same
flames using fractal grids with impact plates in Table 6.3. Note that only
cases for lean methane and propane flames are shown, with values of vis-
cosity in each stream obtained from laminar flame calculations using the
chemistry of Lindstedt et al. [105]. As already stated in Section 6.2, it
is important to calculate the conditional dissipation due to large viscosity
differences between the reactant and product streams. Similar values of
Kolmogorov lengthscales are found for both flow configurations, with values
of ∼0.1 mm and ∼0.5 mm for reactant and product streams respectively.
Dissipation rates did not change significantly in the reactant stream in com-
parison with equivalent isothermal cases, which proves that the flames do
not alter the reactant stream significantly. In general, the dissipation rates
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Table 6.2: Conditional dissipation (), Kolmogorov lengthscales (η) and Kol-
mogorov velocity (Vκ), for fractal-traditional grid combination in
setup shown in Fig. 3.1. Isothermal, as well as methane and
propane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.8 and 0.9.
Fuel φ Stream ν  η Vκ
[-] [10−6 m2s−1] [m2s−3] [mm] [ms−1]
Isothermal - Unconditional 15.8 25.7 0.11 0.142
CH4 0.80 Unconditional 16.0 41.2 0.10 0.160
CH4 0.90 Unconditional 15.9 41.5 0.10 0.160
C3H8 0.80 Unconditional 15.8 42.2 0.10 0.161
C3H8 0.90 Unconditional 15.9 41.8 0.10 0.161
CH4 0.80 Reactant 16.0 38.2 0.10 0.157
CH4 0.90 Reactant 15.9 36.9 0.10 0.156
C3H8 0.80 Reactant 15.8 38.2 0.10 0.157
C3H8 0.90 Reactant 15.9 36.8 0.10 0.155
CH4 0.80 Product 363 841 0.49 0.744
CH4 0.90 Product 393 912 0.51 0.774
C3H8 0.80 Product 362 878 0.48 0.751
C3H8 0.90 Product 384 1010 0.49 0.790
in the product streams increased with equivalence ratios, with one anomaly
for propane flames at an equivalence ratio of 0.8 using fractal grids with
impact plates.
The cumulative energy distribution for Conditional Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (CPOD) are shown in Fig. 6.45 for methane and propane,
and in Fig. 6.46 for cyclopentane and JP-10. From Fig. 6.45, it can be
observed again that conventional POD is unable to show the relative energy
in each stream as it does not account for density effects. The turbulence
energy distribution in the reactant streams were very similar for all cases,
with total energy close to 0.5 as previously mentioned in Section 6.2. For
methane and propane, it is apparent that the energy in the product stream
increased with equivalence ratios due to heat release effects. However, it is
noted that this phenomenon is much less apparent for the cases with liquid
fuels. By comparing the cases using fractal grids with impact plates against
the fractal-traditional grid combination, it is apparent that the reactant and
product streams showed similar energy distributions, while the isothermal
cases showed more energy in the former. Once again, it is shown that the
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Table 6.3: Conditional dissipation (), Kolmogorov lengthscales (η) and Kol-
mogorov velocity (Vκ), for fractal grids with impact plates in
setup shown in Fig. 3.2. Isothermal, as well as methane and
propane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.8 and 0.9.
Fuel φ Stream ν  η Vκ
[-] [10−6 m2s−1] [m2s−3] [mm] ms−1]
Isothermal - Unconditional 15.8 58.6 0.09 0.175
CH4 0.80 Unconditional 16.0 51.1 0.09 0.169
CH4 0.90 Unconditional 15.9 52.1 0.09 0.170
C3H8 0.80 Unconditional 15.8 55.0 0.09 0.172
C3H8 0.90 Unconditional 15.9 50.4 0.09 0.168
CH4 0.80 Reactant 16.0 49.9 0.10 0.168
CH4 0.90 Reactant 15.9 53.0 0.09 0.170
C3H8 0.80 Reactant 15.8 51.4 0.09 0.169
C3H8 0.90 Reactant 15.9 48.6 0.10 0.167
CH4 0.80 Product 363 873 0.48 0.750
CH4 0.90 Product 393 1040 0.49 0.799
C3H8 0.80 Product 362 1220 0.44 0.814
C3H8 0.90 Product 384 989 0.49 0.785
energy in the reactant stream reaches a limit, which is similar to the findings
in Section 6.2.
Tables 6.4 and 6.5 show the turbulent burning velocities derived using
the different definitions shown in Section 4.7, near the leading edge of the
flame brush for upper and lower nozzles. These results are shown alongside
local values of axial rms velocity fluctuations
√
u′1u′1 and mean progress
variable. In general, results indicate that the method proposed by Lawn
and Schefer [101] produced results that were derived directly at the 0.02
isocontour for mean progress variable, which were under-estimates of the
true values. The method proposed by Bray [19] produced points close to
the leading edge of the flame brush for most cases, with much lower corre-
sponding values of mean progress variables. However, there are instances
where it resolves points far from the leading edge. Note that the values
of density were obtained from laminar flame calculations using the chem-
istry of Lindstedt et al. [105] for methane and propane flames in order to
apply the method proposed by Bray. For the method that used the lo-
cations of local minimum velocity gradients, most cases produced better
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results than other methods, although there were some cases where results
were obtained further downstream in comparison with the method by Lawn
and Schefer [101].
The local values of rms velocity fluctuations were similar for all cases us-
ing fractal grids and impact plates. Increase in equivalence ratios resulted
in higher values of turbulent burning velocities for most cases except in-
stances where the leading edge was found at locations where mean progress
variables were higher. By comparing results for methane flames with equiv-
alence ratios of 0.9, using different flow configurations, it is apparent that
the turbulent burning velocities for traditional grids with impact plates were
much lower than the corresponding values for other flow configurations, as
the turbulence intensities were at ∼0.5 m/s compared with ∼0.9 m/s for
other cases. Note that the data is presented in its raw form to show the
sensitivity of turbulent burning velocities to the locations near the lead-
ing edge of the flame brush. Also, it facilitates further analyses of these
results. Data for turbulent burning velocities from Section 2.3 were used
alongside the fitted empirical curve, with results shown in Fig. 6.47 to com-
pare with the turbulent burning velocities derived using the three methods
in the current work. The results indicate that values obtained from the twin
premixed opposed jet flames in the current work are higher than most of
the data and the empirical fit. This is possibly due to the fact that a mean
velocity gradient exists in the opposed jet configuration, and this velocity
gradient tends to result in higher values of velocity at the leading edge of
the flame brush. Conditional velocities shown in Figs. 6.37 and 6.38 show
steep reactant velocity gradients at the leading edge of the flame brush to
illustrate this point. Nevertheless, the trends shown follow that of the other
data available, though more dimensions such as integral lengthscales are
required for a more complete characterisation of the turbulent burning ve-
locity. The KPP relation from Eq. (2.3) was also used for methane flames
at equivalence ratios of 0.8 and 1.0. Measured rms velocity fluctuations u′
and Kolmogorov velocity Vκ were obtained from hot wire anemometry, for
the setup using fractal grids with impact plates, at bulk velocities from 2
to 18 m/s. The results from the KPP relation under-estimate the turbulent
burning velocities for the current work, as well as for available values from
literature for values of u′/S0L up to around 5. It over-estimates the turbulent
burning velocities for higher values of u′/S0L.
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Figure 6.24: Radial profiles of normalised mean axial (left column) and ra-
dial (right column) velocities (top row) and Reynolds stresses
(bottom row) 1.5 mm from the lower nozzle exit, using fractal
grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets.
Methane (©) flames at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s and equiva-
lence ratios of 0.8. Ethylene (©) flames at bulk velocities of
8.0 m/s and equivalence ratios of 0.8. Cyclopentane (×) and
JP-10 (×) flames at bulk velocities of 3.0 m/s and equivalence
ratios of 0.85.
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Figure 6.25: Axial profiles of normalised mean axial velocities along the axis
of the opposed jet nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, for methane (CH4),
propane (C3H8), ethylene (C2H4), cyclopentane (C5H10) and
JP-10 (JP10). Methane and propane at bulk velocities of
4.0 m/s, ethylene at bulk velocities of 8.0 m/s, and cyclopen-
tane and JP-10 at bulk velocities of 3.0 m/s. Equivalence ratios
of 0.7 (4), 0.75 (+), 0.8 (©), 0.85 (×), 0.9 () and 1.0 (♦).
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Figure 6.26: Axial profiles of normalised mean axial (left column) and ra-
dial (right column) Reynolds stresses along the axis of the op-
posed jet nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and 4 mm jets, for methane (top row),
propane (middle row) and ethylene (bottom row). Methane
and propane at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s, and ethylene at bulk
velocities of 8.0 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.7 (4), 0.8 (©),
0.9 () and 1.0 (♦).
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Figure 6.27: Axial profiles of normalised mean axial (left column) and radial
(right column) Reynolds stresses along the axis of the opposed
jet nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with im-
pact plates and 4 mm jets, for cyclopentane (top row) and
JP-10 (bottom row), at bulk velocities of 3.0 m/s. Equivalence
ratios of 0.75 (+) and 0.85 (×).
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Figure 6.28: Axial profiles of mean first (left column) and second (right col-
umn) moments of reaction progress variable along the axis of
the opposed jet nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and 4 mm jets, for methane (top row),
propane (middle row) and ethylene (bottom row). Methane
and propane at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s, and ethylene at bulk
velocities of 8.0 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.7 (4), 0.8 (©),
0.9 () and 1.0 (♦).
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Figure 6.29: Axial profiles of mean first (left column) and second (right col-
umn) moments of reaction progress variable along the axis of
the opposed jet nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and 4 mm jets, for cyclopentane (top row)
and JP-10 (bottom row), at bulk velocities of 3.0 m/s. Equiv-
alence ratios of 0.75 (+) and 0.85 (×).
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Figure 6.30: Axial profiles of mean axial reactant (left column) and prod-
uct (right column) velocities along the axis of the opposed jet
nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact
plates and 4 mm jets, for methane (top row), propane (middle
row) and ethylene (bottom row). Methane and propane at bulk
velocities of 4.0 m/s, and ethylene at bulk velocities of 8.0 m/s.
Equivalence ratios of 0.7 (4), 0.8 (©), 0.9 () and 1.0 (♦).
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Figure 6.31: Axial profiles of mean axial reactant (left column) and prod-
uct (right column) velocities along the axis of the opposed jet
nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact
plates and 4 mm jets, for cyclopentane (top row) and JP-10
(bottom row), at bulk velocities of 3.0 m/s. Equivalence ratios
of 0.75 (+) and 0.85 (×).
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Figure 6.32: Axial profiles of normalised mean axial scalar fluxes along the
axis of the opposed jet nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, for methane (CH4),
propane (C3H8), ethylene (C2H4), cyclopentane (C5H10) and
JP-10 (JP10). Methane and propane at bulk velocities of
4.0 m/s, ethylene at bulk velocities of 8.0 m/s, and cyclopen-
tane and JP-10 at bulk velocities of 3.0 m/s. Equivalence ratios
of 0.7 (4), 0.75 (+), 0.8 (©), 0.85 (×), 0.9 () and 1.0 (♦).
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Figure 6.33: Axial profiles of mean axial reactant (left column) and prod-
uct (right column) Reynolds stresses along the axis of the op-
posed jet nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and 4 mm jets, for methane (top row),
propane (middle row) and ethylene (bottom row). Methane
and propane at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s, and ethylene at bulk
velocities of 8.0 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.7 (4), 0.8 (©),
0.9 () and 1.0 (♦).
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Figure 6.34: Axial profiles of mean radial reactant (left column) and prod-
uct (right column) Reynolds stresses along the axis of the op-
posed jet nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and 4 mm jets, for methane (top row),
propane (middle row) and ethylene (bottom row). Methane
and propane at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s, and ethylene at bulk
velocities of 8.0 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.7 (4), 0.8 (©),
0.9 () and 1.0 (♦).
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Figure 6.35: Axial profiles of mean axial reactant (left column) and product
(right column) Reynolds stresses along the axis of the opposed
jet nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with im-
pact plates and 4 mm jets, for cyclopentane (top row) and
JP-10 (bottom row), at bulk velocities of 3.0 m/s. Equivalence
ratios of 0.75 (+) and 0.85 (×).
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Figure 6.36: Axial profiles of mean radial reactant (left column) and prod-
uct (right column) Reynolds stresses along the axis of the op-
posed jet nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with
impact plates and 4 mm jets, for cyclopentane (top row) and
JP-10 (bottom row), at bulk velocities of 3.0 m/s. Equivalence
ratios of 0.75 (+) and 0.85 (×).
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Figure 6.37: Axial profiles (in reaction progress variable space) of mean ax-
ial reactant (left column) and product (right column) velocities
along the axis of the opposed jet nozzles, using fractal grids
with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, for
methane (top row), propane (middle row) and ethylene (bot-
tom row). Methane and propane at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s,
and ethylene at bulk velocities of 8.0 m/s. Equivalence ratios
of 0.7 (4), 0.8 (©), 0.9 () and 1.0 (♦).
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Figure 6.38: Axial profiles (in reaction progress variable space) of mean ax-
ial reactant (left column) and product (right column) velocities
along the axis of the opposed jet nozzles, using fractal grids
with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, for
cyclopentane (top row) and JP-10 (bottom row), at bulk veloc-
ities of 3.0 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.75 (+) and 0.85 (×).
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Figure 6.39: Axial profiles (in reaction progress variable space) of nor-
malised mean axial scalar fluxes along the axis of the opposed
jet nozzles, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with
impact plates and 4 mm jets, for methane (CH4), propane
(C3H8), ethylene (C2H4), cyclopentane (C5H10) and JP-10
(JP10). Methane and propane at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s,
ethylene at bulk velocities of 8.0 m/s, and cyclopentane and
JP-10 at bulk velocities of 3.0 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.7
(4), 0.75 (+), 0.8 (©), 0.85 (×), 0.9 () and 1.0 (♦).
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Figure 6.40: Stagnation statistics in the opposed jet configuration with
methane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.8 (top), 0.9 (mid-
dle) and 1.0 (bottom), using fractal grids with flow configura-
tion in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and using 4 mm jets. Left:
probability of stagnation point locations. Right: probability of
rotation angles of instantaneous stagnation planes with angular
resolution of 0.5 degrees.
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Figure 6.41: Stagnation statistics in the opposed jet configuration with
propane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.8 (top), 0.9 (middle)
and 1.0 (bottom), using fractal grids with flow configuration in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and using 4 mm jets. Left: prob-
ability of stagnation point locations. Right: probability of ro-
tation angles of instantaneous stagnation planes with angular
resolution of 0.5 degrees.
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Figure 6.42: Stagnation statistics in the opposed jet configuration with ethy-
lene flames at equivalence ratios of 0.7 (top) and 0.8 (bottom),
using fractal grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2 with im-
pact plates and using 4 mm jets. Left: probability of stagna-
tion point locations. Right: probability of rotation angles of
instantaneous stagnation planes with angular resolution of 0.5
degrees.
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Figure 6.43: Stagnation statistics in the opposed jet configuration with cy-
clopentane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.75 (top) and 0.85
(bottom), using fractal grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and using 4 mm jets. Left: probability of
stagnation point locations. Right: probability of rotation an-
gles of instantaneous stagnation planes with angular resolution
of 0.5 degrees.
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Figure 6.44: Stagnation statistics in the opposed jet configuration with JP-
10 flames at equivalence ratios of 0.75 (top) and 0.85 (bottom),
using fractal grids with flow configuration in Fig. 3.2 with im-
pact plates and using 4 mm jets. Left: probability of stagna-
tion point locations. Right: probability of rotation angles of
instantaneous stagnation planes with angular resolution of 0.5
degrees.
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Figure 6.45: Cumulative energy distribution across modes obtained via con-
ditional POD, normalised and multiplied by the mean turbu-
lence energy ((1/2)(u′1u′1+u′2u′2)) in the flow field and averaged
over all images in each set. Note that this definition does not
include the circumferential component of velocity fluctuations,
and is defined for comparison purposes. Left column: Methane
flames. Right column: propane flames. Top to bottom rows:
equivalence ratios of 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0 respectively. All cases
at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s, using fractal grids with impact
plates (c.f. Fig. 3.2) with 4 mm inlet jets. Reactant (blue
solid line), product (red solid line) and unconditional (black
solid line) POD, with corresponding isothermal POD (magenta
solid line). Dashed lines represent corresponding results using
the fractal-traditional plate configuration in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 6.46: Cumulative energy distribution across modes obtained via con-
ditional POD, normalised and multiplied by the mean turbu-
lence energy ((1/2)(u′1u′1+u′2u′2)) in the flow field and averaged
over all images in each set. Note that this definition does not
include the circumferential component of velocity fluctuations,
and is defined for comparison purposes. Left column: cyclopen-
tane flames. Right column: JP-10 flames. Top to bottom rows:
equivalence ratios of 0.75, and 0.85 respectively. All cases at
bulk velocities of 3.0 m/s, using fractal grids with impact plates
(c.f. Fig. 3.2) with 4 mm inlet jets. Reactant (blue solid line),
product (red solid line) and unconditional (black solid line)
POD.
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Figure 6.47: Turbulent burning velocities ST,Bray, ST,Lawn and ST,dudx, nor-
malised using rms velocity fluctuations (u′) and laminar burn-
ing velocities (S0L) from Section 2.2. Solid symbols - propane.
Empty symbols - methane. Equivalence ratios of 0.8 (©), 0.9
() and 1.0 (). Cyclopentane flames at equivalence ratios of
0.75 (+) and 0.85 (×) are also included. Colors - flow ge-
ometries. Dots - data from Fig. 2.2. Solid lines represent
empirically fitted functions for methane. KPP relation from
Eq. (2.3) was used for methane flames at equivalence ratios of
0.8 (dashed) and 1.0 (dashed-dotted).
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6.4 Flame extinction limits
Having understood the relative effects of flow characteristics and flame
chemistry on twin premixed turbulent opposed jet flames, it is of interest
to explore the characteristics of leaner flames. Ultra-lean flames produce
lower emissions, and consume less fuel, which may be useful for adjusting
equivalence ratios according to demand in practical combustion applica-
tions, to increase overall efficiency. This can be achieved by recirculation
of hot products to sustain reactions of fuel-air mixtures. However, before
analysing flame characteristics in the presence of hot products, it is im-
portant to look at flame extinction limits. The findings of Goh et al. [62]
show that in flameless oxidation of JP-10, the instantaneous reaction zones
exist at the instantaneous stagnation plane, stabilised by hot products of
methane flames at 1720 K. Without the heat to sustain the flames, they
would extinguish. The transition from conventional flames to flameless oxi-
dation was characterised via the Damko¨hler number [62]. Also, it was shown
in Section 2.5 that flame extinction limits for twin opposed jet flames have
a Damko¨hler number relation shown by Eq. (2.15). The mean Damko¨hler
number at extinction was also found to be approximately 0.91 for the cases
considered.
Using the flow characteristics obtained from hot wire anemometry, and
assuming the instantaneous reaction interface thickness to be approximately
1 mm [62], it was possible to solve for the laminar burning velocity at flame
extinction using Eq. (2.15). From the available laminar burning velocities,
the equivalence ratios at extinction (φext) could be obtained for various fuels,
by applying linear interpolation to the laminar flame data in Section 2.2.
The same can be obtained by assuming the Damko¨hler number at extinction
to be around 0.91. These results are presented in Table 6.6 and Fig. 6.48
for both methods.
From Table 6.6, it is apparent that both methods give extinction limits
leaner than the flames measured, except for ethylene using the empirical re-
lation. This further shows that the empirical relations are accurate in terms
of setting the lean extinction boundaries to aid in designing experimental
investigations. Furthermore, it shows that the Damko¨hler number limit of
0.91 at extinction is also accurate, as equivalence ratios at extinction for
both methods in Table 6.6 were close for methane and propane flames.
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Table 6.6: Extinction limits based on empirical relation in Eq. (2.15), as well
as assuming Damko¨hler number of 0.91 at extinction, assuming
instantaneous interface thickness δf of 1 mm. Integral length-
scales (Lt) and rms velocity fluctuations (u
′) were derived from
hot wire anemometry, and equivalence ratios obtained by solving
for laminar burning velocities via linear interpolation using data
from Section 2.2. Fractal grids with impact plates were used for
all cases.
Da = 0.91 Eq. (2.15)
Fuel Ub φext φext
[m/s] [-] [-]
CH4 4.0 0.711 0.740
C3H8 4.0 0.663 0.684
C2H4 8.0 0.656 0.757
C5H10 3.0 - 0.732
Fig. 6.48 shows the extinction limits at different bulk velocities and
flow conditions, for methane, propane, ethylene and cyclopentane. It is
interesting to note that both methods produced almost straight lines, with
some discrepencies at higher bulk velocities, possibly due to the lack of
available data for instantaneous interface thickness δf . Note that not all
points could be resolved as the equations led to some solutions for laminar
burning velocities that were too large, indicating that flames cease to exist
under these flow conditions. These results show that at higher velocities,
most lean flames will extinguish, and meaningful parametric studies are not
possible with twin flames beyond 10 m/s, with the exception of ethylene.
Hence, at higher velocities, it is only possible to explore flame characteristics
by sustaining single flames with hot combustion products in the opposing
flow.
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Figure 6.48: Extinction limits based on empirical relation in Eq. (2.15)
(black), as well as assuming Damko¨hler number of 0.91 at ex-
tinction (red), assuming instantaneous interface thickness δf of
1 mm at extinction. Integral lengthscales (Lt) and rms veloc-
ity fluctuations (u′) were derived from hot wire anemometry,
and equivalence ratios obtained by solving for laminar burning
velocities via linear interpolation using data from Section 2.2.
Traditional grids (×) and fractal-traditional grid combination
(), as well as fractal grids with impact plates (©).
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7 Flames supported by hot
combustion products
Having understood the relative effects of flow and chemistry in premixed
opposed jet flames, as well as extinction boundaries in the current config-
uration, the characteristics of ultra-lean flames burning against hot prod-
ucts were explored, as the temperatures tend to be lower and emissions of
thermal NOx can be reduced. The understanding of combustion phenom-
ena in ultra-lean flames may result in improvements in current practical
combustion devices. In the current context, it is important to investigate
flame stabilisation mechanisms with ultra-lean fuel-air mixtures. Pioneering
work was conducted by Mastorakos et al. [115]. More recently, Coriton et
al. [35, 34] conducted some experiments with methane flames stabilised
against hot combustion products. However, as the turbulence generating
mechanism was fundamentally different from the current work, and data
provided was insufficient, a fair comparison to the current work could not
be made. Some of the analysis in this chapter were derived from the work of
Geipel et al. [51] and Goh et al. [62]. The former explored velocity statistics
and structures of flames, and showed changes in flame structures as they
approached the lean extinction limits. The latter used the density segrega-
tion method to show the transition from conventional flames to flameless
oxidation, as the Damko¨hler number decreased.
In the current work, selected cases from Geipel et al. [51] and all cases
from Goh et al. [62] are analysed, alongside measurements using other liq-
uid fuels. The flow configuration is shown in Fig. 3.3 in Section 3.1, where
the lower nozzle features lean methane flames, at bulk velocities of 1.0 m/s
and equivalence ratios of 0.75, stabilised on a traditional grid with 4 mm
holes. The temperatures at the lower nozzle exit are around 1720 K. Fractal
grids with impact plates were used in the upper nozzle, and lean flames of
methane, cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-10 were stabilised. Bulk veloc-
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ities were set to 4.0 m/s for methane and 3.5 m/s for the other fuels. JP-10
was preheated to around 200 degrees Celsius, such that the temperature of
the mixture at the nozzle exit was about 135 degrees Celsius. Cyclopentane
and cyclopentene were preheated up to approximately 80 degrees Celsius,
such that the temperature of the mixture at the nozzle exit was about
60 degrees Celsius. Steady temperatures were reached before introducing
vapourised fuel into the upper nozzle. Note that the heat from the lower
nozzle is essential in this endeavour as flames beyond the lean extinction
limits will otherwise extinguish naturally.
Table 7.1: Images for JP10 flames against hot products, taken with a Nikon
D90, using a 105 mm lens, f5.6, exposure 1/50 seconds at ISO
3200. φ is equivalence ratio of JP10 from the upper stream. All
cases were run against hot products (1720 K) of methane flames
at 1 m/s and equivalence ratio 0.75.
φ Ub = 3.0 m/s Ub = 3.5 m/s Ub = 4.0 m/s
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
Table 7.1 shows sample images of JP-10 flames stabilised at different
bulk velocities and equivalence ratios, where images were taken with the
same camera settings and location relative to the test rig. This was done to
explore the limits of the vapouriser unit in order to ensure that the fuels were
fully vapourised, while stabilising flames in flow fields with relatively higher
levels of turbulence. Note that at bulk velocities of 4.0 m/s, the flames
show a red glow, which could be due to limits of the vapouriser system and
heat losses from the nozzle assembly. Hence, test cases at 4.0 m/s were not
explored in the current work, and cases at 3.5 m/s were chosen instead.
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These flame images show that at low equivalence ratios of 0.2, flames
could hardly be seen. However, the burnt temperature of ∼1720 K from the
lower nozzle is sufficient to convert the fuel. At equivalence ratios of 0.4, the
flames started to be visible, but had relatively flat structures, which indi-
cated that the flames were stabilised at the stagnation plane. As equivalence
ratios increased further to 0.6 and 0.8, wrinkled flame structures that are
characteristic of conventional turbulent opposed jet flames could be seen.
Flames also moved further upstream as equivalence ratios increased from 0.4
to 0.8, as expected. As bulk velocities increased, for constant equivalence
ratios, the flames moved further downstream towards the stagnation plane,
showing the bulk velocity and flame chemistry are antagonistic in nature.
This is consistent with the Homogeneous Charge Diffusion Ignition regime
as identified by Joannon et al. [42] using laminar flame simulations.
Sample images from Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurements
are shown in Fig. 7.1, for JP-10 flames. These images show that at equiv-
alence ratios of 0.2, flame structures are not visible, which are character-
istic of flameless oxidation. As equivalence ratios increased to 0.4, pockets
of products could be spotted in the PIV images. When equivalence ra-
tios increased further to 0.6 and 0.8, the flames propagated away from the
stagnation planes, and showed structures similar to conventional premixed
opposed jet flames, with higher levels of wrinkling.
A purpose written algorithm was used to calculate normalised areas of
the interfaces within the nozzle diameter, for all cases, with results shown
in Fig. 7.2. It is interesting to note that the normalised surface areas were
located at around 1.25 for most cases at lower equivalence ratios, including
the non reactive (φ = 0.0) cases, which is as expected, because the instan-
taneous stagnation plane is not flat, as shown in Fig. 7.1. As equivalence
ratios increased, the normalised flame surface areas increased. Distinct in-
crements can be observed at equivalence ratio of 0.6 for JP-10 flames, while
these occurred at 0.8 for other fuels. The increase in flame surface area
indicates transition from flameless mode to conventional premixed flames,
as the flames propagate upstream towards the upper nozzle. It is also in-
teresting to note that for methane flames, there was a slight increase in
surface area for equivalence ratios higher than the lean flammability limit
for laminar methane flames [168].
Now that the qualitative structure of flames has been shown for the
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φ = 0.00 φ = 0.20
φ = 0.40 φ = 0.60
φ = 0.80
30 mm
Lt
Figure 7.1: Examples of PIV images for the different cases with the equiva-
lence ratio (φ) of the JP-10 mixtures in the upper nozzle shown,
with JP-10 mixtures at bulk velocities of 3.5 m/s. Red lines in-
dicate detected reaction zones via density segregation, and the
arrow shows an example of pocket formation. Images were in-
verted for clarity.
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Figure 7.2: Mean normalised areas for interfaces that were detected via
density segregation. Flame lengths were calculated within noz-
zle diameter and normalised by nozzle diameter (©). Flame
surface areas were integrated within nozzle diameter assuming
axis-symmetry, and normalised by cross sectional area of nozzle
(×). Fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and
4 mm jets were used, and flames were stabilised against prod-
ucts of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K.
Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-10
at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 were
used. Dashed lines represent lean flammability limit for laminar
methane flames [168].
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transition from flameless oxidation to conventional flames, it is important
to analyse statistical information from PIV measurements. The presentation
of velocity-scalar statistics is similar to that of Section 6.3.
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Figure 7.3: Radial profiles of normalised mean axial (left column) and ra-
dial (right column) velocities (top row) and Reynolds stresses
(bottom row) 1.5 mm from the upper nozzle exit, using fractal
grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets,
against products of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio
0.75) at 1720 K. Methane (black) at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane
(blue), and JP-10 (red) at 3.5 m/s. Note that only non reactive
case (×) and flames at equivalence ratios of 0.8 (·) are shown.
Fig. 7.3 shows the exit profiles of the first and second order moments of
velocity statistics, for all fuels, at equivalence ratios of 0.8, and compared
alongside non reactive (φ = 0.0) cases. It can be observed that the flames
have almost no impact on the mean axial velocities. For JP-10 flames, mean
axial velocities were higher than corresponding values for other fuels. As
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cyclopentane and cyclopentene flames had similar profiles, only the profiles
for cyclopentane was shown. Methane flames had the lowest mean axial
velocities. This shows that the mean axial velocities are temperature de-
pendent, as the JP-10 mixtures had the highest temperatures, followed by
cyclopentane and cyclopentene, with methane mixtures at room tempera-
tures. The same can be said for axial and radial components of Reynolds
stresses. It is interesting to note that the mean radial velocities increased
near the nozzle rim for flames at equivalence ratios of 0.8 in comparison to
corresponding non reactive (φ = 0.0) cases, with JP-10 showing the most
prominent differences. This is consistent with JP-10 flames being located
further upstream in comparison with other fuels at the same equivalence
ratios, with pressure effects on the flow field being more significant.
Centreline profiles of mean axial velocities are shown in Fig. 7.4. Most
cases show similar profiles to the corresponding non reactive (φ = 0.0)cases
when equivalence ratios are reduced. Differences can be observed at equiva-
lence ratios of 0.6 for JP-10 and 0.8 for all the fuels. Corresponding profiles
of mean axial and radial Reynolds stresses are shown in Figs. 7.5 and 7.6
respectively. For axial Reynolds stresses, deviations from the non reactive
(φ = 0.0) cases occur at similar equivalence ratios, with local peak values
showing approximately the leading edge of the flame brush when devia-
tions from non reactive cases occur. It is interesting to note that radial
components of Reynolds stresses show no significant deviations.
Figs. 7.7 and 7.8 show the first two moments of mean progress vari-
able statistics. Similar transition characteristics can be observed via devia-
tions from the non reactive cases, where the mean location of JP-10 flames
show deviations from non reactive conditions at equivalence ratios of 0.6,
which corresponds well to the images shown in Fig. 7.1, with flames mov-
ing upstream after transition from flameless oxidation, as equivalence ratios
are increased. Conditional axial reactant and product velocities shown in
Figs. 7.9 and 7.10 also reflect deviations occurring at similar equivalence
ratios for all fuels.
Axial components of reactant Reynolds stresses (Fig. 7.11) show similar
trends to the unconditional Reynolds stresses, while corresponding product
Reynolds stresses (Fig. 7.12) show no significant deviations, with relatively
noisy data, possibly due to lower sample numbers in the product region.
Radial components of reactant and product Reynolds stresses shown in
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Figs. 7.13 and 7.14 show no obvious trends. The conditional Reynolds
stresses are presented here in order for conversion to Favre averaged terms
as discussed in Section 4.5. Note that the conversion is only valid for conven-
tional premixed flames where the flow and mean progress variable profiles
deviate from corresponding non reactive cases. This includes JP-10 flames
at equivalence ratios of 0.6 and 0.8, as well as at equivalence ratios of 0.8
for other fuels. Structures for the ultra-lean flames before transition to
conventional flames are different, and may have insufficient statistics in the
product stream.
Profiles of axial scalar fluxes for all fuels are shown in Fig. 7.15, where
deviations from the non reactive cases occur at similar equivalence ratios as
discussed above. As the fuel-air mixtures became richer, the magnitudes of
the scalar fluxes are reduced, for all fuels. It is interesting to note that for
JP-10, there was a transition to counter-gradient diffusion at equivalence
ratios of 0.8.
Figs. 7.16 to 7.18 show the axial conditional velocities and scalar fluxes
in mean progress variable space. It is clear that the transition occurs at
similar equivalence ratios as mentioned before, with reactant velocities in-
creasing with equivalence ratios. For product velocities, the mean values
were close to zero for flameless combustion, while cases where transition to
conventional flames occurred showed increasing trends as equivalence ratios
were increased. As mean scalar fluxes are directly related to conditional
velocities, deviations from non reactive cases occur at similar points.
Subsequently, to ascertain the size of the turbulent flame brush δt, cen-
treline profiles of reaction progress variables were used for all fuels. These
are compared alongside normalised raw PIV signals (Iraw) via Eq. (4.38)
for all cases, as well as with OH-PLIF signals (IOH,raw) via Eq. (4.52) for
methane, in Figs. 7.19 to 7.22. All cases show no significant deviations be-
tween normalised PIV signals and mean progress variable, which is an indi-
cation that the density segregation technique is capable of detecting flame
isocontours accurately. By setting the boundaries of the turbulent flame
brush as the 5th and 95th percentile of the progress variable, δt|c∈[0.05,0.95]
was derived for all cases.
In addition, displaced and normalised signals Inorm were calculated
relative to the detected isocontours, with results shown in Figs. 7.23 to
7.26. It can be observed that the fitted error functions describe the profiles
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of Inorm quite accurately, and the 5-95th percentiles of these error functions
were used to define the size of the instantaneous reaction zone δf . The
latter is related to the laminar flame thickness for conventional flames in
the ‘flamelet’ regime of combustion.
The size of the turbulent flame brush δt|c∈[0.05,0.95] and interface thick-
ness δf were compiled for all cases and are shown in Table 7.2. It can
be observed that for most cases, the flame brush remained similar in size,
until transition to conventional premixed flames occurred, where the flame
brush increased in width, from around 9 mm to 10 mm. However, this
phenomenon was not observed for JP-10 flames. The interface thickness δf
was similar in most cases, and were found to decrease after the transition to
conventional flames. An anomaly can be observed for the non reactive case
with cyclopentene flames (δf ∼0.8 mm), while other cases were consistently
more than 1 mm for leaner mixtures. Results for all the available ratios
between δf and δt|c∈[0.05,0.95] yielded a maximum value of 0.169 for JP-10
flames at an equivalence ratio of 0.2, which indicates a maximum uncer-
tainty of about 2.7% in the flame brush thickness, as shown by the thought
experiment in Section 4.5. This shows that the effects of the instantaneous
interface thickness are negligible for all the flames explored in the current
work, including the twin premixed flames, as the interface thickness is ex-
pected to be thinner for conventional premixed flames.
In addition, turbulent burning velocities (ST,Lawn) were obtained at
the 0.02 contour for mean progress variable, alongside local rms velocity
fluctuations
√
u′1u′1. The turbulent burning velocities were found to show
significant deviations from the non reactive case only after their respective
transition points. However, the values for flameless oxidation and inon re-
active cases are not to be taken literally, as they are only shown to elucidate
the existence of conventional premixed flames.
In order to present a Damko¨hler number characterisation similar to that
of Goh et al. [62], values of integral lengthscales were obtained from hot wire
anemometry, using the data shown in Section 5.2, for fractal grids with im-
pact plates at 3.5 m/s and 4.0 m/s. The interface thickness δf was used
instead of the compiled laminar flame thickness as these were not available
in all cases. As laminar flame data from experimental measurements were
limited to methane and cyclopentane flames at relatively higher equivalence
ratios, only some cases could be characterised. For JP-10 flames, the lam-
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inar flame properties are not well established. The relation by Parsinejad
et al. [128] for JP-10 was applied at 400 K to estimate the laminar burning
velocity (S0L) at φ = 0.80, which resulted in a value of 32.4 cm/s. In con-
trast, laminar flame calculations by Courty et al. [98] at 398 K, using the
JP-10 chemistry of Li et al. [102], suggest S0L = 51 cm/s at the same stoi-
chiometry. It was suggested by Davidson et al. [40] that the key breakdown
products of JP-10 are cyclopentene and cyclopentadiene. Accordingly, lam-
inar flame calculations featuring the cyclopentadiene were evaluated using
the chemistry of Robinson and Lindstedt [144] to estimate flame parameters
at 400 K. The values of laminar burning velocities were used in the current
context to characterise the JP-10 flames.
u′ =
√
u′1u′1 + 2u′2u′2
3
(7.1)
Da =
LtS
0
L
δfu′
(7.2)
Velocity fluctuations u′ were derived via Eq. 7.1, with corresponding
axial and radial Reynolds stresses obtained close to the upper nozzle exit,
which is valid as current measurements show no significant deviations of such
values except near the nominal stagnation plane. The Damko¨hler number is
defined in Eq. (7.2), where all the above definitions are used. The resulting
values are also shown in Table 7.2, where it is clear that for Damko¨hler
numbers less than ∼1, the flames were in flameless mode, and transition
to conventional premixed flames occurred when Damko¨hler numbers were
more than ∼1. These are illustrated in a Borghi diagram in Fig. 7.27, where
the lean cases with flameless oxidation are shown to exist in the well stirred
reactor regime. JP-10 flames at an equivalence ratio of 0.6 were found to be
close to the boundary between well stirred reactor and distributed reaction
zones, which indicates that the combustion products from the lower nozzle
are sustaining the flame, even though it showed characteristics similar to
conventional flames. Methane and cyclopentane flames at equivalence ratios
of 0.8 were arguably in the distributed reaction zone regime, and appeared
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to behave similarly to conventional flames. It is interesting to note that
JP-10 flames at equivalence ratio of 0.8 with counter-gradient diffusion is
in the corrugated flamelets regime, with flame location further upstream
compared to all other cases.
The empirical relation in Eq. (2.15) was used to identify extinction lim-
its for twin premixed flames using fractal grids and impact plates, based on
laminar burning velocities of methane, propane, ethylene and cyclopentane,
as shown in Fig. 7.27. These were done by assuming that the values of in-
terface thickness δf were 1 mm at flame extinction. Most of the points were
close to the line with Damko¨hler numbers of 1, except for velocities from
2-3 m/s, which could be due to unknown values of flame thickness at extinc-
tion. These results show that conventional turbulent opposed jet premixed
flames can only exist in distributed reaction zone, corrugated flamelet and
wrinkled flamelet regimes on the Borghi diagram, with the realistic lim-
its for the abovementioned fuels as shown in Fig. 6.48. These extinction
boundaries can be used for designing future experiments, as well as fur-
ther characterisation of transition to flameless boundaries to corroborate
the current findings.
In summary, all available information show consistent trends in terms
of transition from flameless to conventional flames, irrespective of the fuel
used. However, more exploration is required, and it is imperative that a
parametric study on the temperature dependence be conducted. However,
these were not possible to explore, as lower temperatures could only be
obtained successfully with introduction of hydrogen into the lower nozzle,
and these facilities were not available due to laboratory refurbishment de-
lays, and hydrogen infrastructure was unavailable in the given laboratory
space despite minimal risks involved with these experiments. Nevertheless,
the current results show consistent trends and simple characterisation of
combustion regimes via the Damko¨hler number.
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Figure 7.4: Axial profiles of normalised mean axial velocities along the cen-
treline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products of methane
flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Methane at
4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-10 at 3.5 m/s.
Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan), 0.4 (magenta), 0.6
(blue), and 0.8 (red).
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Figure 7.5: Axial profiles of normalised mean axial Reynolds stresses along
the centreline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products
of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K.
Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-10
at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan), 0.4
(magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red).
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Figure 7.6: Axial profiles of normalised mean radial Reynolds stresses along
the centreline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products
of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K.
Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-10
at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan), 0.4
(magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red).
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Figure 7.7: Axial profiles of mean progress variable along the centreline of
the burner, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with im-
pact plates and 4 mm jets, against products of methane flames
(1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Methane at 4.0 m/s,
and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-10 at 3.5 m/s. Equiva-
lence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan), 0.4 (magenta), 0.6 (blue),
and 0.8 (red).
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Figure 7.8: Axial profiles of second moments of progress variable along the
centreline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products of methane
flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Methane at
4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-10 at 3.5 m/s.
Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan), 0.4 (magenta), 0.6
(blue), and 0.8 (red).
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Figure 7.9: Axial profiles of mean axial reactant velocities along the cen-
treline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products of methane
flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Methane at
4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-10 at 3.5 m/s.
Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan), 0.4 (magenta), 0.6
(blue), and 0.8 (red).
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Figure 7.10: Axial profiles of mean axial product velocities along the cen-
treline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2
with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products of methane
flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Methane at
4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-10 at 3.5 m/s.
Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan), 0.4 (magenta), 0.6
(blue), and 0.8 (red).
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Figure 7.11: Axial profiles of mean axial reactant Reynolds stresses along
the centreline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products
of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K.
Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-
10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan), 0.4
(magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red).
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Figure 7.12: Axial profiles of mean axial product Reynolds stresses along
the centreline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products
of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K.
Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-
10 at 3.5 m/s. EEquivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan),
0.4 (magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red).
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Figure 7.13: Axial profiles of mean radial reactant Reynolds stresses along
the centreline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products
of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K.
Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-
10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan), 0.4
(magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red).
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Figure 7.14: Axial profiles of mean radial product Reynolds stresses along
the centreline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup in
Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products
of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K.
Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-
10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan), 0.4
(magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red).
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Figure 7.15: Axial profiles of mean axial scalar fluxes (not sign corrected)
along the centreline of the burner, using fractal grids with setup
in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against products
of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K.
Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene and JP-
10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2 (cyan), 0.4
(magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red).
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Figure 7.16: Profiles of mean axial reactant velocities along the centreline of
the burner against mean progress variable, using fractal grids
with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against
products of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at
1720 K. Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene
and JP-10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2
(cyan), 0.4 (magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red).
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Figure 7.17: Profiles of mean axial product velocities along the centreline of
the burner against mean progress variable, using fractal grids
with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against
products of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at
1720 K. Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene
and JP-10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2
(cyan), 0.4 (magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red).
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Figure 7.18: Profiles of mean axial scalar fluxes along the centreline of the
burner against mean progress variable, using fractal grids with
setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact plates and 4 mm jets, against
products of methane flames (1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at
1720 K. Methane at 4.0 m/s, and cyclopentane, cyclopentene
and JP-10 at 3.5 m/s. Equivalence ratios of 0.0 (black), 0.2
(cyan), 0.4 (magenta), 0.6 (blue), and 0.8 (red).
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Figure 7.19: Axial profiles of normalised signals along the centreline of the
burner, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with im-
pact plates and 4 mm jets, against products of methane flames
(1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Black lines show nor-
malised raw PIV signals Iraw. Blue lines show corresponding
normalised OH-PLIF signals IOH,raw =
IOH−IOH,r
IOH,p−IOH,r . Corre-
sponding profiles of mean progress variables synchronised with
PIV vectors are also shown (©). Top to bottom row - lean
methane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.00, 0.40, 0.60 and
0.80, for upper nozzle.
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Figure 7.20: Axial profiles of normalised signals along the centreline of the
burner, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact
plates and 4 mm jets, against products of methane flames
(1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Black lines show
normalised raw PIV signals Iraw. Corresponding profiles of
mean progress variables synchronised with PIV vectors are also
shown (©). Top to bottom row - lean JP-10 flames at equiva-
lence ratios of 0.00, 0.20, 0.40, 0.60 and 0.80, for upper nozzle.
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Figure 7.21: Axial profiles of normalised signals along the centreline of the
burner, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact
plates and 4 mm jets, against products of methane flames
(1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Black lines show
normalised raw PIV signals Iraw. Corresponding profiles of
mean progress variables synchronised with PIV vectors are also
shown (©). Top to bottom row - lean cyclopentane flames at
equivalence ratios of 0.00, 0.20, 0.40, 0.60 and 0.80, for upper
nozzle.
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Figure 7.22: Axial profiles of normalised signals along the centreline of the
burner, using fractal grids with setup in Fig. 3.2 with impact
plates and 4 mm jets, against products of methane flames
(1 m/s, equivalence ratio 0.75) at 1720 K. Black lines show
normalised raw PIV signals Iraw. Corresponding profiles of
mean progress variables synchronised with PIV vectors are also
shown (©). Top to bottom row - lean cyclopentene flames at
equivalence ratios of 0.00, 0.20, 0.40, 0.60 and 0.80, for upper
nozzle.
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Figure 7.23: Centreline profiles of mean normalised and displaced inten-
sities, relative to detected isocontours via density segrega-
tion. Left column - Normalised PIV signals Inorm (black) and
Inorm,OH (blue), against x1shift. Right column - Corresponding
plots with x1shift in a smaller region relative to 0, with dashed
lines to indicate location of detected isocontours. Correspond-
ing fitted error functions are shown for Inorm (magenta). Top
to bottom row - lean methane flames at equivalence ratios of
0.00, 0.40, 0.60 and 0.80, for upper nozzle.
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Figure 7.24: Centreline profiles of mean normalised and displaced intensi-
ties, relative to detected isocontours via density segregation.
Left column - Normalised PIV signals Inorm (black) against
x1shift. Right column - Corresponding plots with x1shift in
a smaller region relative to 0, with dashed lines to indicate
location of detected isocontours. Corresponding fitted error
functions are shown for Inorm (magenta). Top to bottom row -
lean JP-10 flames at equivalence ratios of 0.00, 0.20, 0.40, 0.60
and 0.80, for upper nozzle.
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Figure 7.25: Centreline profiles of mean normalised and displaced intensi-
ties, relative to detected isocontours via density segregation.
Left column - Normalised PIV signals Inorm (black) against
x1shift. Right column - Corresponding plots with x1shift in
a smaller region relative to 0, with dashed lines to indicate
location of detected isocontours. Corresponding fitted error
functions are shown for Inorm (magenta). Top to bottom row
- lean cyclopentane flames at equivalence ratios of 0.00, 0.20,
0.40, 0.60 and 0.80, for upper nozzle.
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Figure 7.26: Centreline profiles of mean normalised and displaced intensi-
ties, relative to detected isocontours via density segregation.
Left column - Normalised PIV signals Inorm (black) against
x1shift. Right column - Corresponding plots with x1shift in
a smaller region relative to 0, with dashed lines to indicate
location of detected isocontours. Corresponding fitted error
functions are shown for Inorm (magenta). Top to bottom row
- lean cyclopentene flames at equivalence ratios of 0.00, 0.20,
0.40, 0.60 and 0.80, for upper nozzle.
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Figure 7.27: Borghi diagram [121], with regime characterisation for flames
with sufficient information, for methane (black), cyclopentane
(blue) and JP-10 (red) flames stabilised against hot products of
methane flames. Equivalence ratios of 0.2 (), 0.4 (©), 0.6 (4)
and 0.8 (+) for various flames. Empirical relation in Eq. (2.15)
was used to identify extinction limits for twin premixed flames
using fractal grids and impact plates, based on laminar burning
velocities of methane, propane, ethylene and cyclopentane in
Section 2.2, turbulence characteristics from hot wire anemome-
try and assuming flame thickness δf to be ∼1 mm at extinction
(magenta ·).
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8 Conclusions
8.1 Contributions from current findings and
possible future work
Given the statistical information available from density segregation and the
novel postprocessing techniques presented in the current thesis, the areas of
interest identified by Bilger [11] can be compared with the available data.
These are compiled in Table 8.1 to highlight the achievements of the cur-
rent work. It is clearly shown that the current work extracts as much
synchronised information as possible from Particle Image Velocimetry mea-
surements, and provides multiple statistics for a more comprehensive com-
parison with simulations, while providing insight into the flame physics at
different conditions. Existing data in terms of flame extinction limits and
turbulent burning velocities, as well as BML formulation and transition to
flameless oxidation, have also been characterised and compared with the
data produced in the current endeavour.
The current work produces the following key findings:
1. Care has to be taken to isolate upstream conditions to obtain ‘pure’
grid generated turbulence, and the use of impact plates has shown
promise in this aspect.
2. Density segregation and current postprocessing techniques elucidate
physics of turbulent premixed flames and isothermal flow accurately.
3. Simultaneous OH-PLIF with PIV do not produce additional useful
information in the current context, as PIV with density segregation
produces synchronised data without difficulties associated with laser
alignment, and OH-PLIF signals could not provide quantified OH con-
centrations.
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4. There may be a need for additional lengthscale characterisation for a
comprehensive analysis of turbulent burning velocities. The current
contribution attempts to provide comprehensive sets of data for future
endeavours in this aspect.
5. Effects of finite interface thickness do not affect the statistical data
significantly for the flames studied in the current work. As such,
statistical information produced via density segregation can be said
to be sufficiently accurate.
6. Kolmogorov lengthscales depend predominantly on fluid viscosity, as
shown via conditional dissipation.
7. Conventional POD is unable to represent the energy distribution for
premixed flames, and conditional POD (CPOD) is required. This is
due to the fundamental fact that conventional POD does not take into
account density effects.
8. Flame extinction phenomena in the turbulent opposed jet appear to
depend on the Damko¨hler number, with values close to 1 at extinction.
Similar values of Damko¨hler numbers were found at points where con-
ventional flames transition to flameless oxidation. Further work will
strengthen these findings.
The current key findings and available statistical information will hope-
fully aid computational scientists to develop improved models to represent
the flame physics in a more realistic manner, as some of these models are
being used to design practical burners. In addition, the phenomena char-
acterised here in the form of transition to flameless combustion will aid
designers to produce practical engines that will produce lower emissions
and higher efficiency as a better understanding of flameless combustion is
attained.
Avenues for future work include time resolved PIV measurements of the
turbulent opposed jet flames and corresponding isothermal flows. These will
allow the understanding of flow and flame dynamics, as well as produce in-
formation such as spatial distributions of lengthscales, energy and spectra.
With the advent of Tomographic PIV, three dimensional time resolved mea-
surements can also be performed to gain a complete picture of the physics.
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Table 8.1: Overview of areas of interested identified by Bilger [11] for pre-
mixed flames, in comparison with data presented in current work.
Statistical information Bilger
[11]
Isothermal
Flows
Twin
premixed
opposed
jet flames
Flames
against
hot
products
Detailed initial and boundary
conditions
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Unconditional statistics - Yes Yes Yes
Turbulent lengthscales - Yes Yes Yes
Energy spectra - Yes N.A. N.A.
Bulk motion - Yes Yes N.A.
Conditional statistics Yes N.A. Yes Yes
Turbulent burning velocities - N.A. Yes Yes
Flame surface density Yes N.A. Yes No
Interface / flame brush thick-
ness
- N.A. No Yes
Flame wrinkling / surface area Yes N.A. No Yes
Conditional dissipation - Yes Yes No
Conditional POD - Yes Yes No
Progress variable gradients,
scalar dissipation
Yes N.A. No No
Conditional diffusion of reac-
tion progress variable
Yes N.A. Yes Yes
Quantitative measurements of
chemical species
Yes N.A. No No
pdf of progress variable Yes N.A. Yes Yes
The density segregation technique and current postprocessing techniques
can also be extended to three dimensional image data to segregate reactant
and product streams in flame measurements to obtain similar data presented
in the current work. Furthermore, use of thermographic phosphors as seed-
ing particles will provide simultaneous temperature data to complete the
characterisation of flames for conversion from experimental data to Favre
averaged data for comparisons with simulations, though the reverse can also
be done for an equivalent comparison. With availability of hydrogen infras-
tructure, lower temperatures can be attained in preheat measurements for
a more complete characterisation of the transition from conventional pre-
293
mixed flames to flameless oxidation. The extinction limits for various fuels
in the current work highlight the limitations of the current setup in terms
of attaining higher turbulent Reynolds numbers in twin premixed flames,
which can be mitigated by using the preheat setup instead. However, care
has to be taken in terms of flame length and beam steering at higher bulk
velocities, as accurate PIV measurements may become more difficult under
these conditions.
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